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Republican Journal 
VOLUME 43._BELFAST. MAINE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1872. NUMBER 19. 
Farm, Garden, and Household, 
Our Woodlands. 
the wood-,'hoppers swine their axes 
"inter as they did last, it is about 
1:1 begin a serous calculation as to 
at is coming >f it say about A. 1)., 1900 
with th hi ;ek-kiin. and the railroads 
lie price of timber going up, t he coun- 
:kcl\ ''1, ieuud.. its '.'rests. 
: 1" a. what ? 
'••port made not lone ago to ■•. meeting 
N itionai Xgricultoral society at Si. 
"i stated that, at the present rate ot 
t u, ( ss than 'J'< years all our 
: ode timlier lands which are accessible 
■e destroyed 1 he subject was also 
■ gut before ii national board of trade, 
■t w< 'k. iu the torm ot a condemnation 
the 30 per cent, duty on Canadian lum- 
as tending the more rapid sweeping 
mr '-wm :orests. One delicate said 
’.‘•resent rati- «d hopping. Mieh':- 
wou ■* her forests in less than 17 
course :iiiv move in tlie above- 
11*. t*i'i it»11 ! !' ; .- .j at opposition 
So far as the 
»t >uppl> j> mcerned it is a relief to 
ee. lit Northern Pacific railroad 
'i p»-i up mine!: tracts of timber 
ii the :• _■!('! of Putfet sound. The 
n-M- (•: -^reiroii pine*' which eov- 
)ite basis, can to a meat 
■ t:n o«-waters. and the rivers 
'■* ’1 
^■ s mud Milord the amplest 
•iw- Pue.et sound lias 
■ miles, and. fur- 
everj whore 
-nub ii* 'arm's! ships 
•1 'asf ii e :fv; |.» rhe mills and him- i 
'■ 1 ril>! ■; retards show lhat | 
mouths linn Ju 1 > 1, IS7-. 
bad b. loa led !n PtiiM 
" 'ii parts the eivili/. ii world. 
■ i*m to * alt tiUa. from .Russia to 
Austral! to Honolulu. The 
■, K-ii >/ *!'<• X-u 'lierr; Pacific railroad 
\t it impetus to come ronsump- 
a r.a.:\ apidlv increasing, The ship 
:i 1 *11i_i* t s- iiud district for 
> ■■ months eiiditi duly of this year 
• « n about ] P.».ooo.oih> feet, or a rate 
u .ease which promises to double the 
ur years Hut while this great. 
may lionish an ample sup- 
bo e-mjinjr years, there are other 
..ii >* *n\!e!\ arising; from the pres- 
ca 'Mil \> < MHIKUIMS. 
wt-1! known that the rain-fall of a 
b v vit ;-. iui> largely on the abundance 
•- 11 Hie only man \vc know ol who 
.‘•it. h.-. is the director ■>?' the Ct ntra! 
i; k ..iri corologieai »>S>er> a I or v at New 
I!, investigations of tiiisgeutle- 
! him to conclude Thai the clearing 
I'M s not diminish the volume of 
•t Hi:? this conclusion will hardly 
: he v. rwhelming test imony 
ieiit-itie research. Why is 
o'■ ue1 well wait red and fertile 
"W an >b-ri!' : it nsm-»t be large- 
'.1 ■' i"? v ’hi* absence of that 
-idi t’i.m which natural philoso- 
!ik Ii linboldt ascribe to woodeil 
d-. I! i> evident that as the forests 
ficav v .-geta! .on hinder the earth from 
iTn.l hea ami shield its surface 
m ii bar ra>s. the lower temperature 
wo ..ted district.- chills the mnisture- 
: wiiiil- and <*' ndenses tlieii \ apors into 
Tms fad is also sustained by^storii 
land "! Palest ine was once -the good 
■ nutty of th»* earth lbr its numerous 
;•..'•* »unTcnus and running brooks, 
now. ’ike the brook of Kedrou. tney 
ccome men wadys or dry haunels, 
«mly hll**d with torrents in the rainy 
son wh < Ii run down the bare hill sides 
tisuppero* as rain glides oil the house 
i-Ti’. !• M.i?r- Formerly the mnun 
-lie inn w.*re c)n*rki 1 in tin it* flow by 
'on es. u*ir moisture was distributed, 
-prints were filled, and fin* brooks pre- 
served. I* was to a great extent in the 
sbnai desert to the south nf Palestine. Re- 
mit explorer- find abundant evidence that 
c Sinai peninsula was once a comparat ive- 
> well watered and fertile country, and 
at a large population was sustained there. 
brook hseiiol, whence tin* spies cut. 
'■*" •' a ■ bister o( grapes o large that. they 
ear it <»o a staff lx t ween them, was 
ad probability in tin* Negeb <ountr) 
bh of Palestine, now a desert tract ; for 
1 ■ a tin* mo-- striking characteristics of 
Negeb, says Mr. ('. H. 1’aliner, the cx- 
and author of the “Desert of the 
•• 'His." are miles ot hill-sides and val- 
ov.-red wit.li the small stone lieaps 
■w. lj-dlier in regain*' swaths, along 
w h i c h g ra •. in 
1 t:! tie name in the Arab tongue ot 
g»*ap« 'M.MHels.’ T *wm> also similar to 
s' wh eh adorn the vim-yards of Pales- 
are o; fn*<jm*nt o«runem-e iliroughout 
'oiitry. There are abundant evi- 
o:c too .f ancient, forests which have 
csappeared. 
Ain ,t it >uid be proved that, this had 
to do with the amount of rain-fall. 
! in ’tiosc e onitru-s which an* bare of 
•'•s tie .rain docs little good and often 
re .arm than good. Rev. \V. F. Holland. 
» -•'die'* explorer < f the Sinai desert, de- 
ribes a thunder storm which burst upon 
n. when en« amped in Wa.lv Feiran in 
winter of l£f»7. After a little more 
an hour’s rain, tin* water rose so rapid- 
The previously dry wadv that I had to 
!i : *r n.v life and with great difficulty 
ceded in saving mv tent and goods; my 
’which I had not time to pick up. 
■ig washed away. In less than two hours 
:*v desert- wady, upward of 300 yards 
1, was turned into a foaming torrent 
in eight to ten feet deep, roaring and 
mg down, and bearing everything be- 
i? tangl' d masses of tamarisk-*, bun- 
ds of beautiful palm trees, scores of 
s!i«*ep. and goats, camels and donkeys, and 
ii men, women and children ; for a whole 
tmpment of Vrabs was washed away a 
v miles above me. Tlx* storm commenced 
o’clock in the evening: at half-part 0 
water- were rapidly subsiding, ami it 
•v is evident that, tin* flood had spent its 
ci In tlie morning, a gently flowing 
-Team but a few yards broad, and a few 
•re :.«*s deep, was all that remained of it.” 
mutrv in the great central basin be- 
w« eii iht Rockv mountains and the Sierra 
Nevadas. in western l nite 1 States, presents 
.miiar phenomena, it, is very bare of trees ; 
-••b is acrid and dry; tie* streams are 
w and scant; and Hie wadys’’ of the 
i as! are repeated on even a greater scale. 
1 ids come in this region, too, as there, i 
•ii Idcnly and sharply,tearing up the ravines, 
leav ing no blessings behind, --the water, 
it were, runs over the surface without 
uetrating the soil. There were no soft- 
? ili.ug rains, no distilled dews that enrich 
■ earth, profit the husbandman, and re- 
*■• in th< ountrv from the double barbar- 
m <f gold and silver mining and a desert 
-ii. 
because wood urines tin* ready cash, 
: «• wood-choppers must continue to swing 
.♦* ■? axes, and our woodlands must he 
f-ar« d, why not use some discretion in 
’Hi intr tin* ravim s through which flow our 
»oks‘* Wi' often see laid bare the steep- 
si hill sides, where the profit must he 
mail. The landscape is ruined, hut that, is 
•thing t" the wood-merchant.; the trout 
>k is spoii.d. hut that is nothing, too; 
.1 \et the sum total will he something, 
wiii n we or our posterity reap the had 
mo**. which dank stock cannot atone for, 
his indiscriminate cleariug of our forests. 
I he repeated famines which are decimating 
I ei -*la are said to be distinctly traceable to 
’id" -ause. It is in great part answerable 
th< sterility >f Spain, which in old 
liiMuellH tone was the very garden of 
giieulture. We are glad to see that both 
iugressioual and state legislation have 
terfered to protect the grand old trees on 
public iomain, and that California is 
iiiyiug professional arboriculturist to 
iperintend the extensive planting of new 
s .•> at large expense. This whole mat- 
r ! “loresty” should he made a subject 
legislation, as it is in the European 
•untries. ! Springfield Republican. 
l)i:viN«t Pi mi-kins. Take the ripe pnmp- 
pare, cut into small pieces, stew soft, 
n; >h aiid strain through a colander, as if 
oi making pies. Spread this pulp on plates 
layers not quite an inch thick; dry it 
>wn in the stove oven, keep at. so low a 
Ttemperature as not to scorch it. In about 
ay it will become dry and crisp. The 
'ie»'ts thus made can he stored away in a 
try place, and they are always ready for 
use for pies or sauce. Soak the pieces 
ver night in a little milk, and they will 
return to a nice pulp, as delicious as the 
fresh pumpkin—we think much more so. 
The quick drying after cooking, prevents 
any portion from slightly souring, as is al- 
ways the case when the uncooked pieces 
are dried; the flavor is much better'pre- 
"<rve<i, and after cooking Is saved. This 
plan is quite as little trouble as the old 
mode, to say nothing of the superiority in 
the quality of the material obtained. Try 
it and you will not return to the old meth- 
od, we are sure, and you will also become 
a great lover of pumpkin pie, all the year 
round. 
Give Your Cattle Apples. 
Many who keep cattle end horses arc not 
aware that the reason cattle ami horses this i 
time of the year are so anxious to get ap- 
pies is. because they need them as medi- 
cine. The old theory is that apples hurt 
them. This is not correct, any more than 
that water will kill a sick patient in a fever 
whetn lie wants it and pleads for it. In 
such a ease nature calls for it and should 
have it. Doctors have learned this fact, 
and ordered it. Just so about giviug eat- ! 
tie apples when they plead for them, I saw 
last week three men who had cured two 
gar ety cows by giving them apples, recom- 
mended by an old farmer. Another case of 
a two hundred dollar horse, turned out to 
die or 1 ivo, as lie ltad been doctored and 
given over. This horse got to an apple 
tree and eat wliat he wanted, and began to 
gain, lie was fed a peek a day, as long as | he would eat. them, anil lie got well in a j 
week. Another was cured of worms with '■ 
two meals of sour apples, when all other 
medicines tailed. I saw three cows tied up ! 
in a barn mourning for something. 1 asked 
wliat they wanted. They said apples. \s 
there was a pile in sight, I gave the three 
cows half a bushel, and they were soon ! 
peaceable, and went to eating hay. An 
old farmer told me lie had lately learned i 
that liis cattle would do much better to 
give them what apples they would eat in 
the (all, which is but a few daily, after they 
get one meal of them. Why they have 
hurt milch cows is, because they hankered 
so much after them. If they get a chance 
they cat too many. Feed them out. with 
discretion, and you will see the old super- 
stitions notion of hurting them vanished, 
while yonr cattle would thank you, if they 
could speak. Try it. If you have none, i 
v Mir neighbors have plenty, liny them. I 
You ''an afford it as well as anything else. ! 
1 write this for the sake of tile cattle, and ! 
hope it will he a blessing to them. 
Useful Knowledge. 
Pumpkin Puts. Cut the pumpkins into 
snmll pieces; take out the seeds and inside, 
lint do not pare it. It must be well-grown 
and thoroughly ripened, and not watery. j 
Put the pieces into a saucepan, with only a j 
tew spoonfuls of water—not more than j 
lour; <■, ver close and let it cook gently, s.. j 
as not to scorch, until the water has all I 
evaporated, aud the pumpkin has cooked 
quite dry, aud is of a rich, dark orange 
color While hot sift it through a coarse 
sieve, Season only as much as yon are 
needing for the day. For one large pie 
one egg, one tablespoonful of molasses, 
four tablespoonfuls of condensed milk, and 
enough of new milk to make it as thin as 
yon wish—or if you have it—half milk aud 
half ereani, instead of condensed milk; 
sugar and spice to suit, the taste. Bake till 
a clear rich brown, but do not blister or 
scorch. 
How to Selkoi Fi.ouii. 1. Look at its 
color; if it is white, with a slightly yellow- 
ish or straw colored tint it is a good sign, 
if it. is very white, with a bluish cast with 
white specks in it the Hour is not good. 
-• Lxantine its adhesiveness, wet and knead 
a little of it between the Ungers ; if it works 
dry aud elastic it is good ; d it works soft 
anil sticky it is poor. Flour made from 
spring wheat is likely to be sticky. 
Throw a little lump of flour against a dry, 
perpendicular surface; if it adheres in a 
lump tin' flour has life in it; if it fulls like 
powder it is bad. 4. Squeeze some of flic 
Hour in your hand; it d, retain the shape 
given by the pressure, that, too, is a good 
sign. Flour that will stand all these tests 
it is safe to buy. These modes were given 
by old flour dealers, and we make no apolo- 
gy for printing them, as they pertain to a 
matter that concerns everybody, namely 
the quality ot that which is ‘-the stall' of 
life.” 
“Sweet Fickle" he Aci i.es. Take three 
pounds of sugar, three quarts of vinegar 
(not very strong), ten pounds of sweet ap- 
ples; pure, quarter, and core the apples, put. 
■ -pear and vinegar tiwethc.- 1 oi .t skim it., then take hall of the syrup out- into 
another vessel, put as Itiany of the apples 
into your preserving pan as will boil con- 
veniently, and boil until tender; them sk in 
those out aud add more apple and syrup, 
and so on until all is done. Spice with 
whole cloves and nutmeg. I kept apples 
prepared last year in this way, until May; 
they neither moulded nor fermented, They 
were kept in a cool, drv place. 
Pumpkin Preserves. Cut a nice ri-.ie 
pumpkin into pieces a third of an inch 
thick, paring them. Take equal weight in 
white sugar. Allow the juice of one lemon 
to a pound of pumpkin. Let the pumpkin 
remain in a pun with the sugar and juice nil 
night. In the morning put Into a preserv- 
ing kettle, cooking till perfectly clear. Be 
sure to skim well. Then add lemon peel 
cut in pieces small as marbles. Take oat 
and strain the syrup through a jelly hag, 
and pour over the pumpkin. 
Preserved Apples. Weigh equal quan- 
tities of good brown sugar and of apples; 
peel, core and mince them small. Boil the 
sugar, allowing to every three pounds a 
pint of water; skim it well, and boil it pret- 
ty thick; then add to the apples the grated 
peel of one or two lemons, and two or 
three pieces of white ginger if you nave it 
Boil till the apples fall and look clear and 
yellow. This preserve will keep for years. 
Coi r. Si.aw. Cut the cabbage rather tine 
iuto a basin or large bowl; sprinkle a little 
salt over; then with a potato masher, thor- 
oughly bruise the cabbage; then, take three 
tablespoonfuls sugar; half pint best, sweet 
cream; four tablespoonfuls vinegar; stir 
well together aud mix through the cabbage. 
The cabbage should not lie green. Many 
persons do not know the value of cream in 
cooking; it is far preferable to butter In a 
great many things. [Rural New i’orker. 
Fried Squash. Slice thin, dip in egg, 
then in flour, and fry in butter. 
A House of Ouu <)ws. Next to being 
maTried to the right,person, there is noth- 
ing so important in one's life as to live 
under one’s own root. There is some- 
thing more than a poetical charm in the 
expression of the wife : 
“\Yre have our cozy house; it is thrice 
dear to us because it is our own. We 
have bought it with the saving of out- 
earning. Many were the soda fountains, 
the confectionery saloons, and the ne- 
cessities of the market we had to pass; 
many a time my noble husband denied 
himself the comfort of tobacco, the re- 
Ireshing draught of beer, were his old 
| clothes, and even patched up boots; anti 
1. <) me! made my old bonnot do wore 
the plainest clothes, did the plainest cook- 
ing; saving was the order of the hour, 
and to have “a home of our own” had 
been our united aim. 
‘‘Now we have it; there is no landlord 
troubling us with raising the rent, and 
exacting this and that. There is no fear 
harbored in our bosom that in sickness or 
old age we will be thrown out of house 
and home, and the money we have saved 
to pav rent is sufficient to keep us in com- 
fort in the winter days of life.” 
What a lesson do the above words 
teach, and how well it would be if 
hundreds of families would heed them, 
and instead of living in rented houses, 
which takes a large share of their capital 
to furnish, and a quarter of their earnings 
to pay the rent, dress and oat accordingly, 
would bravely curtail expenses, and con- 
centrate there efforts on having “a home 
of their own.” Better a cottage of your 
own than rented palace. 
Joseph E. Ilanly of Appleton on the 18th of 
October instant, was admitted to practice ns an 
attorney and counseler at law in the courts of 
this state. 
The Roman Catholic priest at Paterson. N. -J., 
has-been giving his charge sound advice about 
receiving money for their votes, and tells them 
if they have done so to return it at once. 
An Illinois woman and her husband have 
had a passage-at-arms. She used buck-shot, 
he stove-wood. The coroner decided that the 
superiority lay with the former. 
Corn at La Salle, 111., is now selling at the 
modest price of twenty-three cents per bushel. 
Alvin Joy, 19 years old, was drowned at 
Hancock Saturday, by the uptipping of a plank 
on which lie was passing to a boat. 
I and My Burden. 
1 aud mv burden, O Master! 
I come at Thy merciful call, 
And cry to the Infinite goodness 
That helpeth and liealeth us all. 
1 and mv buidcn! T bore it 
In weakness and weariness long; 
It dimmed all the glory of sunlight. 
And it shod all the sweetness of song. 
Tt hid all the love-light around me, 
Dropped thorns on my wearisome way; 
It benumbed all the strength of my striving. 
And banished the beauty of day. 
I and mv burden, O Master! 
No sheaves of the ripening grain: 
But only a fruitage of folly. 
Of Idleness, weakness, and pain. 
1 ami my burden! T bring it 
In shame and in sorrow to Thee; 
For i know there is none other refuge 
Of help or of healing for me. 
stretch forth the hands that are falling, 
1 lilt lip the heart that is sore; 
1 have brought Thee my burden, O Master 1 
Thy pardon and peace 1 implore! 
Mr. IVj^ynard's Hired Man. 
“Pickery, dickery dock: 
The mouse ran up the olork; 
The click struck one. 
And down he run. 
Picker-" 
•Oli, my good gracious! how dare 
you ?” 
Fanny laid the pink bundle down on a 
rooking chair full of pillows. The bundle 
protested with a vigorous movement, and 
in another moment the rooking chair and 
the baby came down together. 
“Now, you awful man, the child is 
killed !” cried Fanny, with a scared face, 
a she lifted the tiny morsel from the lloor ; 
but (lie pillows had protected it, and the 
startled baby, after one effort at curling 
her lips, broke into a charming smile. 
“No harm done; and 1 trust I am for- 
given," said Mathew l)onn. 
“No. you are not forgiven. 1 shall 
never forgive you, Mr. Mathew Drum; so 
please* leave baby and me. 1 have nothing 
to saw" 
•Well. 1- I’m going." 
“You can go. sir.” 
The young man went softly, slowly, 
out : but he looked neither grieved nor 
angry : on the other side of the door he 
smiled. 
The circumstances were these : 
Fanny had been amusing her sister’s 
child and the little cherub seemed never 
to tin* of musical sounds; so Fanny who 
had “Mother (loose” by heart, liked noth- 
ing better than to sit in the cosy sitting- 
room, which was really the nursery, and 
sing those old, old melodies. 
Mathew Done was the hired man and 
on this particular morning had stolen in 
quietly behind Miss F inny, and, tempted 
of—what surely not the evil one—had 
bent over and kissed her on the forehead. 
And this he had dared to do, knowing 
that Fanny was a eitv young lady, living 
in a fashionable quarter and used to the 
best Roeiet1’ 
Fanny’s sister had married a rich farm- 
er not quite two years before. People 
talked about tltb.se Bryson’s burying them- 
selves alive; but both Olive and Fanny 
loved the country better than the town. 
ICvery summer Fanny was glad to leave 
the “stuffy old house,” as she called it, 
and almost by one leap on the express 
train find herself in paradise, breathing 
air redolent ot white clover and sweet 
briar. During the winter the sisters cor- 
responded regularly; and Olive had sung 
tin* praises of Mathew I)onn, their hired 
man. so olten, that Fanny found herself 
thinking of his acquaintance as one of the 
probabilities other next visit. 
“Wedon'l pretend to treat him as help,” 
wrote Olive, holding her baby on one 
knee and steadying the paper with a 
nelglll : 101 l.- ,,ol In ilie least 
like the men who is hired out in these 
parts. I should be ashamed not to ask 
him lo eome to the table; and just for the 
novelty of it 1 want you to peep into his 
room. Harry calls him his rara avis ; and 
the two really enjoy themselves together 
like brothers. Besides, lie’s nearly as 
handsome as my Harry, lie, you know, 
is llie handsomest man in the world.” 
And the pleasant pen ran on and told 
about the planting, the prospective sweet 
corn, and pea blossoms, and how the 
grape vines were full of tiniest hunches, 
and I he young peach trees were going to 
do splendidly; and Adela had two cunning 
milk-white teeth, and 1 don’t know how 
much more loving nonsense. 
Now. Fanny had a rich lover, and, like 
most rich lovers,he was not prepossessing 
in his personal appearance. In her own 
written language to Olive, “he pestered 
her to death.” To he sure it was pleasant 
to see his splended equipage in front of 
their door with two suberb grays, for on 
certain occasions Fanny yielded to his 
solicitations to take a ride; and he always 
contrived to take her by his castle «f a 
brown stone front, perhaps to tempt her; 
for Fanny was loud ot beautiful things as 
women ought to be, and was well aware 
of the advantage which money can give. 
Both father and mother were anxious 
that she should marry the Hon. Kbenezer 
Wolcott, but Fanny was high spirited, 
and they seldom advised her. The girl 
knew that they were living beyond their 
means lor her sake, and this knowledge 
bad been bitterly earned. She and Olive 
had many conferences over it. 
“I think if yon were married.” said 
< Hive, “papa would come here and take a 
small house; then business need not press 
him so in his old age.” 
Kbenezer had done the proper thing; 
had offered Fanny his heart, his house, 
his carriage and his horses; and although 
he was known for a pugnacious old gen- 
tleman, terribly set in his way, lie was 
honorable, and he loved Fanny Bryson 
with all his heart. And Fanny told him 
that she could not then decide—-that she 
was going for the summer months to sister 
Olive’s, and at the close of her visit she 
would give him his answer. 
Aim may i come out mere sometimes ?" 
asked Kben. 
l'anny gave a reluctant consent, and 
wished with all her heart that she had re- 
fused him. So, with the understanding 
that he would call as a friend, the two 
parted. 
Al the depot Fanny found her sister’s 
carriage in waiting, and was accosted by 
the handsomest as well as the tallest man 
she had ever seen. Six feet high and 
proportionately majestic he seemed like 
Apollo and Hercules in one. 
“fan this be the hired man?” thought 
Fanny ; and then she looked at his dross. 
Not a trace of servitude about him, but 
he treated her with extreme deference, 
said but little, drove with the precision of 
a man accustomed to horses anil drew up 
before the cottage in grand style. 
Fanny was in ITer sister’s arms and after 
her the baby came in lor a full share of 
the kisses. 
“Well, is that your hired man ?” queried 
Fanny, after her comfortable installment 
in one of the luxurious easy chairs. 
“Yes. dear, that is Mathew Donn. Flow 
did you like him ?” 
.“lie looks like a gentleman,” said 
Fanny, after a little pause. 
“He is a gentleman, dear, in the best 
sense of the word; I told you that.” 
“And does he speak English well?” 
“Why, child, lie isn’t a foreigner,” 
laughed Olive. 
“1 mean grammatically,” said Fanny. 
“Oh, yes; I presume lie has a common 
school education,” replied Olive, “and 
something better. I know there are cer- 
tain classical books in his room. Whether 
he ever reads them or not I cannot say." 
“Why in the world does he hire out?” 
cried Fanny, with dismay in her voice. 
“Why shouldn’t he?” asked Olive, 
laughing heartily again. “He likes the 
country, is used to horses, and. I suppose 
he can’t get anything better to do.” 
“But a man like him might—bo some- 
body!” ejaculated Fanny, with vehement^ 
“My patience ! has he no ambition ? I’riy 
afraid f shall despise him." 
“Perhaps, dear, he wouldn’t mind il 
you did,” said Olive, hiding her face in 
the white neck of her baby. ••He is very 
independent.” 
“Surely, why should he care what she 
thought of him P" soliloquized Fanny, her 
cheeks flushing. 
The next day she met him at the table. 
It seemed strange enough to sit down 
with the hired help, but she was forced to 
confess that in nothing did he give the 
impression of being a menial. 
“Shall we take hold of that five acre lot 
this morning?” he asked, respectfully, of 
Mr. Maynard, Olive's husband. 
"No, 1 prefer you should look to the 
drainage of that patch east ot the hill,” 
was the answer. “There will lie no rain 
yet awhile, and 1 want to prepare that 
land for potatoes.” 
Fanny watched Mathew I Mini out on 
the sly, and Olive caught her at it. 
“I wanted to see what kind of a dress 
he works in," said Fanny, with tolling 
cheeks. 
“Don't you think him a little hand- 
somer in his blouse and heavy field boots?” 
asked Olive. 
“He is certainly very handsome,” said 
Fanny, frankly; hut why in the world— 
however,” she said, stopping short, “it's 
none of my business; blit such a man as 
that should surely work his own land.” 
“That's true,” said Olive quietly. 
Time passed on. Fanny became accus- 
tomed t eat, sit and even talk with the 
hired n. m. On one day Olive took her 
up into his room. Fanny stood aghast. Il 
was exquisite in its way as a lady’s bou- 
doir. 
“He furnished it himself,” said Olive 
in reply to Fanny’s look of surprise. 
“A Wilton carpet.” murmured Fanny; 
“a marble top set; that Psyche! those 
flowers!—and what Is this?” She lifted 
a lovely little miniature from the table, 
one of the most beautiful and relined fares 
she had ever seen. 
“Oh, one of his friends. 1 suppose,” 
said l'live in her undemonstrative wav. 
“And see how perfectly neat everything 
is kept. Always in this beautiful order. 
Do you wonder that Harry calls him a 
rara avis 
“Indeed, [cannot,” said r anny, slowly, 
“but he must spend every cent he earns 
to furnish himself in this extraordinary 
manner.” 
“He has nothing else to do with his 
money, dear,” said Olive; he don’t even 
buy cigars. For my part l think he is 
perfectly elegant.” 
Fanny said nothing, but she found her- 
self wishing she knew who was the origi- 
nal of that lovely miniature and dying to 
reconcile tin* tastes and surroundings 
of the man himself with his servile occu- 
pation. Not tint what the work was good 
enough, and honorable for any man ; but 
why was he not laboring tor hnnsell in- 
stead of another. 
For days she thought of the miniature. 
Every time site met him, heard him talk 
or sing—he had a line voice, and was not 
averse to using it—up popped that my-- 
letious face with the Spanish eyes and the 
clustering curls. 
Mr. Elicn. Wolcott, meantime, had taken 
advantage of her reluctant permission and 
brought his dashing team to Winnibut 
Poor Fanny, at the sight of his respectable 
aldermanie pm son. his gold bowed spec- 
tacles and thick gray whiskers, tell a 
strange sinking at the heart. Why would 
the six-footer rise up in her imagination 
and cause by mere force of contrast a 
repulsion so terrible? 
“It’s positively wicked for me to seem 
to encourage that man,” she said almost 
passionately, one morning, the day after 
a drive. 
“Which man ?” asked (dive, innocent ly, 
ami tneir e\ es met. 
The red blood Hew all over poor Fanny's 
face; she felt hot to the crown on her 
head—and yet why should she? 
“That’s a pretty question to ask I” she 
exclaimed, nearly angry. 
“Well, dear, but how am 1 to know 
who ‘that man is?’ queried Olive, with 
a conscious look. 
"You know it is Mr. Wolcott,” said 
Fanny, nearly crying. 
“Well, he is a good man and a rich 
one,” was the answer. “1 know girls 
who would jump at the chance, as the 
saying is. 1 would either marry him or 
send him oil'.” 
“Pshaw!” said Fanny, biting her red 
lips, and a tew moments after she lett the 
room, conscious of a new, a painful, and 
at the same time strangely delightful ex- 
perience. No use to try to conceal il to 
herself, not the slightest — she loved 
Mathew Dorm, sister’s hired mail. 
How she paced the room half distracted, 
sobbing without tears, tunning wild re- 
solves and then throwing herself down 
with a sense of her utter helplessness, I 
shall not describe. How could she ever 
meet him again ? Could she keep her al- 
most painlul secret, and did Olive guess 
it? What would Olive think—whateoun- 
sel il she knew ? 
Onlv llie next time tliatMr. Kben. Wol- 
cott came out she quiellv dismissed him, 
and then made up her mind that she must 
go home. If she could only fly to the 
ends ot the earth ! 
But Fanny did not go, for Olive would 
not hear to it. A slight cold confined 
Olive to her room, but one evening she 
sent Fanny out and bade her peremptorily 
to take Harry out for a walk. Then she 
summoned her husband to give him 
orders, but when he came down stairs 
Fanny was gone, and Mathew, with a 
wicked liule smile, was taking down his 
hat. 
“That’s right Donn," said Harry, break- 
ing into a laugh, "she ought to know bel- 
ter than to go alone. By-thc-wav, 1 
happen to know that she has dismissed 
that old alderman.” 
Donn smiled again and went out, clos- 
ing the door behind him. There was a 
bright moon, displaying llower, leaf and 
bud. Supposing that Fanny would only 
make the round of the place, he ran swiftly 
down to the back gate, and met her just 
as she had reached the great elm that 
stood guarding the lane. 
She started at sight of him. 
“You will allow me to walk with yon?” 
he said. “There is a squad of gypsies in 
the neighborhood, and some one might molest you ” 
Fanny could not say no, could not talk, 
even, for with ready tact, he took all the 
conversation on himself. What did he 
not touch ? Opera, art, nature, city, 
country—all derived new beauty from the 
glamour of his tongue. Was it strange that Fanny found herselt leaning on his 
arm and listening with rapt attention to 
the eloquence of his speech ? From that, 
time there was a tact understanding be- 
tween im'in an<i an went. smoothly till the 
morning he kissed her. For that Fanny 
was angry at herself, hut she was angrier 
with him. All day long she was full of 
moods, changing from grave to gay, from 
fits of reflection to the wildest of merri- 
ment. 
“Fanny,” said Harry, coming up to his 
wife’s room after tea, “Mr. Donn wishes 
to speak with you down stairs.” 
All the lovely color faded out of her 
lace at this announcement. She longed 
to assert herself, but might they not read 
the truth in her eyes if she refused ? 
Slowly she went down stairs. 
Donn was in the parlor, walking back 
and forth. He came to meet her with 
out-stretched hand. 
“1 want you to forgive my rudeness of 
this morning,” he said, “lit my assumed 
character 1 had no right to take such a 
liberty, or, in my own.” 
“Your assumed character!” she ex- 
claimed, trembling, as she seated her- 
self. 
“Yes. My friend Harry met me a year 
ago when we were both traveling. I was 
a good deal run down in health, and the 
doctors said were I a laboring man 1 
might overcome the disease that was 
wasting me. So I contracted with Harry 
to work tor him, like any common farmer, 
and lie was to keep my real name and 
position a secret.” 
He saw the change in her beautiful eyes. 
“My real name is Donn Mathews,” he 
added, smiling, “and there is no need of 
my working for a living, but I teally think 1 shall go into partnership with my 
friend Harry, and turn farmer. Hut you 
have not told me whether yon forgive me.” 
“I—l don't know,” retorted Fanny, 
halt laughing, half crying. 
“Fanny, Fanny! if you knew how I 
loved you," he cried, suddenly stopping 
.n front of her, “I think you would.” 
“I—1 am so glad.” 
It was not polite, perhaps, this confes- 
sion, but it was very natural. 
“And 1 think 1 can match your aider- 
man's house,’' he added, taking her hands 
in his. “dear, dear Fanny!” 
And his horses ?" laughed Fanny, 
looking up with beaming eyes. 
“Ye.-, dearest and perhaps—himself,” 
and the ringing laugh, united, sounded 
through the house. Of course Harry, 
wh“ had an inkling, and Olive came down 
stai'-s, ami of course everybody was very 
happy over it. 
•Hairy,” said Donn, after a moment, 
“1 think I am cured.” 
Capture of an Ingenious Burglar. 
(>11 Wednesday Detective Tilley, of the 
New York Detective Force, arrested Gus- 
tave E. Kindt, alias Captain G. Marshall, 
at West Hackensack, N. on the com- 
plaint of Mr. Ernst Thomas, ol the Hack- 
ensack Jewelry Manufactory, who charged 
him with opening a safe iii his office and 
stealing therefrom jewelry and money 
amounting in the aggregate to *9,POO. 
Kindt is a Hollander by birth, but since 
lie was a lad has seen but little of his na- 
tive country he having learned several 
mechanical trades in Belgium, in lMfiOhe 
emigrated to this country, and alter drift- 
ing about put his knowledge of watch- 
111 iking and the manufacture of precious 
metals, which he had acquired during a 
two years' residence in Geneva, Switzer- 
land. to account, by accepting a situation 
in the watch-case factory of Wheeler, 
Parsons & Co. in Franklin Square. Like 
the higher class of thieves Kindt watt a 
sober man. Kindt settled himself com- 
fortably in his position, cultivated the 
friendship of those he came in contact 
with, and laid plans lor the realization of 
his dreams of wealth by perfecting his 
knowledge of safes and look combinations. 
In February, ISG7, the safe in the office 
of the firm was found apparently locked 
and seen re, hut on opening it the contents 
which had been carefully arranged in it 
the previous evening, and which consist- 
ed ol watch eases, gold bars and money, 
valued at $19,000 were missing. De- 
tectives were called in, the entire estab- 
lishment was placed under surveillance, 
but in spite oi every effort, 110 clue was 
found to the robber. Kindt was not sus- 
pected in the slightest degree. His bear- 
ing was that ot an honest man ; he ap- 
peared pained beyond measure at the loss 
hi> patrons h id sustained and volunteer- 
ed to devote his leisure hours to aiding 
his employers and the police in clearing 
up the mystery. So well did he play 
hi- part that in the fall and winter oi' 
tie- same year, when a new factory was 
opened a! Nos. 4o and 49 State street, 
Brooklyn, he was appointed to a better 
position than the one he held in the New 
York establishment,and in it displayed the 
same zeal that had won him previous ad- 
vancement. In the office of the State 
street factory was a new sale, with a com- 
bination lock, in which all valuables were 
placed at night. The secret of the com- 
bination was known only to Mr. Wheel- 
er. who was so jealous ot it that lie even 
kept it from a young man named Henri 
Jeannette, who occupied the position of 
confidential clerk, was trusted with prop- 
erty of immense value, and who every 
night assisted in placing goods in the 
sale which at times contained $50,000 
worth. It will not he wondered at under 
these circumstances that Mr. Wheeler 
was alarmed and mystified on the morn- 
ing ol New Year's day, 1S<!9, when on 
opening the safe which appeared all right, 
he found it completely empty, every arti- 
cle of value having been removed at a 
loss to the firm ot over $18,000. The 
most rigid surveillance failed to discover 
anything wrong in regard to the employes. 
Supposed clues were followed up to end 
in smoke, and finally, when at llie point 
of giving up the matter as a had job arid 
while suspecting every one around them, 
even to members of their own families, 
the firm paid a visit to Superintendent 
John A. Kennedy, of the New York po- 
lice. who detailed Detective Tilley to 
work up the ease. There was not a 
scratch on the outside of the safe, and tins 
lock on being taken off' showed no evi- 
dence of having been tampered with. 
Only one man knew the combination, and 
lie was the head of the firm. No sus- 
picion could be legitmatelv attached to 
any clerk or workman, and the watchman 
on duty whose tootsteps had been dog- 
ged, was pronounced an honest man. The 
work had to he gone over again. The 
indicator revolved on a screw pivot, which 
was taken out, and tie worm of Hie 
screw was found to be considerably worn. 
On being replaced the indicator did not 
lit solidly on the pivot, and thory was 
every sign that the screw hat been taken 
out frequently. A course of action was 
soon determined on. 1'he officer appear- 
ed disheartened and about to give up the 
puzzle, while in secret he advised Messrs. 
Wheeler A l’arsons to let the matter drop 
and appear resigned to their losses. In a 
lew weeks the excitement had so far abat- 
ed that a proposition emanated from the 
firm to increase the force of workmen, and 
to adopt additional precautions for securi- 
ty. Indue course a clownish-looking ap- 
prentice and an assistant watchman were 
introduced, and in a few weeks had culti- 
vated Kindt’s acquaintance. The new- 
comers were selected by a New York pri- 
vate detective agency. Kindt took won- 
derfully to the new watchman, talked to 
him about me into robbery, min recoin 
mended extra vigilance. The spurious 
guardian, coached by Tilley, improved the 
acquaintance of the suspected man, worm 
ed himself into his confidence little by lit- 
tle, by dint of gradually expressing his 
ideas on the subject of honesty to bo rather 
lax, and finally had him so completely in 
his toils that Kindt, after a long tirade on 
the labor question and the injustice of cap- 
italists, made him a proposition to rob the 
safe, which he represented as containing a 
fortune of $100,000, enough to divide be- 
tween two. The new watchman cleverly 
hesitated but finally consented, and learn- 
ed that Kindt’s plan was to master the 
combination of the safe-lock and rijb the factory, as before described. After weeks 
of patient labor, which proved useless, a 
new combination lock of peculiar con- 
struction having been attached to the 
safe since tho 1K09 robbery. Kindt sug- 
gested to the firm that the stairs leading 
past the office in which the safe was 
should be boarded up, alleging that frag- 
ments of gold and gold dust were lost in 
considerable quantities by the stair-case 
in question being left open. His sugges- 
tion was of course adopted, it being the 
object of the firm and the detectives to 
catch Kindt red-handed. As soon as the 
partition was erected Tilley and a man he 
had engaged to assist him in watching 
stowed themselves away on a floor above 
that on which the safe stood, so as to 
command both a view of the safe and the 
stairs though auger-holes which they bor- 
ed in the floor From their place of con- 
cealment, every time that Mr/ Wheeler 
went to the sate they saw Kindt produce 
a species of opera-glass, constructed by 
himself, and watch intently his master’s 
movements in manipulating the combina- 
tion, noting them down on a piece ot pa- 
per. As soon as the coast was clear Kindt 
would go to the safe, repeat the move- 
ments and endeavor to get at the secret, 
after weeks cf experimenting Kindt suc- 
ceeded in mastering the difficulty, and the 
open sesame of the combination acquired 
he stood gazing at the treasures within the 
stronghold. He then closed the safe, tried 
the combination again and again to make 
sure of it, and was about to close it tor the 
last time, and to leave to make arrange- 
ments for getting away with the contents 
when he was seized and handcuffed,and in 
spite of the day and hour (four o'clock on 
a Sunday morning) marched to ins resi- 
dence, No. 25 state street, where his 
wife was secured and a search begun for 
the property supposed to be secreted there. 
Every nook and corner was ransacked 
without success, and Tilley was about as a 
matter of form, to sound the plastering 
above the window, when the sill on which 
he was standing gave way. and lie thrust 
his leg into an ingenious contrived recep- 
tacle, in which, carefully stowed away, 
were about $ 17,000 worth of gold watches 
and gold bars, which were identified as 
forming partrof the proceeds of both the 
18G7 and 1 SOU robberies. 
tvinut declined to state it lie mid ae- j 
compliet s, anil denied all knowledge ol i 
the robberies with which lie were eliarg- i 
eel, and in duly 1870, ho was sontonood t * 
serve a team of three years in State prison 
The convict was too clever to remain 
long at Sing Sing. Adopting the tactics 
which lie had observed while in the ent 
ploy ot Wheeler it Parsons, he gained the 
confidence of every one he was brought 
in contact with, and was not, after a few 
weeks, subjected to the rigorous surveill- 
ance imposed on other convicts. Having 
obtained from a visitor a watch spring, i 
saw and other tools, he cut away the bars 
of bis cell on the night of February ">, 
1871, and made his escape. Kindt must 
have reached Hackensack the next day 
and in a pitiable condition, the weather, 
being ’terrible. His clothes, however, 
were such as worn by workmen on a 
a tramp, and his arrival excited no >us- 
pieion, for on applying to Mr. Thomas he 
was immediately given employment, and j 
does not appear to have made himsclt ; 
prominent in the factory till last August. 1 
when a safe lock having become derang- j 
ed lie declared himself somewhat of a | 
machinist, and volunteered to set it right > 
While doctoring the safe he procured ;L | 
piece of soap and took the impression of 
the spare key, which was placed on a 
ledge inside the safe, and lost no lime in 
making and lilting a False key. On Mon- 
day night lie is supposed in have gained 
an entrance to the otliec, opened the sale, 
abstracted $9,000 worth of jewelry and 
money, and to have closed the place as he 
found it. Mr. Thomas wisely resolved 
on consulting the New York police, and 
on telling Mr. Kelso about the robbery. 
Tilley was sent for, who produced a por 
trait ot the convict Kindt, which was 
recognized by Mr Thomas as that ot one 
of his workmen. The detective aeeoni 
panied Mr. Thomas back to West Hacken- 
sack, and Wednesday morning was placed 
in such a position as to enable him to see 1 
all the workmen, from among whom he 
singled out Kindt, who was arrested as 
an escaped convict. Tilley then ascer- 
tained that Kindt kept a lager-beer saloon 
in Hackensack, and oil going to the place 
began a search which proved almost fruit- 
less, till Detective lleidelhurg, ot the 
New York police, called attention to 
about 6,000 cigars stowed away in boxes 
on a shelf. In the second or third box , 
that was opened was found a pair of ear- 
rings, part of the stolen property, and I 
after opening all the lioxe- about s;i,oon I 
worth of jewelry and in money, 
the proceeds no doubt ot a s vie ot part o! 
the stolen goods, were recovered. Kindt l 
was committed to answer Wednesday by 
.)ustiee Zabriskie. 
An Engineer’s Dash. 
They occasionally encounter fearful ex- 
periences in railroad travel out West, an ! 
example of which has just come loom ! 
notice, as described in the Gold Hill, New, 
News. It relates to tht passage ol a train 
of cars through a burning tunnel, ami 
depicts a rough, daring and heroic deed 
on the part of Johnny Bartholomew', as 
the engineer is familiarly called. 1’his | 
passage of a tram ftom Reno through the ; 
burning tunnel, the other side of the j 
American Flat, will have to stand record 
ed as one ot the most brilliant as well as 1 
fortunate dashes ever made under such 
circumstances. Johnny Bartholomew,one 
of the best engineers that ever mounted a ! 
locomotive, says the local journal, had 
on this particular occasion h ippened to 
change off wiLh Charley McCormick, the 1 
regular engineer of the Reno; then-rue 
was the hero of this occasion There was 
no trusty watchman or anybody els.- to 
give warning of the impending danger, 
and the train was around the curve and 
into the tunnel before the lire which was 
raging there could be seen. 
The tunnel is six hundred and titty feet 
in length, and the lire being at the op- 
posite end, there was little time lor think- 
ing, or in which to weigh chances, and 
certainly not enough for stopping. 'Tin- 
deep, red roaring flames and dense, black 
smoke were ahead, and it looked like at- 
tempting a mad rush through Tople-t, but 
there was no other way for it. The lives 
of the passengers and all hands were in 
the care of Johnny Bartholomew, and 
nobody knew it better than he. His lirst 
impulse was to reverse the engine and 
whi^tc down brakes, but his quick con- 
clusion was that that wouldn’t do, as he 
would be liable to fetch up in the very 
midst of the raging flames, so with a reso- 
lute jerk ot the lever he threw her wide 
open.” The Reno gave an angry snort 
and rushed madly forward like a freed 
racer, with whirlwind speed, right through 
the fiery mass. Johnny held fast fo tin- 
lever, closed one eye, held his breath and 
tried to think of some prayer, for lie knew 
that the chances of life uni death were 
about equal just then. Tie imagined he 
could feel the hot rails bending under 
the wheels, and both felt and hoard the 
blazing timbers and other fallen obstruc- 
tion r on the track, being dashed aside by 
the trusty cow-catcher. The women pas- 
senger screamed, and even the stoutest- 
hearted men quivered with sudden fear as 
they dashed through the fierce, hot light, 
but in another instant the gauntlet was 
passed, and they safely slowed down in 
the cool, gray morning daylight beyond. 
Dirt, stones, and blazing bitsTif timber 
on the cow-catcher, and the shower of 
burning coals covering the train, showed 
how dangerous were the obstructions so 
safely passed, yet they had rushed through 
so quickly that the paint on the passenger 
coaches was not even scorched. Johnny 
can not rush an engine through that tun- 
nel to-day, for every timber throughout 
its entire length burned out as .-lean as a 
shot-gun, and huge cavings of earth and 
rock render it impassible tor many days 
to come. [Boston Globe. 
Two brothers named Morse, from l’e- 
taluma, were camped a few days since 
near that town, huntiug deer. One morn- 
ing one of them went up the hill from 
camp to kill a few quail lor breakfast, 
while the other remained to prepare the 
meal. Presently he who went out came 
in sight of a large, powerful buck, and 
quickly changed his charge and lired. 
The deer ran down the hill and the hunter 
after him. The animal had a hind leg 
broken, and it happened the camp was 
right on his route, and he jumped directly 
over Morse, upsetting the coffee pot and 
scattering tire in every direction, and 
frightening the bold Nimrod not a little. 
The buck took up the hill again, but with- 
out effect. After a while the animal came 
around to camp, where the dogs had 
meanwhilo arrived, and they attacked 
him and had a lively struggle. Finally, 
Morse made out to shoot him, and he tell 
dead upon the bed, where, before they 
could get him off, ho bled profusely. 
The Northwood, N. H., Tragedy. 
[ Reported lor the Boston Journal,] 
Northwoor. X. IT.. Xov. 2. The usually quiet town of Northwood has, It is now proved, 
been recently the scene of one of the most 
shockin'* and fiendish murders ever recorded in 
tin* criminal annals of the country. The victim 
was Miss Georgianna Lovering, and her mur- 
derer was Franklin R. Evans. In order that 
the reader may better comprehend the details 
to be related we will give first their personal 
history. 
HER HOME 
was about two miles from Northwood Centre 
village, and but a short distance from the Straf- 
ford town line. The family consisted of herself 
and mother, a widow, Mr. Sylvester Dav and 
wile, her grandparents, and Adeline Witham, 
her cousin, aged about eighteen years. The 
connection of the murderer with the tamily will be stated further along. The house is a 
small weather-blackened cottage. A few rods 
in tlie rear is Row Pond, and across the road in 
front is rough pasture land. In tie* immediate 
neighborhood there are but few settlements, the 
nearest being Mr. Samuel Ham's, some fortv 
rods distant. Royond the pasture commences 
the extensiv" forest, where the murder was 
committed, and which sweeps away a distance 
ot more than two miles. The plaee might possi- 
bly look cheerful in summer's sunshine, but it 
appeared bleak enough as we visited it this < hilly 
afternoon, under the dreary clouds of a Novem- 
ber day. 
THE VICTIM 
was born in Northwood. and was in thr four- 
teenth year of her age. Her fatiu r was a soldier in the Eighth New Hampshire Regiment in the 
rebellion war, returning home from service 
sick, and dying soon afterward. The family 
bad been located at their present plaee two 
years. Their means are quite limited, consist- 
ing mainly of Government pension and the 
income from the mother’s labor. Georgianna 
was an only child, and w:\s the idol ol le 
mother, the pride of her grandparents, and the 
beloved companion of her cousin. She was 
bright, pretty and affectionate girl. Her form 
was well developed, her hair and eyes dark, and 
her countenance bennud with youthful life and 
buoyancy. She was in truth the sunlight of the 
household. Notwithstanding the slender income 
of the family, the mother took pride in dressing 
Georgie tastily and in sending her to school. 
Her teachers bear ample testimony to her « x- 
eellent scholarship. Outside of her home the 
girl was a favorite with the neighbors, and 
when she went into th«* village on domestic 
commissions, no young miss bad more kind and 
pleasant salutations than Georgie Lovering: 
and when she was taken away by a terrible 
<teatb.il was rot strange that the'mother was 
nearly insane, and the aged members of the 
family bowed down with a griet such as they 
had never before experienced. 
RVANS, 
Hie murderer, is .'a native of Stratford, sixly- 
lour years old, and ha- from south led a roving 
and mi-eruh|« life. He is «>i medium stature, 
rather slim <*f body, and is a little stooping. He 
has a I mg gray beard, and hair of the -am- 
Hi- tea I u res are sharp, lli- t a. e til'll and 
his forehead of medium flight. A stranger 
would instantly notice his eye-, which arc dark, 
piercingly -harp, and have <u unmistakable 
sinister expression. In his dress and p. t-onal 
appearance he is tolerably neat. lie lias a 
sanetimonious look, is an oa.-v talker, and a 
keen observer would recognize him a- a cun- 
ning, shrew.I and unprincipled man. He ha- 
trav-h i mii'li an 1 live<l in mam places, inelud 
ing Mancle ster, i'onnecticut. A lien-tow n,I).-rr\ 
and f'aunda. II- pretended t«» read medieim 
witli l>r. Hans.m of Manchester, and ailing 
himself a botanic physician he pretended a- 
su.-h more <r less among ignorant people. 
Many who read this will tememher him as 
traveling with m electrical battery, which he 
pretended to u-< professionally, aud again as 
hauling a small vehicle containing a magic 
lantern, with which hi* used to give picture ex- 
hibitions. Again he drops all these occupations 
and goes about doing odd jobs of work, thus 
gaining a precarious living. Next we hear of 
him as a whining beggar and a self-styled 
Second Advent preacher. Once he attended an 
adventist meeting in IV»-'on. where in the garb 
of a bvpoerite, he appealed success fully to the 
sympathies <-f the audience, who raised him a 
good contribution. I’lie next da> h spent most 
of it for meer-chuum pipe, and hi- religious 
frien Is heai ing of it would never have anything 
more to do with him. He often extended his 
travels into ( ii-ada. but wherever he went le- 
va* -ill'' to get a bad name. The sudden and 
my-ti ri-m- lisappe n nice of a young twin child 
in I>eiT_v many year- tgo wa- ilso supposed to 
have been his work, hot no positive proof of it 
was i.-ver «/!>i tilled. 11. has been married three 
times. \fter living with him som. twenty 
Year- his lir-t wife died. Of the ehil.li -n horn 
in this union on- a .-on, now lives in Perrv, 
while a married daughter re-id in Lawrence, 
Ma--. lli- s. wad wile separated her-elf from 
In i'. He was married again, but hi* last wife 
also left him and returned to Laconia. Since 
la.-i dune l-Nan- In- mad. ins home at Mr. 
1 »ay*-. being the only brother of the old lady, 
wlp.-h of on: *. mad'- him a grand-uncle of the 
murdered girl. Hi- relations with Hie different 
-members of the bunilv had generally been .,t a 
peaceable ehai .< (er, and in truth no one seem- 
ed to regard I N an- as a dangerous character. 
>in-'« !:i-1 spr ing In-bad worked considerably by. 
the da> for v iriotis farmers in the vicinity. 
d"W IIR LAN» IIIS l-F.ANS. 
Lvans had always pretended to think a great 
deal *f (ieoraie. In return she manifested no 
loudness tor him, although she usually obeyed 
hi- ordinary requests, and naturally looked up 
to turn somewhat on account of hi* age ami re- 
lationship. It i* stated that he once made im- 
proper advances to the young girl, who indig- 
nantly repell. d them.and acquainted her mother 
with the circumstance*. At that time he ap- 
parently turned over a new leaf, and treated his 
nice, with much consideration. The sequel 
proves that he then commenced to lay his plans 
for the ruin of the girl. His tirst move was to 
set snares for birds in the woods, ah we men- 
tioned. lb* afterward talked considerably about 
bis trap-, ami explained how nieelv he caught 
the handsome birds. This naturally awakened 
tin* girl’- curiosity, and she asked that she might 
go with him and see them. At first he refused 
to fake her with linn, but after having greatly 
wrought up her eagerness to see them.he finally 
took her with him one day to the woods. Shi* 
enjoyed the trip, and went a number of times 
afterward. At length she commenced to tire of 
going there, and 1-Nans lien matured the plan 
for hi- fiendish work. One week ago last 
Thursdav evening, the night before the dav of 
the murder. Lvans told (feorgie that he was go- 
ing a wav to work the next morning, and that 
she must look alter the snares She hesitated 
about complying with hi* request, but upon hi* 
urging she consented to it, hut said that she was 
tired ol going to lhem. 
TICK i* V V «>! 1 HR MIJKNRK. 
The next day. Friday, was one of the loveli- 
est of the fall. I’vans appeared as usual when 
he took his breakfast, and then immediately 
went out, saying that h<* was going to his day’s 
work, (ieorgie was up blight an i early. After 
her meal -he a-sisted in domestic duties*. It was , then nine o'clock, and -he pul on her hat and 
shawl to go and look after I lie snares. Her 
grandmother had noticed that, she looked un- 
usually sober that morning, and made a remark 
to that ettoet as she was leaving the room The 
girl then observed that she had promised her 
uncle to look alter the snares, but that she 
should not do it again, for the woods were rough 
and lonely to her. (Jeorgie then kissed Mrs. 
Pay affectionately, and tripping across the road 
soon disappeared among the rocks in the past- 
ure. No person except her murderer is sup- 
posed to have seen her alive after that time. 
;I'V A NS W1IKRKA1UXTTS. 
ll s proved that Evans did not go away to 
any plat to work that morning. Soon after 
Georgie left he was mtii on a hill iihont a mile 
distant toward tin* village, and whnli eoinniand- 
ed a view of the house and pasture. He prob- 
ably went there directly after leaving Mr. Day's 
in the morning, and coneealed himself in order 
to observe when the girl left the house. At 
half-past nine, whieli it will be borne in mind 
was half an hour after the girl went out. and 
whieh would have given her time to have reach- 
ed the woods, Evans was seen to come down 
the hill, cross the roait and pasture, and go in- 
ti) tin* same woods where the girl had gone. 
ALARM AT UKOIMIF.’M ARSKNCK. 
Previouslv, when tin* girl went to look at the 
snares, she was usually absent Irom half to 
three-quarters of an hour. At ten o'clock on 
the day of the murder, Mrs. Lovering wanted 
her to go on an errand to the village, and as she 
had been from home an hour she looked for her 
anxiously, but with no suspicion that any harm 
had befallen her. Soon afterward sin* asked 
Mr. Day if he would go out into th** pasture and 
call Georgie. lie started at once, taking the 
path to the wood* whieh hisgranddaughter was 
accustomed to follow. When about half-way to the forest he called her name, but there was no 
response. His voire being somewhat feeble, he surmised that she did not hear him. Then he 
resumed his walk, calling out at intervals for 
the absent one, but there was no reply. Keep- 
ing the way he last got fairly within the woods. 
Then he felt very sure that he should discover 
tin* missing one, and so he called her name 
quite loudly thrice, and in vain he awaited an 
answer. Then he thought that Georgie had 
probably heard him and hidden behind some of 
the trees, so that she might suddenly come out 
and give him a playful surprise. Rut this was 
a sa<l delusion, for as near as can he ascertained, 
Evans had then consummated his terrible crime, 
and was dragging the lifeless body of his victim 
through the swamp to the secret hiding place. 
Mr Day then returned, hoping to learn that 
Georgie had gone home by some other path, ami 
would he awaiting him. 
XKKillRORS ASSIST IN’ THK SEARCH. 
When Mr. Day arrived home Mrs. Lovering 
was somewhat alarmed, for she loo had seen 
nothing of the girl. Then Mr. Day and the 
mother returned to tin* woods, and soon Mrs. 
Lovering found on the ground the apron of her 
daughter. This aroused suspicion, and an alarm 
being given the immediate neighbors joined in 
more thorough search. Karlv in the afternoon 
Janie- T*1coder, in crossing h brush fence a*unit 
half ;i mile from iiit entrance, fouml a broken 
comb that was at once recognized a* belonging 
to the absent girl. There was ^oni ■ hair in ib»* 
comb, and not far distant a strong string was 
found. This discovery struck the company with 
horror, for then there were indeed evidence- 
that the girl had been foully dealt with. Word 
was instantly sent to the village that (ioorgie 
Lovering was missing, and there were fear* 
that she had been murdered. It a bolt had 
dropped from the clear sky above the citizens 
would not have been more amazed. A chord 
of sympathy was struck in very heart, .ml 
more than a hundred persons went at once to 
s.-sist in I he work. Soon, near the spot where 
the apron was found, there were discovered 
plain evidences of a struggle. The earth was 
stirred up and leaves were misplaced. Further 
along there were large and small tracks, u> 
though one person had dragged another along. 
The conviction was now general that the girl 
had been murdered. 
KVAN’S APPEARS AGAIN. 
After Evans went into the woods in tin lore- 
noon he was not seen again until noon, when he 
stopped at E. C. Dow’s some two miles from 
where the body of the girl was subsequently 
found. He remained a few moments at Mr. 
Dow’s, and inquired the time of day. He then 
went a mile further to Rufus R •bertV.buf made 
no particular errand there. Then ho started to- 
ward home by the way of the “Narrow*” village, 
calling at Mr. Trickey’s store and purchased 
some pork and butler. Next he topped at Mr. 
Witham’s. From there he went home through 
some woods. None of the people with whom 
he conversed noticed anything unusual in hi* 
appearance. On Friday evening Mr. John <«. 
Mead, a merchant at the village, who usually 
transacted Mrs. Lovering’s peii*ion bu-ine**, 
went to the house and had a conversation with 
Evans, and questioned him concerning the min- 
ing girl. He emphatically asserted hi* inno- 
cence, and did nor show the least trace of any 
anxmtv. Mr, Mead was pot convinced of the 
man's innocence, and ho took the precaution to 
have him secretly guarded until further action 
was taken. During Saturday he made no at- 
tempt at e*<-ape. In the meantime warrant 
was issued charging Evans with willful murder. 
'I’ids was given into the hands of Sheriff TTeni v 
A. Drew of Stratford.who went to Mr. Da>”*on 
Saturday. Before serving the paper he talked 
with Evans regarding the missing girl, and 
Evans lenied any knowledge of her where- 
abouts. and said that he was as innocent a* an 
angel in Heaven. This did not dot r the officer 
from arresting him. Evans made in resistance, 
and was taken to the Sheriff's house in Straf- 
ford. Subsequently he was arraigned before 
Justice Fra B. Uoitt, and bound over t<» the 
Supreme Judicial f’ourt. While being taken 
til** second time to Sheriff Drew’* house Evans 
conversed freely about flic absorbing theme 
He maintained that the girl was alive: asked 
why he should injure her. a little innocent gir1 
whom be thought a great deal of. Although In 
! appeared in fine spirits, yet lie begged the m- 
j licer quite earnestly for some strychnine. 1 I fore that, while at the hotel at dinner, he pru 
| ately whispered to Miss Brown, the landlord’- 
daughter, and besought h* r t<> put some poison 
in his tea. 
THK SEARCH CONTINS'KII. 
Although no further evidences w« found, 
vet the search was vigorously « ,,ntiniP d. T! 
drenching storm that came -»n deterred no one. 
'm Sunday the number of pcr*otis engage I w 
estimated at 250. Some tin- e-quarlers of 
mile from where the path e.nnmeuces in the 
woods there, i* a mod dismal *w,unp. through 
which brave tnen went tone and again, although 
they often sank to their knee* :n the black mil !. 
1 Ml Tue* lay night the search wa* abandoned 
l‘»r a time, for reasons which will appear in tic 
following paragraph 
KV \ NS 1»KCKI\ KS Till < *11 1* 1 Ks. 
on Tuesday afternoon tin* slcritf tol.l Fvaim 
liiai. if lit. girl \v:is alive and In- woiiltl tell 
where she was, lliai no harm should be done 
him by tin1 Selectmen or anvho.iy < !-• •. F\ m- 
Un i! saitl that tin* girl was alivt*. II*' -t tl«*«l ih 
ho agreed with a man to help get ler awa>. II 
hid m* t tic man some davs bel'ere n« o <\q.i. 
BusMir, in Stratford,and ha*I promised lot :;..* her 
through tin woods to a point wlcn tin* stranger 
won hi ho awaiting, between lit* hours of nine 
an«l eleven on Friday. Tin* man’s nauu* wa- 
tt hsti-r, of Kingston. Fvans -aal In took t' <■ 
girl then* as In- had promised. and had previ- 
ously given her eleven dollai*- to l>u\ -tun 
clothes with. The man was on hand and had a 
valise with morn clothing, and tin girl went in- 
to the woods ami changed her suit and tin* man 
drove a wav with her. Fvans told In- story 
plausibly that the ottteer thought it best to try 
and prove it. The citi/ens had some enntid.11 •, 
in Fvans, at least enough to suspend for tin* 
1 time tln*ir search. Tin* nevt morning otli. *r 
i Drew took Feans and went to Kingston, and 
1 made thorough search lor the man Webster, Imt 
no siii*h character could he found. Then Fvans 
'bought possibly the man might live in Ken^ing- 
! ton. On the following day thev went to K nsme- 
I ton. hut with no better sihvis-. A-the nevt 
! subterfuge Fvans concluded that it might ha\.- 
j been < anada alter all. At this point Mr. Drew I eonlidenee in this trumped up story, which in 
the first place had been pi le small, no com- 
pletely 00/. d out. and Friday evening he w .s 
once more with his prisoner at Stralh-rd. Dur- 
ing the journey Fvans was generally in apda! 
•mints, and really scencd i«* enjov tic trip. 
Friday night he ate a hearlv supper, and in the 
evening talked glibly with Mrs. Drew and in. 
neighbors who came in. 
1111 sm:iii! 1 roNKiMNTs nr mi ki>i:i:i i:. 
After the fruitless trio to Kingston and Ken- 
sington. Sheriff Drew was mot convinced than 
ever that Fvans knew whether the girl was 
alive or 'lead, t inier this conviction lie re- 
solved to confront Fvans, and solemnly put tie 
question to him eoneernmg her whereabouts it 
living, am! tin* disposition of her body 1! dead. 
Fast Fridav night, the *• i;:11 referred to in 
the pr-ece* ling paragraph, alter dl olln mem- 
bers of the family had retired. Mr. Divw re- 
solved to have his eon ver sat ion with the prison- 
He commenced by asking Fvans it he re- 
membered the talk that he had with him before 
his arrest eoneerniug the goodness 01 ihe girl 
ami the evidence that she had been foully dealt 
with, by tin* finding of her apron and Imt broken 
comb containing some of her hair. Fvans an- 
swered that he did. Drew then asked him what 
•‘tha t such conversation had upon him.^fillc ir- plied, *‘lt went like a dagger to mviiearf.” 
Ihen the Slcritl fastennl his eves upon the 
prisoner and sai l: *In the hearing ot no p, 1- 
sons hut us two and the (vivaMleing above. ! 
ask you this question N the Imd.v oftlmiirl cold in death?” The eves of the two men were 
fastened on each other. Neither made the 
slightest movement, ami not a sound w Imsr I 
except the measured tick of tin .•!,». k and p.*i 
haps their own partially supmv- --d hr tthmg. 
For some seconds it sccnicd doubtful who would 
relax first. lint Fv ans, evident |y b*** »me un- 
nerve.I umler the calm, searching gn/ of ih. 
ofllcer, suddenly turn.*.I pal* his hands trem- 
bled, ami from his quivering lips earn** the 
words, “It is, Mr. Drew. I iiav don* wrong.’’ 
With the same eaiinness he had maintained 
from tin* beginning the sheritl » with 
me and show me wlmr. she is loan-, -aid 
‘‘I will. rims the oftie* r got tlm inasterv .. 
the prison* r. and wrung Ih d- ep. buna u,.t wicked secret from hi- heart Fvans m.w 
seemed powerk'ss. H asked t the Selectmen 
would show him my pr-.f:i .a Hi .ili. 
told him the. would I* aiivUdm: ih* ha! 
agreed to. In his confusion Fvans wa- un- 
doubtedly thinking .*f in. p. .an- t|t.- s* i« * 
men had mad* to plot, a him 111 as. he would 
timt the girl alive, or prove that she had I*. .11 
taken a Wav alive. I’l q. 11 a! i*»ns v. re mm mad 
to go and tin*I the body. Mr. Drew w« nt 1.> |M- 
wile’s bedroom privan-lv. ami told In r that In 
was to leave with Fv aim on a most solemn diu v 
ami lie wished ler t-. tire-- h*a -. Il ami g.» 1 
A lonzo rutile’-, a m ar neighbor, .ml -av ||, 
Im desin-d ban to gei F. .1 I’aishlev and b..ib 
g«» to Mr. Ham’s and wait there in darknes-. F 
timv heard a call from tic swamp they nm-i 
promptly follow the sound. It. will be i,...| 
h'«*fe*l that Mr. Ham was tic nearest m ighh a 
to Mr. Day. It was then 11 1*. M., and Mi. 
Drew lived some three miles or more from tic 
home of the murdered girl. 
IIIK MIPS Kill I lin UNI A 
The Sheriff ami prisoner started at nin e with 
a team for the wood where the girl was Ini 
seen, and reached there about midnight. Then 
leaving the carriage.tin- Sheriff took the lantern 
and told Kvans to lead the wav. They were 
soon in the forest, and a more dismal night’- 
journey cannot easily be imagined. TheiPirk 
ness was intense, and as they went along noth lug was audible save the rust ling of lhe"jea\ 
under their feet, and the wind moaning dismal- 
ly through the trees They passed th. -p.„ where the apron was found; and got over tic- fence where the broken comb was discover- 
ed, but not a wotal escaped Hie lips of either 
man. Then they entered the swamp where 
-tones, fallen trees and treacherous Ine'-itole- 
mase locomotion very difficult. They'" often 
went into the mud and both of them fell -eve ,1 
times. Suddenly Kvans stopped and seemed bewildered, said he had lost the trail and must 
go back to tlie fence and start again. I’outliel- 
mg thoughts then came into tlie Sheriff's mind but he did not waver for a moment, lie mo- 
tioned with the lantern, and both went hack 
over tlie toilsome wav to tlie lenee. Kvans 
looked around carefully, and without uttering a word again started into the swamp. (>m e 
more they were threading their wav throu-di 
the difficult morass. The obstructions were 
even more formidable than before. At |en"ih 
wet and bruised, they reached a bleaker "pot" than lhey had heretofore seen. II was a hollow 
filled with rocks, fallen trees am! other dclni- 
Ouo very large tree had fallen, an.I its roots 
were so imbedded in the soil that they tore up the earth for a considerable space. 
TIKE BODY 13 FOUND. 
Close to the ground, under this shelving mass 
of fibres ami earth, Kvans pointed hi- ling, 
and said “There.’’ The Sheriff said What 
The prisoner answered again—’There!" Then 
Kvans, half kneeling, stooped and etrefully Ncraning away some leaves disclosed somethin" 
w.liite, and again said There I" The Sheriff 
then laid his hand upon the object, and saw 
that it was the body of the poor murdered "hi. 
KVANS 13 H.VNDCl FFKD. 
When the Sheriff touched tlie body the pris- 
oner said with perleel composure, That’- ,|„. 
Sir. Drew then pulled a pair of hand, nil- from 
his pocket and said, “Frank, stand still." Kv oi- 
crieil out. “Don’t pul them on." Hut it did not 
avail, and in a moment he was in irons. Then 
the prisoner fell on his knees and -aid: Mi 
Drew, [ have lint one favor that 1 implore n! 
you, which is that you will shoot me dead on 
this spot.” The simple reply was, “You will 
not he harmed.” Then Sir. Drews hooted lot- 
assistance. and after lie had called the third 
time Tuttle answered, and with Parshly repair- ed lo the spot ,as soon as he could get then 
The former was left with Kvans, while Sir 
*i;' A «ml the i.aiv went lor the authorities am! 
surgeon: 
KF.ITKN OF TfIK OFFICIALS. 
I' 'v:i- m.ip two hour- before the party re- 
u u.■•! which consisted of the two who went 
assistance, together with (ieorge T. Sher- 
M" m l E/ra Tasker, two of the Selectmen, 
o. M<-id, Ksq., .1 .Tustiee of the Peace, 
"i llaiiMni, Then the party all gathered 
■ i then mains of the murdered girl. It was 
***11111 scene. rendered more so if possible by 
Hi- \, inhies» of the place, ami the darkness. 
M,~h " hich flickered the light of the lantern, 
v mu m*d their heads as the surgeon, under 
'' *ii''ction <*f the authorities, lilted the body 
1:'"m it'resting place. The face wore a calm 
i'h-asant expression, and showed only two 'light abrasions. The neck bore plainly 
e prints of fingers, showing that she was un- 
i«*ubtedly strangled. Her dress and skirts were 
1 * bunch around her neck, and dreadful 
may seem, the body was dragged through 
'" amp. Then portions of the clothing were 
removed by the surgeon, and a spectacle was 
pr«'«nt,.i that sickened the stoutest heart 
i,|V'cuT. Even person turned pale, and there 
•' *»*'t dry eye in the company. Evans 
i: gave a shriek of anguish that rang out 
md frightful through the wild woods. It 
u *' I"; nd that the inhuman fiend had not only r.ingled his victim, but with some sharp in* 
“itnent bad horribly mutilated portions of bodv. ii was a ghastlv scene, that those 
"ho saw will never forget. 
THK BODY REMOVED. 
I he c'othing was carefully replaced, and ex- 
u;jM.i i/.ing a rude litter, the party started from 
ov.iiiip. It was impossible for them to make 
progress out of the forest, and it was half- 
'our when ihev reached the hall over Mr. 
M. td*- 'tore, w here the inquest was to be held, 
<hei ill' and Evan* remained near the house 
'It- May. The prisoner was asked to point 
a !i« re a portion of the body had been con* 
!' H«- hesitated at first, but as be looked 
'he determined face of the officer he knew 
u l the l*est course to pursue, lie said he 
I go to the spot. Accompanied by Mr. 
1 " he went directly to Sherburne’s mill, 
I'-‘ps a mile distant, and lifting a rock the 
i"me remains were found. 
I UK EFFECT OF THE NEWS. 
■ did 1110-t of' the people of Northwood 
a- 1111• > rose this monrng, what terrible 
uad transpiring in their midst dur- 
Im darkness of last night. They retired 
mv-ttMv apparently’ as unsolved as 
i' ! rt»N* i• * Darn that Evans had confessed 
mu ler, and disclosed the body; that it hat! 
iv.-overed from it- dismal resting-place, 
laid out in the hall in the village. As 
"•w- -prcud the excitement was intense. 
M '"uld not believe ii until they had actually 
1 upon the lifeless form. From every di- 
nt ihe people one crowding to the hall to 
’Me pai ‘Milars of the terrible tragedy, 
•w-wnit to-urrouuding town-, and all 
o team- as well as pedestrians 
i!iihh tilled every avenue leading to the 
Many were the anathemas 
'ip 'ii th<' head of the murderer, and 
nc dial there might be violence shown him, 
•fh ■ t »ok him quietly to his house in 
-• atl’.-rd. 
Till: INKI EST. 
\ unrein-nts were at once made for the hold- 
■i m inquest. Ira Ii. Hoitt, a State Justice, 
i- « .loner, while the jury was made up 
M M. d.John Norton and Enoch Fogg. 
.<• -ev n or more witnesses were examined 
tit ic it. including Sheriff Drew and Drs. 
and Hmii-ou oi North wood, ami I)r. 
n oi Strafford. Hon. George <’. Peavy 
-ir sfford conducted the examination. The 
ha- abiourued until Monday. It is not 
■ ole that any important information will 
■i night .lit it thi- hearing in addition o 
'i i' civi'ii above. 
I'llK FUNERAL 
i' \ieiim wil take place on Monday, and 
a I Im the -ad It -t dav that Northwood has 
Marne's Part in the International Ex- 
hibition. 
•• a meeting <d tin* corporators of the 
ii i'ii ilia 1 Board of Finance, lor the State 
Maim-. In Id Thursday evening at the 
•"It Hmni-sioiier lion. .Joshua Nye, 
■ Hon. W P. llaines of Bidde- 
v i- selt i-tod < 'hairman, and Hon. < •. 
i. ll.i/.eltihe «»l Belfast, Seeretary, The 
.wmg Hanks were appointed agents 
iving subscriptions to the stock : 
.nth Berwick National Bank, South 
Berwick. 
fn-i National Bank, Portland. 
l.ewiMon Savings Bank, Lewiston, 
tndy River National Bank, Farming- 
ton. 
in oil) National Bank. Until. 
1. anile National Bank, Augusta, 
i r-t National Bank Skovvliegan. 
A iMolioi'o' National Bank Waldolioro-. 
\ nurville Savings Bank, Waterville. 
iiexter Savings Bank, Dexter, 
n-t National Bank, Bangor. 
n uit-rs' National Bank. Bangor. 
1 dais National Bank, Calais. 
Bella-1 National Bank, Belfast. 
If,, klaiel N itiolial Bank. Rockland. 
I lie I 'orpoi atious lor .Maine are as lol- 
ov-, v i/ : 
\i Earok. -lion. Aimer Coburn, lion, 
l'i ■ aieler .1 Carleton, Hon. Henry E. 
,-ii:is<. Hon. Win. L. Putnam. 
I n.si District.- Hon. .1. E. Chantber- 
lion. Win. P. Haines. 
sh inn District.—Hon. Josiab fB Col- 
I ion .1 allies T. Patten. 
I'ttiRii District.—Hon. Anson P. Mor- 
I l.,ii. Edmund Wilson, 
f,it i:iii District.—Hon. George W. 
old. Hon. t diaries Shaw. 
I n i n District.—Hon.CliarlesB Paine, 
llo t 'buries B. Hazeltine. 
I he eoi [«iralors were appointed by Con- 
on domination ol the Uepresenta- 
■ and Senators in all the States. The 
.mount to lie raised is ten million dollars, 
shares Sin each. Amount apportioned to 
Maine, .•sltiti.tion. 
In- proceeds, together with the receipts 
in all other sources, to lie used by the 
p.nation for the erection of suitable 
dings, with their appropriate lixtures 
oid appurtenances, and lor all other ex- 
.. nditiires required in carrying forward 
iitennial International Exhibition 
Philadelphia, in l*7ti. to commemorate 
..in huiidretli anniversary of American 
'i dependence. [Kennebec Journal. 
What Horace Will Do. 
I lie New York Tribune of Thursday 
usd the billowing card— 
I lie undersigned resumes the editor- 
lap of the Tribune, which he relinquished 
on embarking in another line of business 
~i\ months ago. Henceforth it shall be 
Ins endeavor to make a thoroughly in- 
dependent journal, treating all parties 
and political movements with judicial 
lairness and candor, but courting the 
tavor and deprecating the wrath of no 
me. It he can hereafter say anything 
1 hat will tend to heartily unite the whole 
American people on the broad platform of 
universal amnesty and impartial suffrage, 
he will gladly do so. For the present, 
however, he can best commend that con- 
■umniation by silence and forbearance. 
The victors in our late struggle can 
hardly fail to take the whole subject of 
Soul hern rights and wrongs into early and 
iruesl consideration, and to them lor the 
present he remits it. Since he will never 
lie a candidate for any office and is not in 
lull accord with either of the great parties 
which l(jive hitherto divided the country, 
he will lie able and will endeavor to give 
a wider and steadier regard to the pro- 
gress of science, industry and the useful 
n ls than a partizan journal can do, and 
he will not be provoked to indulgence in 
these hitter personalities which are now 
the recognized bane ot journlism. Sus- 
tained by a generous public, lie will do 
his best to make the Tribune a power in 
the broader field it now contemplates, as 
when human freedom was in peril it was 
hi the arena of political partizanship. 
Horace Greeley. 
A Desperate Villain. 
Phii.adf.m'HIA, Nov. 7. (leorge Grant, 
nmler sentence to lie hanged Wednesday 
next, lor the murder of a woman named 
Spence a year ago, last night assaulted 
the keeper, Haines, and nearly killed him. 
• doper, the under keeper, was attracted 
by the cries ol Haines, and lired four 
hots at (irant without, wounding him. 
< irant was finally forced back into his cell 
and hand-cuffed. Hedeelareshe will sell 
his life dearly. He had padded his body 
with blankets and the pistol balls did not 
take effect upon him. Haines is in a 
critical condition. 
A Man and a Woman Murdered. 
Dovf.k, N. J., Nov. 7. Two Italians 
reached here to-day on the morning train 
from New York and visited the shoe 
store of (iiovani Barrotti. One of the 
men claimed Barriotti’s housekeeper as 
his wife, and after a slight altercation 
stabbed the woman in the mouth with 
a long stilleto. She died immediately. 
Barriotti attempted to rescue her and was' 
also stabbed in the abdomen in two places 
and will probably die. Both men are 
under arrest and the affair creates great 
excitement, some of the citizens wanting 
to lynch the murderer. 
TERRIBLE FIRE IN' 
BOSTON ! 
The Business Pari of The 
City Destroyed ! 
ONE HUNDRED ACRES BURNED OVER! 
IMMENSE DESTRUCTION OF 
PROPERTY! 
At 7.30 o'clock Saturday night tire broke out 
at No. S7 Summer street, hear its foot and adja- 
cent to the Boston, Hartford and Erie Railroad 
depot,which spread w itli fearful rapidity. Owing 
to the lack of horses, caused by the distemper, 
the tire department was slow in responding to 
the alarm, and in the brief time liefore the 
engines could reach the scene the flames were 
beyond control. They rapidly swept up Sum- 
mer street, taking both sides for a time, then 
leaving the south side swept onward up the 
street nearly to Washington street. The flames 
then turned northward, and the solid mass of 
tire, which then extended from Broad to w ithin 
a block of Washington street moved forward in 
solid line of battle as it were, mowing down 
everything in its wav. 
The heat was scorching, and the wind which 
blew a gale, filled the air with a cloud of burn- 
ing fragments. Scores of engines played upon 
the burning mass with no apparent effect. Whole 
blocks that were considered invulnerable to tire 
were swept away like the merest tinder box of. 
The storehouses were filled with immense 
quantities of goods which added to the intensity 
of the unbearable heat. 
While the tire was rushing up Summer street 
it also erept towards the north into Winthrop 
square and Franklin street, making much more 
rapid progress on that side than on the western side. In a couple of hours. Franklin, Pearl, 
Milk, Federal, Congress, High and the shorter 
streets that intersect these were one roaring 
mass of tire. In these streets were nearly all 
the wholesale woolen, dry goods, fancy goods, 
hide and leather stores, and the immense granite 
ouimings wmcu na<i oeen erecieu wumr no 
past few years were both as elegant an«l sub- 
stantial as could be found in this country. To- 
ward State street, through Devonshire, Kilby 
and other streets, the buildings kept giving way 
to the tire one after another, while at daybreak 
the whole territory bounded on the south by 
Sherman street, in width extending from Broad 
to the rear of the blocks on the east side of 
Washington street, as far north as Milk street, 
was all covered with burning ruins. North of 
Milk the buildings from the new Post other? east 
to Broad street were in flames close up to the 
row of blocks on the south side of state street. 
In the meantime the tire had crept south of 
Sherman street as far as the east end of Bedford 
stwet, and southeast to Drake’s wharf, a tew 
minutes’ walk south of where the lire originated. 
On the western sale the tire crept in the new 
Transcript building and the marble front 1 uild- 
ing of Macullar. Williams and Parker, on Wash- 
ington street, and from what we can gather 
from the vague despatches, we should judge 
that the buildings on Washington street from 
Milk to Summer have all been swept away. 
All through the day buildings in the vicinity 
of State street were being blown up to sto the 
progress of the flames, the only ones definitely 
mentioned, however, in the despatches, were 
those at the corner of Kilby and State streets. 
At 1 o’clock last night, the limits of the tire 
appeared to 1m» included in the territory men- 
tioned above, and it appeared settled that the 
progress of the flames had at last been staved; 
but at l.dO rumors were current the tire had 
broken out afresh at tin* corner of Washington, 
and Summer streets, had taken Jordan & 
Marsh’s extensive dry goods house, and wa* 
rushing on towards the < ’oinmon. At that time 
the gas was cut off, which rendered the trans- 
mission of despatches impossible, so that we 
are left wholly in doubt in regard to what has 
transpired later. It is verv evident, however, 
that the northern limits of the conflagration is 
at Bindall street, just in tin1 rear of the ok Pord 
office. 
no nurneu district laims out in* very heart 
of the business of Boston, embracing as it .lid 
a large proportion of tin* wholesale establish- 
ments of tin* city. < >n Franklin, Chaimcy, 
Summer and other streets in that neighborhood 
we re the great establishments that have made 
Boston the leading market of the eountrv for 
American dry goods, woolens and wool. Pearl 
street was also the gre*atesl hoot and shoe* 
market in the world, the whole; length of that 
"treet being devoted to that business. a» well as 
the shorter streets, branching Iroin it. Within 
this now devastated section were aho congre- 
gated the most e>t the* wholesale* dealers in iron, 
groceries, clothing, paper, fanev good- and 
statione ry. 'Flu* upper stories of many of tin* 
magnificent blocks now leveled to the earth 
were teeming with mechanical industries. All 
the tv pc foundries, a large* portion of the job 
printers, book binders and tine machine works 
of various kinds were here, which gave employ- 
ment to thousands of men and women who are 
now thrown out of employment. Many cloth- 
ing, hoop-skirt, corset, and like* establishments, 
which helped to make* Boston a great hive ot 
industry, were also gathered in this section. 
The majority of the* buildings included n the 
limits of* Milk, Summer, and Broad streets, 
were massive granite strictures, those in Win- 
throp square and on Franklin street being 
especially grand in their exteriors. Tin* new 
Transcript budding which was completed only 
a few months ago, was a very tine structure on 
Washington street, just south of Milk. It was 
a granite front building, four stories in height, 
with a double French roof above, ami admirably 
adapted for the business to which it was devoted. 
'Pin* magnificent marble structure on Washing- 
ton street, occupied by Messrs. Manilla!*, 
Williams A Parker, which was also swept 
away, was a building that attracted universal 
attention. It was built by the trustees ot the 
Sears estate a few years ago, and was the finest 
building of the kind in the city. It extended 
back to llawley street two hundred and fifty 
feet and was live stories high. The abundance 
of light and air in this establishment caused the 
State Board of Health to make a special note of 
the regard paid in these respects to the health 
of the men and women employed. It was 
thought at last accounts that tin* new Post office 
and Sub-treasury building was safe. It is yet 
incomplete, but it was to be the finest public 
building in New England. Ii occupied the 
whole square between Milk and Water streets. 
The corner stone was laid with great solemnity 
and displav on tin* lfith of October, 1*71. The 
Old South Church, which so narrowly escaped 
destruction, has a history that endears it to 
every native Bostonian. 'Fin* present building 
was erected in 17J0. and its interior presents a 
very antique appearance. In the church Joseph 
Warren delivered his fearless oration on the 
anniversary of the massacre of March 1770, 
and in it was held the series of patriotic meet- 
ings previous to the destruction of tea in the 
harbor. In 1777* the British soldiers occupied 
it as cavalry quarters. In 17*2 it was remodel- 
led and since has remained in very m.mbits 
present condition. On state street were the 
most of the banking and insurance houses, the 
old post-office, the headquarters of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company and the Daily 
Traveller office, hut probably most of these are 
safe, although some of them must have been 
among those blown lip to "top the northward 
progress of the fire. 
The valuation of Boston in 1870 was $f)*4,- 
080,400, which has probably been increased at 
least to $000,000,000. It is estimated that the 
loss yesterday was in the neighborhood of $90,- 
000,000, on which there was $12,000,000 insur- 
ance. 
The original limits of the city embraced 090 
acres: *80 acres have been filled in on the Back 
Bay; the annexation of Uoxbury added 2100 
acres to the city, and Dorchester, 1*00 acres 
more: South and East Boston embrace! 1700; 
the whole making a total of 10,170 acres now 
within the city limits. The estimated area 
swept over by the tire is 100 acres. 
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The large block oil 1 lie corner of Summer and 
Kingston streets in which the tire lirst started 
was occupied on the lirst and upper floors by 
Tebbetts, Baldwin A Davis, dry goods jobbers. 
A. K. Young A Co. occupied the lim'd and 
fourth' stories as a manufactory for skirts and 
corsets, doing a large business and giving em- 
ployment to about 200 women. On the second 
floor, Damon, Temple A Co. dealt in fancy 
goods, furnishing goods, Ac. Notwithstanding 
this great building was in an almost incredible 
short space of time completely levelled to the 
ground, its destruction had not progressed far 
before the flames and sparks winch arose from 
it had lodged upon all the buildings roundabout. 
Thus the tire spread almost instantly in three 
directions; lirst to the adjoining block on Sum- 
mer street, then across Summer street to the 
opposite block and then across Kingston street. 
On the corner of Otis and Summer streets stood 
the Kverelt block, an imposing granite struc- 
ture, owned by tile Everett estate. It was about 
9 o’clock when the flames caught on the top 
of this building and upon it the efforts of 
the engines located in that vicinity were bent. 
The efforts were unavailing, however, as hard- 
ly a drop ol water could lie got to the top of the 
building. A line of hose was soon run up on 
the inside and the hosetnen remained as long as 
they possibly could, striving to check the flames. 
One firemen was seen clinging on to a coving at 
the very top ot the building directing a stream 
on the fire which was above him and on one 
side flashing almost in his face. His perilous 
position excited some alarm, but he stuck till 
the last chance and then retired in safety. Now the tire began to creep steadily up both sides of 
Summer street, crawling along from roof to 
roof as though there was a rivalry lietwcen the 
two sides as to which should outstrip the other 
in speed. While the fire on the northerly side 
of Summer street was marching along on the 
roof of the Everett block, which had not at 
this time become largely covered, the fiend sud- 
denly burst out in a new and unexpected 
quarter, leaping across and lighting down on 
the top of a building on Arch street, a dozen 
doors removed from Summer street. Almost 
before the existence of the flames in this quarter 
was known they had spread down through the 
building and were bursting in a perfect torrent 
from all the windows in the front of the fancy 
goods store of Hawley, Folsom A Martin. 
Several steamers were quickly sent tlnthcr, but 
with no more effect than a single bucket-full of 
water would have produced. The lire spread 
to each side, enveloping the stores of Thomas 
Kelley A Co.; D. M. Ilodgdon, clothing; March 
Bros.; fierce A Co.; Miner, Beal A Hackett— 
all of which were quickly blazing. At It) o’clock 
the whole roof of the Everett block was a sheet 
of flame, sending high Into the air a column of 
fire, smoke and lurid sparks. Having thus gain- 
ed perfect control of the Everett block the lire 
stretched its insatiable arms across the narrow 
Arch street and moved rapidly up lowards 
Washington stieet. 
Winthrop square, the very centre ot the 
great wholesale trade ot the city, embracing 
some of the most costly mercantile buildings 
ever erected in this country and occupied by 
such great firms as James M. Beebe * Co.', 
Stewart & Co.. Anderson, Heath & Co., and 
forty or titty others, was, before 10 o’clock, one 
mass of ruin. 
THE REMOVAL OF GOODS. 
The doorsteps of the stores in the street ad- 
joining those on which the fire was raging were 
occupied by the worldly goods of many poor 
people who saved but little of their property. 
Many of these persons were standing guard 
over their goods to prevent them from being 
stolen, while others were running frantically 
about, in vain endeavors to find a team in which 
to convey their property away. The large firms 
in Broad street had their teams out and many 
of them heavily laden carried the endangered 
goods away. In some eases oxen were used. 
Hand carts, wheelbarrows and every means of 
conveyance were brought into requisition, but 
they were inadequate to meet the demand. The 
doors and windows of endangered stores were 
broken open and valuable papers and books 
taken awav by the owners. Safes were in many 
cases taken out and carted off. Employes in 
stores were seen running with small parcels of 
goods to places ol apparent safety. The large 
crowds made way for persons conveying goods 
and generally did all in their power to assist 
them. In most cases where the buildings ap- 
peared to be threatened the owner- of goods in 
them seemed undermined whether to remove 
their property or not, but appeared to be wait- 
ing to see the adjoining buildings catch on fire 
[ before they moved. Men with ledgers and account books of every 
description rushed into the stores on Washing- 
ton street asking permission to deposit the 
books, which contained the only record of im- 
mense business transactions, for safe keeping. 
When the flames approached Washington 
street all sorts of vehicles were called into 
requisition to convey goods to a place of safety. 
A number of loads were piled into horse ears 
which were pulled out of danger by a score or 
more of men. 
Before the tire had been in progress two 
hours, the proprietors of the Transcript, Jour- 
nal, Host and (ilobe, began to lock up their type 
and make other necessary preparations for 
moving such material as could he moved. 
Everything portable was sent down to the lower 
floor, ready to be carted awav in a moment. 
THE COMMON PUT TO A NEW USE. 
By l o’clock the streets were alive with job 
teams and all sorts of wheeled conveyances 
loaded down with valuable goods being removed 
to places of safety. The Common was used as 
a repository by those who could find no covered 
shelter for their goods, and all along the Tre- 
mont street mall, from Park to Bovlston street, 
goods in bales and boxes, packages, large and 
small, dry goods, leather goods, bed ticks and 
household furniture, were heaped in laige 
sta-ks. and determined men with stout sticks 
guarded them from the intrusions of number- 
less thieves, who, like birds of prey, hovered 
about at every turn. 
ORDERS GIVEN TO BLOW UP BUILDINGS. 
Alter repeated solicitations on the part of 
business men and owners of real estate and 
others, Chief Engineer Damrell, just before 2 
o'clock, gave the order to rope off the streets 
leading into Milk, preparatory to blowing ^ip the building on the south sale of that street. 
V BODY OF U. S. MARINES, 
from the Navy Yard, marched up Washington 
street abouto’clock, and tendered their ser- 
vices for police duty, which were immediately 
accepted. 
THE FIRST EXPLOSION, 
indicating that gunpowder was being used to 
’■stop the tire, was heard at live minutes past 3 
o'clock, and was the most welcome sound of 
the night, for it betokened a fearless, honest, 
radical effort to save Boston from Chicago’s fate. 
Three discharges were made in a block on 
Devonshire street, and it threw the building 
partially down, but It did no apparent good, for 
: the flames jumped over it almost instantly. 
At ;».4o o'clock in the morning the destruction 
of the buildings in the path of the conflagration, 
by the explosion of gunpowder, was begun in 
good earnest, the shocks shaking the city to its 
foundations. At 4.05 o’clock a most terrific 
explosion took place, which undoubtedly did 
good service. At 4 1*2 o’clock buildings on 
Devonshire street were blown to atoms. The 
: lYanseript building caught tire just before 4 
! o'clock, the flames bursting into the rear and 
spreading with such rapidity that all hope of 
saving it was at once dispelled. 
MORE BUILDINGS BLOWN UP. 
It became necessary to blow up the building 
at corner of Congress street and Congress 
square*, occupied as an eating house, and shortly 
before 9 o'clock it was mined and exploded. 
The large granite front building at the north- 
west corner of Lindall and Kilby streets, occu- 
pied bv Vincent & Hutchings,insurance brokers, 
J. Wilev Edwards and several others, was also 
blown up. at 9 o’clock, though the effect of the 
blast was of no material advantage, apparently. 
Tie* inside was shattered, but the walls and 
much of the wood work were left standing, the 
latter in a condition to accelerate rather than 
ret aid the progress of the fire. The fire con- 
tinued making its way with grim certainty 
towards He* corner of Broad and State streets, 
and an effort was made to arrest its progress by 
blowing up the building which is third from 
the State street front, but three explosions failed 
to make the desired impression. Nearly every 
building, back of the State street front, between 
Congress and Broad, has already been mined, 
while kegs of powder, with the match in readi- 
ness for lighting, were placed under a large 
number of the buildings in the vicinity of Broad 
str< et, ready to rend them to pieces. 
THE TERRI RLE HEAT. 
In this conflagration thecxperience of (Chicago 
was in one sense at least repeated. Kui filings 
which were in a degree considered fireproof 
were found to he otherwise. Iron and stone 
alike crumbled to pieces in quick order. Walls 
which might almost defy heavy artillery re- 
ceived the tire through their windows and in a 
wonderfully short time crumbled like chalk, 
tailing in small pieces, window caps, crowning 
'•tones and large sections alike. It is noticeable 
that nearly all the walls left standing in the 
burnt district are of brick. Another noticeable 
feature is the almost entire consumption of the 
contents of the buildings. There are few or no 
smoking timbers piled promiscuously among 
brick, stone and mortar; no scorched dry goods 
or half-burned articles found in the thousand 
and one categories of stock in trade, which may 
be made hereafter available for some purpose 
or other. Everything that was combustible 
was consumed, and no ocular proof determines 
what business was pursued above this, that or 
the other splendid ruin. The heat was simply 
terrible. None knew it better than the noble 
liremen, resident and volunteering, who perti- 
naciously battled the fiery fiend all through the 
live-long night and until long after Sunday’s 
sun had passed his meridian. In the narrow 
streets, with flames crackling on both sides or 
forming a fiery arch overhead, they stood and 
faced the enemy until further resistance was 
foolhardiness. Many faced the heat until their 
exposed flesh was blistered, but in spite of their 
pluck they were in numberless instances abso- 
lute! v powerless, the heat generating anti ex- 
panding beyond the reach of their streams and 
driving them back. 
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At midnight of Sunday, throe and then 
another, making four alarms, were rung, sum- 
moning the department again to the scene of 
the tire. The gas from the supply pipes in the 
stores at the upper and southerly end of Sum- 
mer street, having been running for hours, sud- 
denly exploded, knocking out into the street 
the entire front wall of the building and setting 
the premises again on fire. The flames speedi- 
ly communicated to the extensive building on. 
the corner of Summer and Washington streets. 
Their efforts to stay the progress of the de- 
vouring element were unavailing, and in less 
titan half an hour the magnificent block on the 
corner of Summer and Washington streets, in 
the windows of which thousands have feasted 
their eyes or. displays of rare jewelry and arti- 
cles of virtue, was to he fated. The Park House 
was dose to the rear of the burning building, 
while Jordan, Marsh A Co.’s retail store, an 
immense structure, stood only forty feet distant 
from the hottest of the lire. Just at this point 
the efforts of the firemen seemed to be concen- 
trated. Fortunately there were a score of steam- 
ers that could be drawn from other points. The 
range of three story brick buildings lately oc- 
cupied by Jordan A Marsh, but within a few 
days taken possession of bv Crosby A Morse, 
who were to throw the whole tnio a grand 
store in connection with their Washington 
street establishment, took tire anil were very 
soon in flames. All the people occupying build- 
ings on Avon street were promptly ordered by 
the firemen and police first to extinguish their 
gas and then to vacate their hotlses as soon as 
possible, as explosions similar to the one in 
Summer street and elsewhere were likely to 
occur. At this time the flames from ttie rear 
of the burning buildings were breaking over 
the Parker House in Central Court, and threat- 
ening to communicate with the immense build- 
ing of Jordan, Marsh A Co. The scene beggars 
description. Men, women and children were 
fleeing in every direction, hall frantic with 
fright, and looking only for personal safety. 
The Adams House proved itself a house of 
refuge for many who were destitute. Mrs. 
Martha Woodson and her aged mother occupied 
a room in the second story of the Shreve, 
Crump A Low building. They were awaken- 
ed by (lie explosion, and the daughter, in her 
bewilderment, jumped to the sidewalk, receiv- 
ing severe bruises and burns. Her mother 
perished in the flames. Further down Summer 
street, a woman appeared at a fourth- story win- 
dow with an infant in her arms, and made pre- 
parations to jump. Fortunately, she was res- 
cued from her perilous positiou. The occur- 
rence of this explosion necessitated the shutting 
oil'the gas throughout the city, and. for a time, 
Boston was left in darkness. The telegraph 
oflices shut up and candles were in general use 
everywhere. 
INSURANCE!. 
It is estimated that of the Boston stock com- 
panies, those named lielow will pay losses as 
follows: 
Boylston Company, 50 per cent. 
Firemen’s Company, 80 percent. 
Faneuii Hall Company, 50 per cent. 
Merchants, 50 per cent. 
The Franklin. Shoe and Leather, Tremont 
and Lawrence, 25 per cent each. 
Boston Company, about 60 per cent. 
City Company, about 40 per cent. 
Klliot Company, about 40 per cent. 
Howard Company, 50 to 75 per cent. 
Prescott Company, 50 per cent. 
National, about 75 per cent. 
Manufacturers’, aliout 50 per cent. Will form 
new tissoeiation for business in a day or two. 
Suffolk Company, about 50 per ceut. 
Washington Company, 90 to 100. 
The Mercantile and American Companies 
will pay one hundred ceutson a dollar, and are 
transacting business and taking risks. 
The Manufacturers’ Mutual sustains no loss 
except one pane of glass broken. 
One report is, that the assets of the Mutual 
Benefit Company exceeds the losses, while ano- 
ther report contradicts tills. 
The Massachusetts Mutual lose $1,100,000, 
hut will pay losses by calling in assessments. 
The Mechanics’ Mutual and the Union Mu- 
tual will also pay their losses by calling in 
assessments. 
The Narragansett of Providence loses $300,- 
000, which will lie paid in full. 
The losses of the National Company of Provi- 
dence, are only $40,000, and the City of Provi- 
dence, only $10,000. 
The Ouinev Mutual will meet its losses in 
full. 
INCIDENTS. 
A young man employed in a large Pearl-street 
house was handed the keys of the store and safe 
by the book-keeper on closing Saturday night, 
with the remark that he (the book-keeper,) 
would be in late on Monday morning. When 
the flames began to break though Winthrop 
square the young man made for the store, en- 
gaged a team, and, unlocking the safe, sent all 
the valuables to bis own father’s house for safe 
keeping. 
Hundreds of deeds of individual heroism are 
reported, among which may lie mentioned that 
of a Boston fireman, who, learning that in the 
basement of a building on the west side of Con- 
gress street near State, were three steam boilers, 
likely to explode at any moment, volunteered 
to go into the still burning ruins and turn off 
the steam. His comrades endeavored to dis- 
suade him from such a perilous undertaking, 
but lie was resolute, and, crawling into the tear- 
ful position with two streams from a steam 
engine turned lull upon him, turned off' the 
steam and thus averted the terrible danger. 
Lieut. Bnsley. of the second station police, 
had within a few months deposited in the outer 
vault of the Freemen’s Bank on Summer street, 
$10,000, the savings of years of economy. 
When the safe fell from the second story to the 
cellar, it struck a stone post with such force, as 
to burst it in, giving ingress to the flames, and 
destroying in a moment the lieutenant’s hard 
earnings. 
It being feared that the buildings on School 
street, nearest Washington, would have to he 
blown up, the officers of the Five Cents Savings 
Bank were notified, and within forty minutes 
the money and securities of the institution, 
amounting to eleven millions of dollars, were 
removed to the residence of the President, the 
Hon. Paul Adams, at No. 123 Charles street, 
where they were guarded by a detail of police. 
Sunday alternoon all were returned to the 
vaults. 
iseiore miumgui oi rvuuraay, every ponce 
station, the city prison and the county jail were 
packed lull of arrested thieves, and after that 
hour during the night and Sunday, those ar- 
rested and brought in were simply deprived of 
their plunder, their names and residences taken 
and with the eudences of their guilt recorded 
against them, when they were discharged, sim- 
ply for want of room to keep them. Kverv one, 
of whom there was the slightest possibility of 
innocence, was discharged 
The new Postoffice budding is so badly in- 
jured by the heating and warping of the iron 
and the cracking of the granite, that it is feared 
it will have to be taken down. Hut this huge 
pile of stone and iron saved the buildings inter- 
vening between it and State street, and especi- 
ally the office of the Boston Post. 
Twenty-live thousand work girls were thrown 
out of employment by the tire, and among the 
saddest scenes of Sunday were the thousands 
of these poor creatures who were bitterly 
lamenting the loss ol their daily bread for the 
coming winter. 
One boot and shoe linn on Pearl street suc- 
ceeded in saving out of an immense stock ot 
goods, only one pair ol slippers, which fitted 
no one rliey knew. 
Karly Sunday morning as President Dickin- 
son, of the Common Council, was on his way 
home with some valuable papers in two hags, 
he was met near Boylston street by three rub- 
bers who attempted to seize the bags. Mr. 
Dickinson fought them fill an officer arrived. 
One gentleman who met a friend yesterday 
afternoon, wrung his hand, and said, as his voice 
choked with emotion, “Yesterday at this time 
I was worth $20,000. Now l haven’t money 
enough to pay a grocery bill.” 
AID FROM All ROAD. 
Two steam tire engines came from Portland, 
with four hundred of her leading citizens, head- 
ed by Mayor Kingsbury, to proffer any aid in 
their power. 
Assistance arrived trom Worcester. Provi- 
dence, Salem, Lynn, and everything in the 
shape of tire extinguishing apparatus wi> 
brought in from adjoining towns. \ train with 
aid came from Worcester (44 1-2 miles) in 4.'» 
minutes. 
Other proffers have been received in the way 
of tire apparatus uid men. The steamers thu- 
offered are from Providence, New Bedford, 
Portland, Saco, Springfield, Concord, Nashua, 
Lowell, Newburyport, Lawrence, two from 
New London, two from Norwich, one each from 
New Haven and Newport. Chief Engineer 
Brooks of Biddefoid arrived with TO men and 
1500 feet of hose, other apparatus not b. big 
asked for. On the same train came 00 volunteer- 
from the Newburyport tire department. The 
Mayor of Norwich, with Chief Engineer Osgood 
and 100 nremen and apparatus, arrived at a lab- 
hour, and 22 firemen from New Haven with ap- 
paratus. 
The New Bedford steamer G. Howland, ar- 
rived in the city at 0 o’clock Sunday evening. 
By the ellorts of the New Bedford boys several 
buildings were saved, one of them twice, and 
they have done their share in checking the pro- 
gress of the flames. 
THE TOTALS. 
The total number of business firms burnt out 
is 930. Six hundred warehouses are destroyed. 
All the houses in the wool trade, and every one 
in the shoe and leather business are destroyed. 
The total loss is over a hundred millions. 
POST OFFICE UNTENABLE. 
The post office building, on State street was 
so seriously damaged as to be no longer a lii 
place for business, and all the contents were re- 
moved to Faneuil Hall, where foi the present 
the business of the mails will be done. Post- 
master Burt received the following telegram— 
Washington, Nov. 10. Your telegram has 
been received. Do your utmost to secure effi- 
cient and prompt mail service. I have sent 
Petherbridge, special agent, to your assistance, 
and have instructed New York to render all 
possible aid. The people of Boston have the 
cordial sympathy of the civilized world. 
(Signed! John A. Cues well, 
Postmaster-General. 
THE 1IRE FINALLY CONTROLLED. 
BOSTON, Nov. 11. The lire was got fully un- 
der control about four o’clock this morning. 
Jordan & Marsh’s store was saved, though at 
one time deemed a hopeless case. Shreve, 
Cramp *fc Lowe were burned out. 
THE GAS EXPLOSION 
causing this last tire occurred shortly alter mid- 
night and was heard all over the city. Several 
other explosions of gas, apparently in the sewer, 
occurred soon alter the tire broke out, shivering 
the plate glass in Shreve, Crump <fc Low’s store, 
and upheaving the surface of the earth so as to 
crack the pavement deeply. 
THE EXHAUSTED FI UK MEN’ RELIEVED. 
Only about twenty-live Boston firemen were 
on duty last night, the main three being reliev- 
ed by the gallant hoys who rallied from all 
quarters. Between eleven and twelve o'clock 
one hundred and sixty Norwich, Conn., tire- 
men arrived, accompanied by the Mayor and 
chief engineer of that city. Twenty-two New 
Haven firemen also came on last night’s train, 
headed by their chief engineer. From Bid,le- 
i'ord, Me., Bridgeport, Conn., New London, 
Conn., New Bedlord, and other places came 
eager oilers of assistance, and on every hand 
last night were brave generous men from the 
towns and cities about us, working with all 
their strength to stem the persistent progress of 
the terrible enemy. 
LOSSES ESTIMATED AT $80,000,000 TO $100,- 
000,000. 
The morning papers are almost exclusively 
tilled witli details of the great conflagration. 
The Advertiser estimates the loss at $80,000,000, 
and the Poston the authority of a leading in- 
surance man sit $100,000,000. The Journal with 
a full list of individual losses estimates the loss 
at considerably over $100,000,000. 
The city is in darkness to-night owing to the 
labor of disconnecting the mains from the burnt 
district. All newspaper and other necessary 
work is being done to-night bv lamp and candle 
light. 
An efficient military and police guard is on 
duty and all fear of a re-kindling of the flames 
seems at an end. Gilmore has placed the Colis- 
eum at the disposal of parties wanting place to 
store goods. 
NEW YORK THIEVES POURING INTO THE CITY. 
The Owl train from New York city, slue at 4 
o’clock this morning, arrived with seve: al car- 
loads of roughs and thieves, who cleaned out 
all the refreshment rooms on the route, with 
other robberies and outrages. The military 
force in Boston will 1st increased, if necessary. 
INSURANCE. 
New York, Nov. 11—Evening. The great 
calamity at Boston was the topic of discussion 
to-day, through financial and trade circles. 
Many conservative underwriters place the loss 
at $7.r>,000,000; and an insurance of $00,000,000, 
of which fifteen or twenty millions are borne 
by British tympanies, in which since the Chi- 
cago fire many American companies have re- 
insured. 
The excitement in insurance circles here is 
intense. The suspension of the Humboldt ami 
International Companies is announced. 
All the Providence Companies sav they will 
come out straight. The American and Mercan- 
tile of Boston, will go on. The Boston must 
stop. New Jersey Companies lose only a trifl- 
ing amount. The Continental Insurance Com- 
pany of New York has assets amounting to 
over $2,000,000. If the entire amount at risk 
within the district is a total loss one halt of its 
surplus will pay for it. 
Hartford. Nov. 10. There has been groat 
excitement all day over the fire in Boston. In 
insurance circles there was at first a great 
anxiety felt; hut when the officers obtained a 
correct report of the fire limits and had examin- 
ed their books, there was a feeling of relief, as 
the losses were not near so great as had been 
anticipated. Every company here will go thro’ 
in safety. 
The total losses by the Hartford Companies 
will not be but a trifle over $2,000,000. They 
are all safe. 
THE houseless. 
Fortunately this heavy blow lias not caused 
so large an amount of personal suffering as the 
great tire at Chicago, as there were but compar- 
atively few habitations destroyed in Boston. In 
the vicinity of Fort Hill and to I he south there 
were some tenements, and many families were 
driven out to find such shelter as they could 
among the muss of goods which accumulated 
upon the unimproved portion of Fort Hill. 
At this locality, hundreds of the homeless 
poor had collected and the condition of many of 
them was a sad one. The progress of the (lames 
was so rapid that in many cases the inmates of 
houses escaped with an insufficiency of cloth- 
ing* and as they sat down in the open area to 
keep guard over the few household treasures 
which they had taken in their (light, they pre- sented a sorry spectacle. As the fresh breeze 
chilled the women and children, men with 
rough exteriors, hut with warm hearts, pro- 
cured articles of bedding and carefully wrapped 
up the suffering ones. At times mothers lost 
their children in the panic, and went about ask- 
ing piteously for the little ones. Again persons 
would find lost children half dressed, running 
wildly about in search of their parents. 
One man, apparently a day laborer, won the 
good will of the crowd by taking a little half- 
clad girl, perhaps four years old. wrapping her 
up warmly in a blanket and kindly holding her 
and pacifying her until the mother was found. 
The awful terrors of the tire often affected weak 
human nature, and cases of tainting were fre- 
quently seen and occasionally instances of loss 
of reason. 
RELIEF FOR THE POOR. 
While fortunately hundreds of poor people who were deprived of their homes are not left 
in an absolute state of suffering, so as to need immediate aid from the authorities, yet it is 
estimated that at least five thousand shop girls, and others employed in the large warehouses who were dependent upon their daily earnings, will indirectly experience seiious privation and 
perhaps hardship from the terrible calamity. But in the face of all this j; is encouraging to 
know that the most ample measures will be taken for the relief of this class of people, and whenever their wants are made known they 
will he promptly met. It is, of course, at this 
stage of our misfortune impossible to ascertain 
precisely the extent of suffering that has been caused, hut in whatever form it manifests itself, 
ample and ready relief will follow. 
I lie Relief Coinmitlee will hold daily sessions 
at the City Hal! until they are satisfied that their services are no longer required, ami all needy persons are invited to )niuke their wants known. 
PROPOSITION'S FOR RK-BUILDIXG. 
1 lie committee of twenty citizens have voted 
to request Gov. Washburn, to call a special ses- sion of the Legislature i<» authorise the city of 
Boston to issue asutlic ient amount of seven per 
eeut bonds, to aid the sufferers in re-building the burnt district. 
Propositi ms are being urged for making new 
street lines on the burnt district, also for the 
erection of a Merchant's Fxehange building. A 
committee has been appointed to ask the gene- 
ral government to purchase the burned over lot 
adjoining the new post-office for enlarging and 
improving that building, ami also to request lhe Massachusetts Senators and Representatives in 
Congress to secure the passage of an Act of 
Congress,allowing the same drawback on build- 
ing material as was allowed to Portland and 
Chicago. 
The business men of Boston are not discour- 
aged, but hundreds have already made arrange- 
ments to open in stores secured in other parts | 
<>f flu e.ily. Some will open tents for the sale ! 
of goods on the Common. Several have already 
h.’gan to clear away the rums, lor the purpose 
of re-building. 
TENDERS >F AID. 
At ;i meeting of (In* Citizen’s Relief Commit- 
ter Monday, Mayor (Jaston read dispatches 
from Gov. Geary of Pennsylvania, the Mayors 
of Cineini.ati, Chicago, Indianapolis, Provi- 
dence, and ol her cities, tendering sympathy and 
aid. After some discussion, it was voted as the 
sense ,,t the meeting that the Mayor he lequest- 
ed to reply that pei uniary aid would he most 
acceptable. 
.Meetings were held in New York, Chicago, 
Pittsburg, 1 Detroit, Cincinnati, St. Louis, ami 
many other cities to extend aid to Boston. In 
many instance*, committees were chosen. The 
inerting of the Chamber of Commerce in New 
York was largely attended and was noticeable 
tor the earnest feeling that prevailed. 
A committee ol ladies has been formed espec- 
ially to look alter the thousands ol sewing girls 
thrown out of employment. 
EFFECT ON THE MARKETS. 
Iii consequence of the immense destruction of 
men handle,values have been advanced in New 
York 7 to *20 per et. The destruction ol 11,- 
000,000 pounds of wool, and a stork of o,000,000 
suit* ol clothing, and almost tin* entire supply 
ol woolen*, and clothing tor Easlet n < 'anada and 
the Northwest, has earned an advance of 7 cents 
per pound in wool, while heavy domestic wool- 
en- have advanced over JO cents per yard. 
Blankets, flannels and shawls are advanced 10 
per cent. Coffees are rather excited on account 
of the loss ol two or three large grinders and 
others removing 21,000 bags from the market, 
Oolite 2d.000 half-chests of tea, largely Japans 
and Oolongs, have been destroyed. 
LATEST. 
HOW BOSTON FEELS. 
Boston, Nov. 12—Evening. There is no 
feeling of despondency, hut a disposition every 
where manifested by our business men to meet 
their reverses manfully, and conquer them. 
At a meeting of tin* Shoe ami Leather Asso- 
ciation to-day, Jno. Cummings President, a 
committee was appointed to -ecinv from the 
Citv Government the Port Hill property, now 
vac.ini of buildings, on which io erect ware- 
houses and resume business. 
All* llte.M Clllt \<;o. 
At a meeting of the Citizens’ Aid < 'ommittee 
to-day. Win. Cray, the chairman, reading with 
great emotion a dispatch from Worth Dexter of 
Chicago, chairman ol the Relief Association of 
that eitv. stating that they had appropriated 
$100,000 for the relief of Boston, and tendering 
their deepest sympathy under remembrances 
of favors tendered to them in their season of 
calamity. [Prolonged applause.J Laird Col- 
Iver of Chicago, telegraphed that the Relief 
Committee wre oil their way to Boston. 
HOY. PERU AM IN BOSTON. 
Gov. Perhani of Maine, was present and 
tendered the sympathy of the State* with otters 
ol aid from its citizens. Thousands of other 
cheering reports wen* given. 
DONATION'S. 
Naylor & Co*, of Liverpool, sent in a cheek 
for $o.0o0, through their Boston house; Jor- 
dan, Marsh Co. donate $10,000 through Chief 
Damrcll, for the benefit of the firemen. 
ANOTHER POST OFFICE. 
It is understood Postmaster Burt is endeavor- 
ing to make some arrangement with tin* Trustees 
of the Old South Church for a Post Office until 
the new office on Devonshire street is complet- 
| ed. 
CLEARING THE RUINS. 
Many heavy dry goods houses burned out 
have already opened in new quarters. The 
work of opening passage through the streets of 
the burnt district was renewed to-day, it least 
one thousand laborers being engaged. Nearly 
all the tire engines have been withdrawn, ex- 
cept those engaged in cooling the ruins, beneath 
which safes are buried, which arc being dug 
out all over the region swept by I he flames. 
SEARCHING FOR BODIES. 
Exploring parties are at work in various lo- 
calities clearing away the ruins and searching 
for bodies of missing firemen. Hook A Ladder 
No. 1 are looking for the body of their Assistant 
Foreman, who disappeared on Sunday morning, 
and a gang of men are also at work among the 
ruins of Weeks & Potter's store in search of the 
bodies of men supposed to be buried there. 
aii> mu; miSTUN. 
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 11. 'riu* ( Ymimon 
Council has a lopfed resolutions tendering sym- 
pathy to the people of Boston. 
New York, Nov. 12. The Brooklyn Alder- 
men have voted to tender to Boston such ma- 
terial aid as may he in the power of Brooklyn 
to bestow, and appointed a committee to act up- 
on the matter. 
The City Government and Board of Trade of 
Newark, N. J., passed resolutions tendering all 
the aid that mav be in their power to Boston. 
Washington. Nov. 12. The following tele- 
gram to-dav was sent from the Treasury De- 
partment— 
Washington D. C.. Nov. 12. 
To Thomas Russell, Collector, Boston, Maas 
The President authorizes me to say that every 
possible means of relief and aid will be afforded to 
the citizens of Boston by the Government, and 
should circuinstances appear to demand action by 
Congress, such action will be recommended by him. 
Gko. s. Boutweli., 
Sec’y of 'Treasury, 
Providence, U. I., Nov. 12. At a meeting 
of the citizens to-day, resolutions of sympathy 
for the sufferers ol Boston were adopted and a 
committee was raised to receive contributions 
tor relief. 
Baltimore, Nov. 12. At a meeting of the 
citizens to-day to take action in aid of the suf- 
ferers by the Boston tire, a committee was ap- 
pointed to ascertain in what manner such aid 
can he most efficiently rendered and to collect, 
if need he, such material assistance as is neces- 
sary. Resolutions were adopted expressing 
profound sympathy with the people of Boston. 
Great Fire in London. 
Nkw York, Nov. 11. A despatch from Lon- 
don. this morning, contains the following: 
I/indon, Nov. 11—!> A. M. A terrible tire 
broke out in this city to-day, causing general 
destruction and alarm. The flames originated 
in the extensive mills known as the London 
Mills, and spread with great rapidity. The 
firemen were quickly on the ground, and were 
aided in their endeavors to suppress the confla- 
gration by numbers of citizens, but without ef- 
fect, f be mills together with a number of sur- 
rounding buildings being entirely destroyed. 
While a number of persons were in a burning 
building, lbe walls fell with a terrible crash, 
cairyiug everything with them. All those in 
the building were buried beneath the ruins, and 
either crushed by fulling debris or buried alive, 
all efforts to save them proving fruitless. The 
exact number of lives lost is not known, but it 
is believed that eight or ten persons perished in 
the burning mass. The tire burned for seven 
hours before the flames were entirely subdued. 
The work of removing the bodies commenced, 
and a large bodv of workmen are now engaged 
in the search. The total loss is estimated at 
over one hundred thousand pounds sterling. 
An ingenious man in Philadelphia has found 
a new use for an artificial leg. lie worked in a 
pipe factory and was in the habit of filling his 
porcelain limb each day with a choice assort- 
ment of meerschaums, which he disposed of on 
his own account. When discovered he had 
made about $N00 by this illegitimate traffic. In 
this way he was walking off with a goodly 
share of the profits of the establishment. 
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The Future. 
An oli! and homely proverb remarks 
that ‘what can t he cured must lie endur- 
fi|l- Ibis might express the democrat 
view ol the recent election and its result. 
It certainly can't now be cured, and the 
result is tour years of endurance. | lint 
we believe that the policy of those who 
opposed (fen. (Irani’s election, should take 
as little as possible the form of endeavors 
to embarrass the action ot the coming ad- 
ministration, Much as we disrelish the 
(acts, we are compelled to acknowledge 
that the defeat of Mr. (freeley and his 
supporters is overwhelming, and that (fen. 
lirant is re-elected by the most decisive 
vote ever given to a Presidential candi- 
date. We have nothing to retract of lor- 
mer expressions in regard to the manner 
in which the election was conducted by 
his party managers That bribery beyond 
all former precedent was resorted to we 
have no doubt -nor that other appliances 
were used equally objectionable, and all 
without stint. 
All that is past. We are now face to 
face with the fact that, in the north, 
south, east and west, the candidate, the 
platform and the policy of the victors 
have been endorsed by the popular 
vote, most fully and undoubtedly. The 
great agricultural, manufacturing and 
commercial interests have united, if not 
in their approval ot the past, at least 
in their trust and hope lor the future, 
in the hands to which the all ots ol the 
country are committed. 
And while much has been given to the 
President and his party, it is undeniable 
that much is expected of it. ,The pros- 
perity, the integrity and the honor ot the 
country are to be promoted and guarded. 
Wc of Maine have the right to expect that 
our shipping interest shall have given it 
the means ol prosperity by competing on 
an equal looting with the rest of the world 
The finances need such adjustment as will 
lower the rate ot interest, and make capi- 
tal accessible to the1 promoters ot industry, 
rather than to aid in Shyloek rates ol in- 
terest. The fisheries need encouragement, 
and freedom from annoyance by provin- 
cial intermeddling. All the elements of 
ministry in which me country alumnus 
will be expected to receive direction, so 
far as lies within the sphere of the nation- 
al government, in channels of prosperity. 
It is our judgment that what is called in 
politics the opposition should so tar lay 
nsnie its traditional purpose as to rotraiu 
Irani embarrassing the administration in 
itsordinary f'unetions. I It eourse this would 
not apply to gross and glaring outrages 
like those whieh have oeeurred in the first 
administration of (Jen. Grant. Hut as- 
suming that the abundant promises of 
amendment in tin1 future whieh have been 
made during the campaign shall be car- 
ried out in good faith, there should lie 
generous forbearance rather than hostile 
criticism of the administration. 
With a reunited, peaceful and prosper- 
ous country, it may be for the interest of 
the United States to pay more attention to 
the attains of other countries, whieh have 
a direct bearing upon our own. Matters 
in Cuba have long demanded a corrective, 
which can be best applied by an intima- 
tion from Washington that international 
obligations must be better respected by 
Spain, and that her unfriendly acts to- 
wards our citizens must cease. When 
that time comes, if it does come, the ad- 
ministration will need, and should have 
the support of the people and the united 
press. And not only in this but in any 
other crisis, which may lie brought on in 
striving to advance the honor and inter- 
ests of the country and all its citizens. If 
thus supported, the administration shall 
come short of the just expectations of the 
people, it will, when again brought to the 
test of the popular vote, be condemned as 
thoroughly as it has now been endorsed 
as worthy ot contidenee. Certainly noth- 
ing effectual toward a change can lie un- 
dertaken for the coming three years, and 
factious, unreasoning opposition, may re- 
tard or overturn measures ot real good 
to the country. Let us act fairly, honor- 
ably, and hope for the best. 
We have a paper lull of horrors this 
week. There is a two column account of 
the shocking uinrder ol the young girl at 
Northwood, New Hampshire; then the 
awlul anil mysterious murder of a real es- 
tate broker in Boston, and his mangled re- 
mains packed in two barrels and set alloat 
on the river; and lastly the terrible ca- 
lamity of the great tire in Boston, by 
which so many merchant princes were 
rendered beggars, and hundreds of fami- 
lies turned from their homes upon the 
charity ol the world. Such an accumula- 
tion of startling news is not often seen in 
one week. 
Kennebec papers are recording the 
mean men. The Gardiner Reporter says 
there is a man iu that city who pays taxes 
on $50,000, and steals the reading of that 
paper every week. The Fairfield Chroni- 
cal thinks it impudent lor ■■ a wealthy 
townsman to solicit a puff for his favorite 
horse who cannot afford a copy of the 
paper.” These men serve a useful purpose 
in furnishing subjects for paragraphs, and 
examples to bn shunned by the rising gen- 
eration. 
—The Stato learns that Hon. C. P. Kim- 
ball has been invited to deliver the ad- 
dress at the National Convention of Car- 
riage Makers, soon to assemble, and the 
tirst gathering of the kind ever called in 
in the country, l'his is something of a 
compliment to Down East. 
What a “Curious Part’* Is. 
We must leave it to others to judge who is 
discomfited, ami why the Journal has “no heart 
to pursue'’ the discussion alluded to further. 
Talk about poverty of intellect! What sort of 
poverty is that which leads our cotemporary to 
characterise loyalty to our Government In the 
late war as a "curious part”? Patriotism which 
rises above the bonds of darty is a thing quite 
incomprehensible to the pollywog essayist of the Journal, evidently. His temperance prin- ciples arc also conformed to the well-known 
habits of his party. [Rockland Free Press. 
Our neighbor must not think that be- 
cause he lias a conveniently short memory 
concerning those matters, that others have 
the same. We remember very well the 
bluster and bravado with which the Free 
Press assailed the republican party, and 
patted the rebels on the back. It de- 
manded of the Legislature of 1801 that it 
should appease the irritated south by a 
repeal of the Persona] Liberty bill, in 
order that the southern slaveholders might 
come north for their fugitive slaves with- 
out molestation. It declared the republi- 
can party responsible for the trouble at 
the South. Long after the states of the 
south had seceded, alter President Lincoln 
bad been inaugurated, it declared that the 
Union was being wrecked for want o* a 
man at its betid—that the President was 
abusing bis trust, and appointing crimi- 
nals to office—that lie was pool, foolish 
Lincoln, whining, sniveling, rolling up 
bis eyes ami wringing Itis bands. The 
war was declared to be one of ferocity 
ami cruelty, that slaves were to be let 
loose, with lust and cruelty upon the de- 
fenceless women and children of the 
south. So greatly w is the editor of the 
Free Press exercised by the terrible 
calamities that were to overtake the south, 
as pictured from his own fervid imagina 
tion, that he grew chivalrous, and declared 
that those who engaged in this awtul 
work must rush upon the bayonets ol him- 
sell amt othfir patriots of the north! It 
was a sublime, a moving spectacle, to see 
the stalwart ami determined editor of the 
Press, figuratively holding his bayonet at 
eharge to oppose the Maine regiments 
that were moving south ! 
lint alas! the age of chivalry at the 
Press office was exceedingly brief. The 
times grew dangerous. Men who talked 
and wrote like that, were threatened, ar- 
rested, imprisoned, mobbed. That bay- 
onet was put away ; the Press changed its 
tune; the editor went into his boots. The 
foolish, whining and snivelling Lincoln 
became god-like. The repeal of the Per- 
sonal Liberty Hill was no longer urged 
Never was conversion so rapid and com- 
plete. At last, after a brief term of pro- 
bation, the editor of the Free Press was 
made County Treasurer, by those same 
fiendish abolitionists, and like the scrip- 
tural dudas, carried the bag. 
Tins we call “a curious part”. Wo 
don't like to dig up these records ; but in 
course ol a discussion of the cider law, 
our neighbor saw lit to go a long distance 
out ol the way to lug in matters pertain- 
ing to the war, with which they have no 
more to do than with signs of the zodiac. 
When the Free Press is satisfied with war 
records, and wants to examine the liquor 
law, we shall be happy to engage in the 
discussion. 
The Great Fires of the World. 
l'lii' l.ewiston Journal in a compendium 
ol the conflagrations in cities that have 
occurred, says that the great lire in Bos 
Ion, naturally recalls the terrible mnllag 
| ration in Chicago on the t*th of Oct. 1x71. 
The total area burned over if Chicago 
was s.LTi acres: number of buildings 
1 '"oj „,| 1 ? 1 1 yv tw I’i-li. loruil * •»1 
less 98,700; value of l^pildings destroyed 
oil millions; value of produce burned 
7 1-4 millions; value of merchandise lost 
7X114 millions, personal etfects burned 
•78 ;!• I millions. The grand total ol the 
loss was 1!Ki millions. The insurance 
was loo millions, of whieh only 40 mil- 
lions was collected. 
The statistics of the other great tires in 
this country, will he of interest. That in 
New York m IXJf,, burned 048 valuable 
buildings, and pr< perty valued a! do mil- 
lions. Then, in extent of loss, probably 
comes the Portland lire ot 1x00. which 
destroyed eighteen hundred buildings and 
consumed ,flti,000,000. In 1X4.7 the city 
ot (Quebec lost d.ooo houses. Many lives 
were lost. The same city sutfered nearly 
as severely a tew years ago. Charleston, 
S. C., has been particularly unfortunate. 
In 177X nearly lloo houses were burned 
there, and in 1790 a third part of the city 
was destroyed, involving a loss of 
otiii,000 a good deal of money in those 
days. In 18:18 the same city Imd 14.7 acres 
burned over, and some PJOO buildings 
destroyed. It also sutfered again in 1807. 
A lire on Broadway and Broad street in 
New York, in 184.7, burned up 37,000,000. 
San Francisco lost many lives and I'fiOo 
houses by tire in 18,71, and ,700 buildings 
were burned there a short time after. 
I’ittslmrg, Pa., was a victim in 1X44. 
Eleven hundred buildings were burned, 
and the loss was iflli.OoO.noo Diree hun- 
dred houses were consumed in Nantucket 
in 1X40, and six hundred in Albany in 
184X, the loss in the latter case being S4,- 
000,000, Philadelphia was visited by the 
tiend in 1x70. Three hundred and fifty 
buildings were consumed, and thirty-four 
persons were killed, and one hundred and 
twenty wounueu. n large pail Mon- 
treal was laid waste in 18.r>2—over 11 <«i 
houses Imnied. Frederickton lost ;Iini in 
1800. Columbia, S. C., was nearly de- 
stroyed by fire during the late war. 
Charlestown, Mass., was nearly destroyed 
by lire from but shot and shells from the 
British in the war for Independence. Ban- 
gor, Augusta and Kastport in our Slate 
have each suffered severely within a few 
years from the terrible scourge. 
It seems to be the lot of cities not built 
absolutely lire-proof, to sutler from great 
tires. In llititi a lire raged in London for 
days. Four hundred streets were laid 
waste; 1.1,000 buildings were destroyed, 
and 200,ooo people made homeless. Mos- 
cow was almost entirely destroyed in 1812 
to dislodge the French from winter quar- 
ters. Constantinople, Pekin ond other 
cities of the old world have suffered in 
modern times. 
—The Portland Press announces the 
presence of anew and fatal horse disorder 
in that city. It says— 
This disease, which the doctors cull purpura 
hemorrhagica, is said to tie much more fatal 
than the epizootic. It is characterized tiy swell- 
ing ol the legs, shelling of the hoof, ami stop- 
page of ihe air passages. An invariable symp- 
tom of the disease is a small white spot which 
appears on the black portion of the eyeball. So 
far the result has been invariably fatal. Those 
horses which have been worked when not lully 
recovered from the avages of the epizootic, are 
most subjected to it, though it is said not to he 
confined to this class. 
—The Bangor papers are warm in their 
expression of thanks to Charles F. Bliss, 
local manager of the Western Union 
Telegraph, for lus exertions to supply 
them with despatches from the Boston 
lire. Mr. Bliss is an accomplished tele- 
graphist, and a thorough gentleman. 
Boston’* Calamity. 
The sympathy of the nation and of the 
world is with the commercial city of 
New England in her great alllietion. The 
people ol Maine, from whose communities 
the active men ol that city ire largely 
drawn, and whose ties of sympathy, busi- 
ness and kindred are as a three fold cord 
that is not easily broken, are profoundly 
moved at the picture of desolation and 
ruin presented by tho great business 
squares of the city. Their loss seems 
like our loss, and their affliction like ours. 
In the long lists of those who sutler are 
found the names of men whose kindred 
and friends are here by scores, and who 
have watched with pride the success of 
the aspiring youth ; who left their rural 
homes tor the great metropolis I'licro is 
not a town in all New England that has 
not those who will be moved to tears at 
the sad spectacle. Memory runs ovc 
the long and patriotic history ol Boston 
that never tailed to respond to a just ill 
upon her resources; considers her eulliv 
tion, social refinement, the vast and aried 
commercial enterprises id her large-heart- 
and tar-seeing merchants and (hen turns 
with sorrowing wonder to tin* black and 
crumbling ruins 
Hut it the accumulations ot years at *• 
buried beneath the ruins of Boston's wan 
houses, tin energy of Boston still survives. 
The ruins will la* cleared away, new and 
lletter warehouses will arise, tie* now des- 
olate streets will again bear lie* burden ol 
trade- and our loved and honored tie 
tropolis will enjoy renewed prosperity and 
renown, finding in lea -i.h-umi new 
resources and new trieiel'. tier pi n r 
bial energy and determination ean meet 
and overcome even ••the destitution that 
wasteth at noonday 
-The colored men ot l In*country clamor 
tor a member iti the new i-abim-* nmt 
several are aspiring to tin’ place l'heie 
will lie considerable wool-pulling ahoie 
it a lass it it is eotieeileil, ami a Miss it it 
isn’t. 
—The Bellu-t ,(nn ii.il would he cutirely hap|>> 
it it eoultl advertise tie- ina it r mites Mon 
for the gin rnuient. I’-e-ttaml Prt-x-. 
The eonsnleialion, w -upposi to ho 
support of the administration V thank 
you, not any Im in. 
ihe Hangor insurance e imp-uue- get 
badly scorched in the Boston lire. 1"h■ 
Union loses $*..'oil,000; tin* Kastei a *»*.'o.\ 
000; the National $ 14o,imo tie B o 
$0(1, ooo. 
—(Jen. Meade, who commanded the 
Union army at the battle ot ( left ysburc 
died at Philadelphia. -m \\’i due-day ot 
last week, of congest ion of the lung- II 
was an able soldier 
— “A Pressing Question >- the title 
of tut article in The State It doesn't re 
ter toVourting, tint to the need it hettei 
educational opportunities lot laboring p.-o- 
ple. 
A man on the train between Boston 
and Portland took a lam y to *o g uniting 
with a revolver after a Boston tra-h i. I.ut 
didn’t lilt hitu Who is she 
—Oxen don’t get used to h-< omotlves 
in cities, tint run avvav at sight ot tie 
machine. 
-The President is being extcn-iveii 
congratulated on tin* result ot the ch tem 
Imt the country can’t In 
And now it is said that Ben But!- 
wants to tic speaker, to the exi !u- a 
Blaine. 
Generalities. 
Kirk at Deer Isle. On Friday even 
tlie barn of UdWald <Bilim.'-. -n l ink I 
Isle, was burned. Killeen tun- ..f h tv. ... 
yoke of oxen, three cow and solie* -m w 
destroyed. I .os- ^soo. no m-uratc ■ 
At South Berwiek, Mrs. Hobbs n getting I 
u train, fell across the track, md hei h« 1 urn, 
•rushed. 
Utah is ahead ot Maine in the -now f.u- 
hav ing already live feet. 
the store of Win. I. Smith, if V-w | •. i. w «- 
entered on Monday night, in.I r.il»t1 
A necklace of onions keep- the li-oidi r horn 
a horse in Gardiner. 
An interesting m l important -ml iy.im-t 11, 
Western Union Telegraph loiupany hi.-e, 
before the Supreme < ourt .it Augu-' i. iim 
diner firm claiming $W\I damage- on on, 
an error in a mes-nge they -cut to 'fie iy 
dering in.ouO bushels of corn, by which u w 4- 
made to read Iimmi, and belt.re tin un-f ik. oi 
be corrected coin had advanced ten e. nls p. 
bushel, making them out ! p.eket t 'OO a 
the close of the te-tiniony tin- iudgt intim it 
that b<* should instruct the miv that rh« t. 
graph eompanv wen iiahle foi ! mug' n 
wiliistaiiding the lernis of Iln an,' n 
the parties usually f un ; -el t nth i" tic- print 
ed blanks of fhe eompanv vvIn nan >n in. ..i 
sel on both sides mutually agn d |,. will,dll'- 
the ease and refer it to tin m. oil im 
eision, not only upon .plotmi- ot law -u* 
the assessment ot damage-, it anv vvei ni 
ble. 
A eoi respondent of the t’.riland 1* -- 
the following aeeoiilit of a la'd sho..nn i. 
dent in the town of Wilton 
Two brothers by the name e I v 
gunning,and as is tie n-o.il n ih. p,, 
ated, iiaiiimg u certain point a w incii o.. 
A moment after vv aid «uie ..| them In at th 
poll of the other’s gun, and iUd him a-i 
ing W hat lie had -hot Not t< eivmg m ui-w-i. 
he followed iu tin due. tiou *i the tun 1 vvh 
in a few moments he vva-horrili- d »n tindin. 
the dead body of his brother By -nine nn ui- 
the gull had been liisi barged and the a h. I 
charge passed directly through his n>- i,. i,u 
lug it in a shocking manner. He vv a d \< i, 
of age. 
The Whig says that on Tue-d tv -n ... 
Mr. Gilman Leavitt of < Hdtovvn. age I about I 
years, was caught by his lolln ,n -hall 
the euiial mill and whirled over md »vei > 
tho rate of -do revolution- a miiiuie im -om. 
time before the maehinerv ->uLi -1..j.j. it, 
poor lad’s arm and legs weia ill broken in 
shoe king manner, tin* hour sing terribly -ha 
tered, and lie also received sitioiis internal in- 
juries. 
Mr. and Mrs. David 1J Sears, nl Bn-* >u. 
ceived a blessing last Suudav in I he 1»;*i ; 
hady, and the child has great. (jr< ,.m w 
grandmother, Meliitablc 'I'liom|»ij livue 
Philips, Me. Mrs. Thompson is 1<M> .1 
[Bangor < ’ommercial. 
The Lewiston lourn-i -ay- hat (». V a- 
man of Auburn, lias two horse- thui ,i is on 
stantly been worked and have -Imwii no -i• ,i <»i 
disease. His prevention is smearing their n »-»•«• 
and their eribs where they eat with sulphur 01 
tar. 
Oet ‘2‘.», hit. :!‘2 54, Ion. 7*2 2d, during a he w \ 
gale from NK, ( art. S II Avery, while helpii, 
bend the topsail, was knoeked ••verhoard Irmn 
seh f’yguus, and drowned; he was uativ 
East Maehias, Me. 
The wife of a settler at .New Sweden u rive l 
from the old country with her h»ui ■ hildn 11. 
the other day, only to rind that her husband, who* 
had sent her tickets lor the \\ ig*- few weeks 
hetore, had, in the meanwhile ketie.l and 
died. 
Some gentlemen were condoling with Mi 
Dana of the Son after the election, when the\ 
said— 
••Pshaw, Mr. Dana, don't mourn about tln~ 
defeat—the Lord loveth whom in* < ha>teneth. 
“Yes, hut he d-o-u-t heat ’em to d « a-l-h 
though,” replied the sorrow-atrickeii in v.do 
pedia maker. |\. Y. Commercial, 
Some drummers insisted the other day on 
leaving Ellsworth at a certain hour h> stage, 
despite the lack of horses. So the stage drivei 
hitched on two ox-teams, and shouted ••All 
aboard for Bangor!” but the drummers wvtv 
not forth-coming. 
Three large ships are now on their way Irma 
Liverpool to load with oysters at Baltimore. A 
cargo was sent over to England last wintei, net 
John Bull’s mouth has watered at mention nl 
oysters ever since. 
For ten cents' worth of love powders”— 
“something that wouldn’t stir her much, hut 
would make her dream of him nights”—a 
Savannah clerk put tip magnesia. 
A young man named (Jco. E. Sallaberry, less 
than tweuty years of age, committed suicide bv 
hanging at North Vassalboro’. Tuesday night. 
Lewiston has voted to issue $224,500 of its 
bonds to build the Lewiston and Auburn rail- 
road. 
Local Items, &c 
News of !the County and City. 
Hkaih or a Fokmkk Resident of Bel- 
*t>i. Our older citizens who remember Mr. 
\a vis Morrill, will be pained to learn of his 
.l.i death by a railroad accident, near \or- 
s v, Ohio, where lie had resided for many 
o-s Tin Norwalk Experiment of Nov. 1st, 
>. the following account ol the sad attain 
Tuesda\ morning, at Elyria. Mr. Aloxb 
>i ■ i’ill, ol this ullage, was killed instantly. 
M Morrill had charge of a gravel train on the 
••idiom Division. He had put his train on a 
to allow tin passenger train to pass, 
!*• wa* standing on or near the track, a 
u:n! train sacked down from the opposite 
■ ehoii, tlie hind n of whieh strnek liim on 
b> p k side ot the head and eni.-hed his skull 
t rightful manner, and \ it rowing him for- 
d on his face v<*r«• 1 y bruised !ii> forehead. 
II *o«ly was brought to his home in this plaee, 
■ii tie* >ame day of the at < ident. and his funeral 
hiii he held lo-dav. 
Mr. Morrill lm> li\ed in Norwalk ever since 
nistnndioti ol tin* railroad between Cleve- 
.'id and Toledo ivn eommeneed. II. had 
gr ot gang ot men when the road w ns be- 
'• 11i and alter its eompletion held tlit* posi- 
Head inasti r a1 toill twelve years. After 
tged u othei 
tor several mis. I uterlv he had 
imaged oil tin Northern l>i\ision. 1 T«* 
" i' niglilv e-n ire d in Norn dk on aeeount of 
ie| integrity and muiih indcpt ndem 
o -oddcii uid shocking death ea>l a leel- 
elm -> ..ver our nlire oimnuniiy. Uur 
.’loo peoph deep!', sympathize Willi till Wife 
uvai'd .laugh'*'.* d ihe deceased ill the l"»* 
m ii' md Kind husband and lalliei. 
f r i> riling park pedlers are often great 
did people an- foolish to trade with 
o A fellow has roeemly pervaded this 
* im !h' h- ap.iiinier tin pretext that 
-mugiled, when they ire the vilest 
b lb odd t * a lady a piece of laee for a 
o H : lining ;l to be thread laee. (Jiving 
a ten dollar bill, she received hack nine 
vV bi she planed oil a shell. lft then 
I i< drink of water, and while sin was 
■ it In pocketed the unniey. On taking 
» a dealer, he \\ .i> lold that if was 
liifi i: enls. Tin bes, way P for peo- 
i-o'• oi i»: ir home dealers 
v. it! tunding the cpi/oot, there is life enough 
an ut tin steeds to get up runaway excite* 
• •ii Saturdays young man slipped the bri- 
.’in hi.** her e to teed him in Pont ot our office, 
vouug lady sat on the wagon seal. Some* 
u Irighlt ued the animal, when he started off, 
In vi.aug man clinging to his nose. He cross. 
-Ii .. aeut hrtw. ii Howes store and the 
at Mo oorner, and truck tin* wheel ot their 
*u, overturning both veliiobs. I’he young 
was thrown out on her head, accompanied bv 
di-id I the miscellaneous coni* nts of the 
u, ut tin* horse wi- stopped ami no further 
image done. 
iii the manager* ol the I.ycum that 
h ■ Iyer, ut riiicagn, will oji'ii the 
>• u f mi .v veiung next. Hi* subject is not 
-iiii- uin it, U.t it is known that the lecture i* 
ue, oai-i lie ol surpassing interest. Dr. 
... i! o’ th<- ist vigorous ami original 
■r- *1 'ii. tiim _ besides being an exceedingly 
.n mug speaker. All who have heard him are 
.min and w. doubt not that a large audience 
greet bis second appearance in this city. < 
\. ai.. I.M ikktainmfm'. On Friday even 
l noeraalist .Sunday Sc hoe I reproduced the 
am "D.#wn by the Sea" to a large aud select 
nv. at Haytord Hall Th« occasion was a leap 
lie and the performance gave great satisfaction, 
on mber deserve* especial praise lor the oxeel- 
manner in which the several parts were render 
Alter the entertainment the hall was cleared, 
those inclined enjoyed themselves with a low 
r* ol dancing, alter which refreshment wore 
■ taken of. 
A e regret t » *n\ that m ronsequencp of the 
•re Morn, t Thursday ev< ning. the lecture 
Mr*. CaniiiiM*ll was not delivered. It was u 
i.ppuintimn’ to many who dc-ired to hear 
i.ijein- up- n tin- woman Mitfrage que-tion. 
u; the po-ipouement \\ :. unav onlahle, '-lie 
:l endeavor to make a new appointment for 
to itaM, on her return from tire eastward. 
he l.ivi rv (’ornpinv lost a valuable horse 
Miturda\ tin first death that lias o.. im d 
mr city from the distemper. The animal 
<• rally choked to death from accumulation- m 
throat. ’Hie disease is thought to be sub- 
'-ug. and t i- believed that with careful treal- 
i»t no turther serious eonsequonee* will fob 
vv. 
1 he operative- a? the shoe Metorv indulged 
dance on the premises om venin last 
k m i had a nice time, l ie s entered into 
iraiis'im nt with all their -o/e-. the enjoy- 
*n ut i <(■• t- he indii s want d, until the /</.-•/: 
in IP »ei t-ion furnished a /H'« on which to 
bang pleasa it mentories. 
p Mevtet (iazettc learn-that Rev. Mr. B. 
haw 'i.c received a call from the Baptist 
h in Belfast, hut he will not leave hi* 
nt lield ol labor ni Dexter v illige. there 
ng eve; inducement, in the relni.oii oi pa— 
ami people, for him to remain. 
\ novel mouse-trap was discovered at tire 
ct ot Howes a (.'«•. on Monday. A couple 
mce crept into a bottle wlm*li lay on its ,-idc, 
t partook so heartily of the seductive cou- 
nt* that they eoiildn'I get out, and were rap- 
.a i'd 
lie -teamer Cambridge, due on Tuesday 
ning. did not arrive from Boston. The 
it tire had >o unsettled bu-im*ss that freight 
ilh- i. nt quantities had not hern forvvarded. 
Belfast iud ha* been empty for ten day* 
».-t. 
was l oin Hood who didn't like tin? month in 
: .< h v, nr.- living, and Mateo hi* opinion ol ii 
i. i- wit>e. 
warmth, uo cheerfulness, no healthful ease 
No comfortable led in any member ; 
•No shade, no shine, no butterflies, no bee*, 
No trull*, up flowers, no leave*, no birds, N o-vember r’ 
J be cloudy and rainy wu'.ln r which prevailed 
oughout Tuesday, became a luriou* southeast 
#Hiv about y o’clock at night, with torrent* ol rain. 
s >la mag-, was done in this vicinity, bat vessel* on 
l»« -a.-i must hav» had a hard time. 
Mi Henry <». Ru-sell keep.* the distemper 
■ oiu iii* h-.r-c- 11> -tabling lie-goal with them, 
hdlv i- strong enough to keep away the epizoot 
almost everything else. 
>1. hcnnev ha- done hi- trucking with own 
the past week, 1o thta intense delight ot the 
who salute the tt uni with shouts of 
Vhoa hush 1” 
.e champion bread eater in this city is Joe .ten 
tie having taken the prize at the entertainment 
: signor Kubiui one evening lately. It is said that 
an put himself outdid.- ol in ire bread in a given 
1 no thanjany others boy ol his size in the state. 
v i ‘ale, ol Kty loti'-, has been bought j 
ilome-ter h\ Bella-t patties, for $5000, and i 
"> t>e employed m general freighting, ('apt. 
\> iiu> i Mi Fin land will command her. 
Wi are {.'tad to notice that lion. C. VV Kenda ll.of 
’Vvudu baa been re elected to his seat in Con- 
^rest Mi Kendall is a native of Searsmout, in this 
K.vi iirsious to Boston on the Sanford steam- 
to see the ruins are advertised — tickets 
-•> and return, $4.00. 
t in noon train t.• this city, on Saturday, ran 
:< herd of ittle on the Roberts R,>g, killing 
-e\eral. 
rsons throwing dead horses into the harbor in 
..tui. will b. prosecuted. The proper way is to 
’iry them. 
V .. ticed at the depot the otter day that (irant’s 
ngmc was coughing, was if epizootic v 
in. has gol married, and knows how it is him- 
seif. 
urkeye begin to feel uncertain about the future, 
for'i yer boss < 
FKKKDOM. 
human body, in a partially decayed state, was 
tid in a brook in the south part of the town, so- 
iy uitiled up Ol a dry goods box, one day last 
J>‘ k Many have been to see it, and various are 
Ut conjectures. 
a couple from here who visited boston on their 
redding tour, have just returned, and say they had 
warm reception. 
Wf are glad to see again the familiar face and 
fuiile ot N. A. Luce, who lias been spending a month 
n Aroostook couut). 
‘seven horses sick in the village. No deaths yet. 
-chool at Freedom Academy closed last Friday, 
■Her one of the most interesting terms for a number 
An amateur journalist of Indianapolis lias 
-made fortune by his pen. His father-in-law 
led ot grief after reading one of bis leaders, 
-nd left him $130,000. 
An Alabama youth went deer-hunting and 
Miot his brother, to whom he was not partic- 
ularly attached, either. 
A butcher killed his neighbor grocery-man’s favorite cat the other day, and soon after spnt 
lo borrow his sausage cutting machine. 
Bricks are on the rise, since the Boston fire. 
THE BOSTON HORROR. 
The Body of a Man Cut to Pieces, Found 
Afloat in Two Barrels. 
Boston, Nov. C. 
A most mysterious ami terrible tragedy 
has been developed in this city this after- 
noon, the circumstances of which are im- 
paralled among the multiplicity of revolt- 
itig and strange crimes which have taken 
place m this vicinity recently. The vicLim, 
the assassin and the motive are all un- 
known. lTp to this time, and in the absence 
cl such tacts, the event has caused con- 
siderable excitement. It seems that be- 
l ween three and tour o’clock this afternoon 
some of the workmen employed in the 
gas house at the foot of Cambridge street 
discovered a large barrel that had lloaled 
ashore along the banks of the Charles 
river. Dunking it contained some valu- 
able liquids or contraband, they pulled it 
in and unpacked it. when they were hor- 
rified and astonished at the discovery of 
two human legs and a human head, the 
latter being bald-headed and indicating 
that the victim was about fifty years old. 
l'resh blood was dripping from the rem- 
nant- of the body, and everything seemed 
to indicate that death and butchery bad 
taken place within a very few hours. 
While the workmen were engaged in re- 
moving and earing for the repulsive and 
-ickcning mass which they had lound, a 
second barrel was seen in the stream, and 
upon being brought ashore and opened it 
was lound to contain the rest of the body 
—the portion between the neck and knees. 
The indications were that decapitation and 
amputation were performed with a sharp 
knife, for when the remains were placed 
together in proper position they tilled so 
perfectly and nicely that the points ot 
separation could only be discovered bv 
the traces and oozing ot the blood. None 
ol the clothing was missing except the 
hat, and, aside from a small flesh wound 
on the lace, there was nothing to indicate 
that there had been a struggle. A round 
the body there was a large rope which 
had been firmly tied, and upon the back, 
between the outside and under shirt, was 
a gold watch and chain, which apparently 
had been secreted there by either the 
murdered man or his murderer. Aside 
from these articles nothing else was found. 
The clothing which he wore was of the 
best quality, and everything seemed to 
indicate that the man was one in good 
circumstances. The body was taken 
charge of by a coroner and an investiga- 
tion will be made to-morrow. 
I.ATKH. 
Thr remains were on Friday identified 
as those ol Abija.h KUis of Boston—a real 
estate dealer, worth about $.r>0,0OO, a sin- 
gle man of fifty. The remains were iden- 
tified through the discovery of a ballot in 
hi- |Hit i.et, such as was used in Ward lo. 
Boston. Mr. Ellis voted in Ward 10, 
Tuesday noon, and was last seen Tuesday 
evening, on Washington street. He was 
accustomed to carry large sums ot money 
about his person, and as none was found 
in his pockets, it. is evident he was killed 
Tuesday night for his money, and that (Tis 
body was then cut up, stowed in barrels, 
carted to Charles river and thrown in. 
The murdered man was evidently killed 
by a blow on the head, and then the body 
cut up and put in barrels by probably two 
men. The mutilated remains were peeked 
around with such shavings as are made in 
a billiard factory, and this conclusion was 
strengthened by finding a worn-out bil- 
liard table pocket among them. But more 
important than all else, a piece of brown 
paper was found among the shavings, 
evidently a part ot what had been a wrap- 
per around some parcel, on which was 
written: “M. Sehouller, Albion Building, 
W49 Washington St.” Mr. Sehouller is 
junior member of the firm of 1'. Sehouller 
& Son, billiard table manufacturers. Wash- 
ington St. Furthermore there was more 
nr less stable manure among the shavings, 
indicating that they had been used for 
Iicdding litirses. 
Armed with these important clues, the 
detective officers soon ascertained that a 
teamster named Alley had carted shavings 
1mm Schouller’s billiard and table factory 
to his -table near Charles river, and used 
them for bedding, d ims il was established 
that whoever murdered Ellis had unoil the 
bedding from Alley’s stable for packing 
the remains ot the murdered man. -Vs 
this bedding could not have been used by 
any persons outside ol the stable, and a- 
Alley took care of bis own horses and had 
control ot his stable, the ullieers were led 
to the conclusion that Elli- hndjhccu en- 
ticed to the stable on some pretext and 
been murdered lor his money Accord- 
ingly Alley was arrested Friday evening 
on suspicion, together with another team- 
ster named Barrett, who was intimate 
with Alley. 
Th»* points ot evidence against Alley are That 
between a and 'J o’clock on Tuesday evening, loud 
exclamations, indicating an altercation between two 
iieraotia, were heard in Alley's stable; that early on 
Wednesday morning a team was seen passing lrom 
tiie neighborhood of the stable, loaded with two 
barrels lying on their sides, and that the team came 
back at a later hour without the barrels. Another 
point is established by a witness who recognized 
Alley at an early hour ot the same morning, passing 
bis wagon on Charles lrom Beacon to Boylston street, 
there being no barrels on the wagon then. Distinct 
spatterings ol blood have been found at various parts 
ot the stable on Hunnemau street. A new axe <• t 
which there is proof that Alley recently purchased 
and had about Ins premises cannot now be found,and 
Alley can give no explanation of its disappearance. 
A central tact In this aggregation ot evidence is. 
that Alley was owing money to KUis on account oi 
a house purchased by Alley, and to be paid for to 
Kilis in installments, and that Alley was in arrears, 
while KUis was a man who habitually and strenuous 
ly demanded prompt payment of money due him. 
Another point is that Alley paid one ot his creditors 
$50 on Wednesday, showing that he was in funds 
contrary to his usual condition financially. It is in 
fV-rred that this money was obtained lrom the pocket 
ot the murdered man. The place where the barrels 
were dropped into the river lrom the mildair is also 
ascertained, as is thought, the evidence being that 
some shavings similar It) those in the barrels have 
been found on tilt' sidewalk ot the inilldam, near the 
flood gates. Chemical analysis ol the supposed blood 
stains found upon the objects in the stable, and also 
upon Alley’s clothing, has been made and it is de- 
clared to be human blood. The latter he does not 
deny to be blood stains. The inside of his over coat 
and vest are smeared with blood, which, however, 
Alley explains by saying that it was caused by a 
wound received while at work. 
A Narrow Escape. 
< )ur friends of the Boston Post were badly scorched 
in the great lire, but not consumed, Their office 
was so seriously damaged that only a halt sheet was 
sent out on Monday, and that of Tuesday was not 
up to tin* full size. They tell their experience in the 
great lire as follows — 
The flame that swept northward to Milk street, 
aud thence made a detour ol the new Post Olliee, to 
swoop upon the prey from which it was barred by 
tin iron aud granite of that building, crept up to 
our very walls. The Post Building alone stands on 
Water street, in the space lroiu Devonshire eastward 
to the limit of the burnt district. That the building 
was saved at all is one ol those occurrences we are 
accustomed to call miraculous. With the lire rag- 
ing above, below, in the rear and on one side, with 
the dames leaping far over the root and a more in- 
sidious danger lurking iu a furny,ce-like cellar behind, 
all hope of long resisting the element was destroyed. 
To the efforts ot those brave men who, utter aeon- 
test ol twelve hours with the conflagration, took 
their final stand at State and Devonshire streets and 
then b»*atit back, we owe our safety. They drenched 
the blazing cellar; they drove oir the flames that at- 
tacked our.root, and they steadily fought tire with a 
But while we may with reason congratulate our- 
selves upon immunity from greater misfortune, it is 
by no means unscathed that the Post Building stands 
the barrier between desolation and safety. The flames 
that licked up granite and brick aud iron close at 
hand, and that crumbled into suud the solid stone ol 
the new Post Office opposite, were not stayed from 
reaching past the dividing wall, and eating a huge 
hole in the roof and upper story ol the Post Build- 
ing. By prompt action the fire was restrained with- 
in close limits and extinguished; but the composing 
room was left a rum ol shattered glass, plaster and 
debris of roof and walls, the editorial and other 
rooms on the next floor beneath, and, indeed, even 
down to the lowest story, were drenched with water, 
aud the buildiug was, during Sunday, not only use- 
less as a publishing olfice, but well nigh uninhabita- 
ble. Moreover, although the presses were safe, aud 
the type had been conveyed to a place ol security, 
the disarrangement and the inevitable mixing, the 
loss, and the destruction through hasty handling, 
rendered the material nearly useless. It was ouly 
by strenuous exertion, while walls were falling and 
the tire yet crackling close at hand, that a portion of 
the type was conveyed again to the building, aud 
the half sheet paper there set up aud printed tor 
yesterday’s issue. It appeared, as does this, from 
within the guarded confines ol the burnt district, 
with the smell of smoke upon it; aud when our 
readers consider that our type foundries have gone, 
with so many other industries, and that the means 
of rehabilitation are made diflicult.in every direction, 
they will appreciate why, although the Post Build- 
lug has falsified ail the predictions ot Sunday morn- 
ing, and still stands, the paper is somewhat curtail 
cd iu portions, though uncrippled in spirit. 
The Augusta Journal says that an at- 
tempt was made Saturday evening to 
burn the shoe tactory recently erected by Mr. George G. Stacy. Some liend set it afire in one corner of the attic which soon 
burst through the roof. But for its time- 
ly discovery it must have been destroyed 
with a number of dwelling houses near it. 
There was considerable machinery in it 
at the time. The Journal says one An- 
drew Neal is under arrest on suspicion of 
having set it on fire. 
In six months Boston lias sent six million 
gallons of rum to Africa, besides it's missionary 
work. 
The Scene at the Fire. 
The Boston correspondent of the New York 
Herald, who furnishes a very full account of the 
conflagration,'gives the following graphic view 
of the scene— 
Merchant princes there were, whose words 
was as good as their bond; men whose single 
name at the bottom of a note for hundreds of 
thousands would pass upon the street without 
an endorser; but to-day they scarcely know where to lay their heads. Then, too, there 
were 1 lnmsands of the hopeless poor about the 
streets. The dwelling houses destroyed were nearly all in a thickly settled Irish colony at the •South Cove, and the plaintive moans of those 
who were thus rudely turned out to battle with 
the world, destitute, attracted universal sym- 
pathy. On every corner there was a little pile of household furniture, and every street was 
packed w ith teams. That the city was surely to be destroyed seemed altogether beyond ques- tion, and the haggard look and wild, beseech- 
!!!?: eyes of the crowds, showed only too plain- ly the effect which the assumption of this idea 
produced upon the little children who were in 
the streets, half clad and piteously imploring th< relict which the community was powerless 
t » render them. Old men tottering towards the 
grave watched with feverish anxiety the pro- 
gress of the destroyer of their accumulations 
of many years, and young men heartbroken, 
speculated mournfully in regard to their future; 
hut the despondency upon the lookers-on was 
but temporary. With willing hearts and strong 
amis all lent themselves to the work of helping 
the unfortunate, and there was a gladsome ex- 
hibition of ihe principles of the golden rule. In 
spite of the terrible reverses there was a gen- 
eral expression of opinion that Yankee pluck 
had ncycr a better opportunity to show itself. 
'‘BOSTON shall BE REBUILT!” 
was the common cry, and the men who uttered 
i! meant jus! what they said. Here is an in- 
stance. In front of a pile of smouldering ruins, 
in Mi centre of what was yesterday one of the 
handsomest blocks of buildings on Washington 
street, stands 1 lie rough wooden sign, “The 
firm <«l Morse, Shepard *fc Co. has removed to 
No. Chamicy street." This firm has lost 
by the lire, and there are hundreds of 
others who. like them, are determined to re- 
commence business as soon as possible. 
A (illANI» ANI) FEARFUL SCENE. 
Short h after midnight 1 gained the roof of 
one o| the highest hotels in »ho city; if com- 
manded a view of the field ol demoniac desola- 
tion. 1 cannot say if in such moments, where 
exceptional emotions rise, one should he 
ashamed to confess himself awed. As 1 clam- 
bered upon the roof, some four blocks distant 
from tlie utmost limit of the tire, and felt the 
ilu-ii of the infernal heat upon my face and the 
wild glory of the Exulting conflagration swim 
iu its miiaculous brightness before my eyes, 
my heart leaped with a throb which had in it 
something of a horrid Jov which all humanity 
and all reason could not quiet. The tossing 
ocean ol vivid, vengeful fire, breaking around 
and submerging everything, hud In it all the 
grand emotion of the ocean, but intensified to 
the soul m a manner altogether indescribable. 
Here tic rioting lire waves broke against a tall 
building, anon they rose above it like the tide, 
then with a reverberation, as the building fell 
crumbled and flittered beneath it, it sent up a 
deluge of sparks like golden spray. There was 
a wealth of sublimity in the picture which, like 
all things sublime, caught the mind at once. 
A II this time brave men were struggling against 
w hat seemed doomed. Preparations were being 
made to light tire with tire, as water had failed, 
flu marines from Charleston Navy Yard, m 
their blue overcoats, came to the aid of the city 
authorities, as a guard upon tiie property. The 
circle "I the fire was roped around, and seuti- 
uals forbade the third to enter or escape. Great 
masse*- of incandescent debris lay heaped through 
all the burning district; places unscathed, but 
threatened, were emptied of their valuablea as 
rapid!) as possible—all this while the transfix- 
ing sight was before my eves. Among those 
who stood beside me little was said, and that in 
low tones, save where a youth, with all youth’s 
irreverence, talked silly jokes to unappreciative 
ea rs. 
THE WIND VEERED ROUND 
mid a muss of acrid, suffocating smoko was 
carried into our laces, causing the eyes to run 
with water, i* though Heaven had sent an an- 
gry breath to tell us that this was a scene for 
tear- and not for idle gazing or raptured won- 
der. I descended to the streets, but found them 
impassable. Every shade of fear, horror and 
terror was visible in the strange, weird looks 
and abstracted and nervous action of the thou- 
sands wh<* hurried to and fro. After endeavor- 
ing fruitlessly to pick my way in the direction 
of the fringe of the tire, Washington street, \ 
returned to the hotel. I met a thin-faced, gray- 
whiskered old gentleman at the door, who was 
ntoking a cigar. He seemed the coolest man I 
had seen, but lie was a loser by the calamity to 
the amount of some hundreds of thousands. 
The Evening Traveller tells ot the view from 
the roof of it* office— 
1’he -ceno ol the tire from the roof of the 
I'raveller buildi.ng surpasses all picturing, and 
transcend* I he bound* ol imagination and ad- 
miration. No attempt need be made hereto 
deseribt the vast district with t he-rolling seas 
of tire and smoke; no words could do justice u> 
the scene, and the mingling of awe and pity. 
Look away the faculty of thinking almost. A 
night in a building which had just escaped be- 
ing ruined, and was still in a state ot prepara- 
tion for being blown up, is not replete with 
leading sensations, yet two of the attaches of 
tile Traveller made the best they could of a 
night above a powder mine. It was the deter- 
mination of the ehiel ol the Fire Department 
that the tiames should spread no further than 
State *treet it a* far, and as a dernier ressort 
lie* traveller and many other buildings in the 
vicinity had been mined for blowing up, and 
many others had been blown up. 'the Wall 
street of Boston, where are stored the accumu- 
lation* of years of toil and business enterprise, 
presented a strange appearance last night. All 
these long hours the steamers were kept at 
work throwing water upon the smouldering 
tiames, while from the funnel of each sparks 
were shot as high into the air as the tops of the 
highest buildings, as from the e.rater of a volca- 
no. They came down to the ground again 
in tic* form of blackened cinders, tilling the air 
with clouds of smoke, and covering the firemen 
with the sooty dust and ashes. Occasionally the 
im mice doors were opened, and lor a moment 
the lace* of the Weary tiremeu were illuminated 
with the lightning glare from the furnace coals, 
which was succeeded by darkness, only made 
deeper by the struggling rays of the moon, 
which “ro*e up calmly and calmly looked down” 
oil the tearful scene. The gas was shut off at 
midnight, and tin streets was only illuminated 
b\ tin* furnaces ol the steamers, which was 
only momentarily and hut added to the terrible 
gloom. Ever and anon the sound of the drum 
wa* heard as a tile of soldiers marched down 
ihe street to relieve their comrades, who had 
been on guard during the earlier part of the 
night. 
Tin* nearer ruins to our office present a pic- 
turesque as well as a terrible sight. The tall 
pieces of side walls and the chiumcys left stand- 
ing tower above the blocks of granite piled 
around them, b ar k and jagged where before 
they Were smooth and white. There spread out 
over acres is ibe ashes in which are buried the 
hopes ol hundreds upon hundreds, and from 
which shall rise in the future by toil and strug- 
gle the wherewith tor the foundation of our 
ho[ies. 
A Cool-Headed Young Woman. 
From tin- Titusville, Penn., Herald, November 4. 
A short distance this side of Union, on 
(lie Union anil Titusville railroad, there is 
a very long and very high trestle, and 
one upon which nohocly ventures who is 
at all inclined to he light-headed. Im- 
mediately this side of the trestle there is a 
sharp curve in the road, so that a person 
walking on it cannot he seen by the en- 
gineer of an approaching train until it is 
nearly upon him. Ou Friday last, as Mr. 
William Toles, engineer of Mr. Holmes’ 
train, came around the curve, at a good 
ate ol speed, he was horrified to discover 
a lady, about the middle of the trestle, 
and hardly a train’s length from him. 
Quick as thought, “Billy” whistled “down 
brakes,” gave her sand, and threw back 
the reversing lever, while at the same 
time he knew that it was an utter impos- 
sibility to check the heavy train before 
the victim would beovertaken and crushed 
to death, ami with fixed eyes ho awaited 
the catastrophe. 
The lady heard the warning whistle, 
and turning her head saw the iron monster 
almost upon her. Escape seemed im- 
possible, to remain was certain death, to 
jump to the ground beneath, a distance 
of thirty to forty feet, equally certain 
death, and to attempt to run ahead 
and escape was out of the question. Un- 
like ten thousand young ladies—and she 
is said to have been young and fair—-out 
of ten thousand and one, she did not 
scream or faint or indulge in any non- 
sense of any kind, but realizing the situa- 
tion in an instant, and taking the chances 
all in, she proceeded to an action which 
saved her life. About thirty inches below 
the ends of the ties, and immediately un- 
der the stringer which supports them, 
there is a joist live inches wide running 
from one support of the trestle to another, 
and to this ihe clear-headed girl resorted 
for safety. Stepping to the end of the 
ties she swung herself down to this nar- 
row thread with the apparent ease of a 
gymnast, and with her arras clasped 
around it, stretched herself at full length 
along it as the tram thundered by almost 
over her. As soon as the engineer saw 
her action he threw off his brakes, and 
putting on steam hurried past as soon as 
possible, when she nimbly sprang to the 
track again and pursued her journey as 
though noth! ng had happened. 
Monkey fur is the last furore iu furrin’ parts, 
and New York is expected to ape the fashion 
this winter. [World. 
A miss stepped into a Troy drag store, the 
other day, and asked for a bottle of “jack of 
clubs.” She wanted jockey club perfumery. 
To the ladMs,* 
Great bargaius in human hair all imported. 
Old switches dved and made over. Combings 
straigtened and made up. Also dress cutting 
taught. Room No. 20, American House, Bel- 
fast. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
The Culture of the Hair. Just as surely 
as a soil infested with Canadian thistles can be 
made to produce fine crops of golden grain, the 
scalp now sparsely covered with harsh, dry, 
unmanageable hair can be made prolific, of 
silken tresses. All that is necessary to effect 
the change in either case is the right kind of 
fertilizer. Leaving the agricultural chemists 
to determine how the barren land shall be marie 
fruitful, we positively assert that Lyon's Katha- 
iron is unequal**! as a fertilizer and beautiti<T 
of the hair. Twenty-five years ol success is the 
basis of this uuequaled statement. During 
that time it has been used by many millions of 
both sexes, and the first instance in which it 
has failed to fulfill the expectations of a rational 
purchaser has yet to be discovered. It will not 
cause hair to grow on a varnished gourd, but 
wherever the roots of the hirsute fibers remain 
uudi-turbed it will cause them to put forth new 
shoots, and in all cases where the hair has be- 
come thin it will increase its volume. 
In his hook on Chronic Diseases Dr. Pierce 
says of his Golden Medical Discovery : 
“God, [ believe, has instilled into the roots 
and plants from which this wonderful medicine 
is extracted, the healing properties, b\ the use 
of which Consumption, the scourge of the 
human family, may in its early stages. be 
promptly arrested and permanently cured. I 
do not wish to delude, flatter and then disap- 
point the afflicted by asserting that this can be 
accomplished when the lungs are half consumed, 
as many do who, being devoid of all conscience, 
aim to humbug the afflicted, that they may sell 
their often worse than worthies compounds. 
But if my Golden Medical Discovery is employ- 
ed in the first or early stages of the disease, I 
know from ample observation and actual te*t in 
hundreds ot cases, that it will arrest the disease 
and restore health and strength/’ CIO. 
No reasonable doubt, can now exist of the 
great efficacy of Smoi.andkk’s Ri *hu, !m lit* 
removal of counteracting of kidney, Madder 
and glandular disease*, mental and physical do 
bility, female complaints generally and all 
maladies of the urino-genital organs, for family 
physicians of note consider ii to he the .-tandard 
remedy. 
Persons suffering from impure blood, or 
whose hea'th is giviug way, either as ministers 
or those who study closely, will find in Fellows’ 
Compoutu. Syrup of Hypophosphites, the ma- 
terial to build them up and the tonic to keep 
them there. DR. CLAY. 
For headache, use Rcnne's Pain-Killing Magic 
Oil. Its use cures toothache, ague in the face 
and iaws; also spinal complaints, rhumatism. 
“It works like a charm." S. A. Howes A Co., 
wholesale agent*. 
What hear we now from West to Fast. 
Confounding man, befriending beast, 
But Centaur Liniment ? 
W bat is it cures our mauv pains, 
Anil limbers up severest strains, 
But Centaur Liniment* — 
That knocks Rheumatism out of gear. 
Bids gout good-by without a tear. 
Why ! Centaur Liniment: 
Causes the cripple to walk, the lame to leap. 
Hearts to thank, instead of eyes to weep,— 
Only, Centaur Liniment. 
What renders reptiles tooth and sting of bees. 
Harmless as the bite of tlea>. 
ExeeptingCentaur Idnlment 
Assuages the pangs of a broken breast, 
Plows the lacteal iluid—gives nights of rest, 
Hut < 'entailr Liniment, 
And when chilblains sting or hot steam scalds. 
What is it soothes, for what can we call. 
Bui. Centaur Liniment 
When the car crushed old TildenC arm. 
Twas saved from amputation by this charm. 
The Centaur Liuimeut: 
And when Barnum’s lion, Uncle B n, 
Broke his leg in that dismal den, 
He roared for Centaur Liniment. 
Now as the poor horse, lame and sore, 
With crippled knee limps to our door, 
And begs for Centaur Liniment: 
And the docile sheen on a thousand bill-. 
Die by the million—tin* screw worm kills, 
(All saved by Ceutaiir Liniment;» 
We hear it shouted from West to Last. 
By speaking man and neighing beast, 
“Pass on the < Vnlaiir Liniment!" 
This remarkable article h tor sale by all 
Druggists m every village, parish and hamlet, 
iu America. We warrant it to cure. *2mlT 
J. B. ROSE it CO., Broadway, N. V. 
Loss ok Apkf.thic, Heartburn, Palpit ation 
of the Heart, Dizziness, Sleeplessness, i’onsh- 
patimi, Wind. Mental and Physical Debility, 
amt Melancholy, are caused by a disarrange- 
ment of the digestive organs. To llioroughl> 
master these symptoms, Winte\s Si*kciiai.ty 
FOR DY’sfkfsia is the only prompt, rtlicieut, 
and safe remedy. II. <L W iiitk, proprietor, 
107 Washington Street, Boston. Priee $1 per 
bottle. dm I d 
The following strong eertiti* ate as t«» the 
curative of Miss Sawyer*" salve, we clip from 
the Patten Voice: 
Reward ok Merit. We are happy to lav 
before our readers tlie following cure, effected 
by the use of Miss Sawyer’s Salve. 
Mr. Silas Brvant, of Sherman, has been af- 
flicted for years with what the doctors pro- 
nounced a scrofulous cancer. He consulted the 
most skillful physicians in vain, ami was finally 
induced to try Miss Sawyer's Salve and now 
after using the fourth box, lie is entirely cured, 
and enjoys perfect health. ttdil 
Children Cry for Pitcher’s Casioriv. 
A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the 
food, cures Wind Colic, and causes natural 
sleep. It does not contain morphine, U pleas- 
ant to take, never gripes urn! never'fails. The 
best physic known.—‘2m 17 
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. 
Wednesday, Nov. G,1872. 
At market this week—2084 Cattle ; lOoGG Sheep and 
Lambs; 1640U Swine; Western Cattle 1594; Northern 
Cattle and Milch Cows 45"; Eastern Cattle 40. 
Prices of Beet Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight 
Extra quality, $800a$850; Firstquality, $7 Goa7 75; 
Second quality, $G26a$7 00; Third quality, $4 5ua5 
50. 
Hides -Hides 9 l-2e; Tallow GaG 1-2c per lb; 
Country Tallow 5u5 l-2« ; Country Hides 9c per lb; 
Calf Skins I6al8c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 50; Lamb 
Skins $1 5o. 
Working Oxen—We quote salesot 1 pair, girth 7 
feet 2 incites for $205; 1 pair, girth 7 feet tor $185; 1 
pair, girth ti teet 3 incites, for $1G2; 1 pair, girth G 
feet G incites, tor $145; 1 pair, girth 7 feet, lor $178; 
1 pair, girth ti feet ti incites, for $220. 
Store Cattle—We quote Yearlings $10al5; two- 
year olds $15a28 three year-olds $28x45 per head. 
Milch Cows -Extra $55x90; ordinary $25a50; Store 
Cows $16a50 per head, or much according to their 
value for beef. 
Sheep and Lambs- Western Lambs s l-2us 3-Sc 
per lb; Sheep from ti l-2a9 l-2e per ib. 
Swine—Store Pigs—Wholesale, 6c; retail G. Fat 
Hogs—1940J at market ; prices, 5 3-4aGc per lb. 
BELI'4«T PRICE CIIRRE1T 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Belfast, Wednesday,Nov. 13, 1872. 
Flour, $9 50 to 13, Round Hog, 8 to 10 
Corn Meal, 80 to 00i Clear S’t Pork, $16 to 18 
Rye Meal, 1.10 to 1,15 jMutton per lb., G to a 
Rye, 90 to 1.00 Lamb per lb., 12 to 13 
Corn, 80 to 00 Turkey per lb., 17 10 20 
Barley, GOto G5 .Chicken per lb., 15 to 17 
Beans, 2.75to o.ooj Duck per lb., into 2<J 
Marrowfat Peas, 90 to 1.00 Geese per lb., 15 to 18 
Oats, 45 to 50 |Hay per ton, $13 to 1G 
Potatoes, 05to 00 Lime, $1.45 to 0.00 
Dried Apples, 10 to 12 Washed Wool, GOto 00 
Cooking, do, 25 to 50 Unwashed 45 to 0q 
Butter, 25 to 28 [Pulled GOto 70 
Cheese, 15 to 17 Hides, 8to 00 
Eggs, 30 to 00 Call Skins, 17 to 00 
Lard, 12 to 14 iSheep Skins, 1.50 to2.50 
Beef, 8 to 11 Wood, hard, $5.50to G.00 
Baldwin,Ap’ls, 1.00to0.00 Wood, soft, $.400 to0.00 
Veal, 7 to 8 Dry Pollock, 5 to 00 
Dry Cod, 7 to 8 Straw, $S to 00 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
BANK OF DEPOSIT. 
F. A. HAWLEY & CO. 
BANKERS. 
No. I Devonshire, Cor. State St., Boston. 
Four per cent. Interest allowed on deposit 
accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any city 
bank. Out-of-town depositors will have their remit- 
tances and collections promptly acknowledged. 
We do a General Banking and Commission busi- 
ness, Negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other 
Securities, make collections throughout the United 
States and Europe. As 
DEALERS IN SECURITIES. 
We Invite inquiries relating to investments, and 
give below the prices of a few of the most desirable 
Bonds: 
B., C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s 92 1-2 
Midland Pacific, 7s 90 
Logansport.Crawfordsville & Southwestern,8s 97 1-2 
U. 8. Bonds and other marketable securities allow- 
ed full price in exchange.—3m9sp 
The Confessions of an In- 
valid. 
PUBLISHED as a warning and for the benefit ol young men and others who suffer from Nervouf 
Debility, Loss of Manhood, etc,, supplying 
THE MEANS OF SELF-CURE. 
Written by one who cured himself, after undergoing 
considerable quackery, and sent free on receiving * 
postpaid directed envelope. 
Address, NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, Brooklyn 
N. Y.—Gm49sp 
• 
SOKsUMPTISH CAN BE CUBES. 
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP/ SCHKNCK’S SEAWEED TONIC, 
SCIIENCIv’S MANDRAKE PILLK 
Are the only medicines that will cure ralmonary 
Consumption. # 
Sometimes medicines that will stop a/cough will 
often occasion the death of the patieut# It locks up 
the liver, stops the circulation of the Juood, hemor- 
rhage follows, and, in«inct, clogging^he action ot the very organs that caused the couaSn. 
Liver complaint and dyspepsia aJe the causes ot 
two-thirds ot the cases of ejnsuin gtion. Many are 
now complaining with dulPtyaiA In the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose, 
tongue u>ated, pain in the slMdder-blade, feeling 
sometimes very restless, and at otik;r times drowsy; 
the food that is taken lies hdavilyvi the stomuch, 
accompanied with acidity -find beMiiug of wind. 
These symptoms usually ordinate frofc a disordered 
condition of the stomach ur a torpid liler. Persons 
so affected, if they take one or two he.wv colds, and 
if the cough in these case* be suddenljWtopped, the 
lungs liver and stomach (flog, and remain torpid and 
inactive, and before the anient is awarflpt his situ- 
ation, the lungs ate a ma&s ol sores, auj ulcerated, and death is the inevitabn* result. ^ Schenck’s Pulmonic Synip is an expectorant which 
does not contain ny opium, nor anythmg calculated 
to check a cough suddenly! MT 
Schenck’s Seaweed tonicsdissolves food, mixes 
with the gastric juice of the stomaclR digests easily, 
nourishes the system, and creates gnealthy circula- 
tion of the blood. When ftie biflvcls are costive, 
skin sallow, and the patien\ iajfct a bilious habit, Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required. 
These medicines are prejfered by Dt*. J. H. SCHENCK & SON, NortheaScorner ot Sixth and 
Arch streets, Philadelphia, P«m., and for sale by 
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO.Ttte Hanover street, 
Boston, and JOHN F. UENW, 8 College place, 
New Vork, Wholesale Agents. • 
For sale by Druggists generally.—lyJap 
M. HRI^I 
At Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
Thompson, Mr. Samuel S. 
Hallowell, both of Belfast 
In Searsmout, Nov. 10th, by 
Orin Plaisfed ami Miss Lucrcti 
In Monroe, Nov. yth, by 
Mr. Ezra Mason and Miss 
of Monroe. 
In Rockland, Oct. 2 
Miss H nmah A. Ste 
Nov. 5th. Mr. Erasti 
V. Muridge. Nov. 2’d 
Noa 
Her! 8th, by 
Rev. 
*y and Miss 
Fuller, Esq. 
Whitten, both 61 
S. Flanders. 
E. Thompson 
Joseph W. Gra^Rmd both of North Jraven. Anderson and Ella 
Mr. William U. Jffall and Miss Marietta Ihompson. Oct dlst, Mrf Barnard 
F. Adams and Miss Kv Hahn, all of K. Oct. 30th, 
Mr. Win. R. Hail of Camden and Miss Mary E. 
M .1. Wllo,» ,rtl. 
In Uiomastou, Oct. 23d, Mr. John M. Austin and 
Miss Torn E Mitchell, both of Thomaston. 
lu Custiing, Oct. 22d, Thomas (i. I.ibby of Cush 
ing and Miss Jennie Ginn of So, Thomaston. 
In Lamoine, Oct. 27th, Mr. Crosby W. Ford and 
Miss Sarah V. Kelly, all of Hancock. 
In East Bucksport, Oct. 29th, Capt. Benjamin R. 
Stubbs and Miss l’hebe A. Littlefield, both ot Buck- 
port. 
DIED. 
( Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age 
•must be paid for.) 
In this city, Nov. nth, Host' A., wife ol George a* 
Qniinby, aged 31 years, 5 mouths. 
The sympathy ot the numerous friends of the be- 
reaved husband will be with him in his great afflic- 
tion. Although but briefly a resident among us, 
Mrs. Quimby had won her way to the high regard of 
all whom she met, by her gentleness, grace and in 
telligenee Her early and lamented death is a great 
loss to lu sorrowing relatives and friends and to so- 
ciety, New Jersey and Minnesota papers please 
copy.) 
In Westford, V V., September, Mrs. Mary K. 
Moore, wife ot the Rev. R. C. Lansing of Hunting- 
ton, N. V., iorrnerly ot this city. 
Tn Castine, Sth inat., Mr. Alonzo Osborn, former 
ly ot this city, aged 71 years. 
In Bangor, Nov. tith, of consumption, Miss Abby 
Grant, daughter ol the late Joel Grant of Monroe, 
aged 41 years, 3 months and 20 days. 
In Liueolnville, Nov. 4th, of consumption. Miss 
Emma Augusta Caldcrwood, aged 27 years. 
Iu Cranberry Isle, Oct. 20th, Ernest L., youngest 
son ol Cnpt. Horace G. and W. C. Bunker, aged 5 
yearn, 
In East Maehias, Oct. 2ath, Peleg S. Farnsworth, 
aged 38 years. 
In Brooksvilie, Mr. Benjamin Bolton aged 85 
years. 
In Lamoiue, Oct. loth, Mrs. Clarinda Y., wife of 
Mr. Abdm K. Coolidge, aged 30 years. Oct. 25th, 
Ferdinand Coolidge, aged 33 yrs. 
In Rockland, Nov. Id Jeremiah Sweetland, aged 
23 year-. .» months and 24 day- Oct. 31st, Edwin P. 
infant son of W b\, and 8. A. Melvin. 
sill l3 ISTKWS. 
POUT OF BEiFIAT. 
A R RIVED. 
Nov. i'.. Sells Medora, Crockitt, Dixl-laud; W 
G Eddy, Rvder, do. Cameo, Smaily, Boston: Hen- I 
ry, « arter, do. Fanny & Edith, Ryder, do Canton, 
Gray, Rockland, Earl, Cunningham, Boston Jack I 
Downing, Patterson Seal Harbor. 
7. Elizabeth. West, Gloucester; Nathan Clifford, 
Ginn, New York, Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; Ma 
zurka, Kimball, Bangui ; Banner, Mathews. Boston; 
Nautilus, llill, Glouoe-ter. 
Nov. 8. Sarah Buck, White, Boston, Malabar 
McCarty, New York. Coal for Swan & Sibly; Har 
moil;:. Burgess, Edgartown; Castelluue, Warren, 
Rockland; Ringleader, Moore, New York eorn for 
Pitcher x Gorham. 
Nov. !!. Eveline, Bagley, Portland Eclipse Rob 
bins, Bangor: Boaz, Brown, Boston; Empire, Fn- 
gusou, Ellsworth G \V Reed, Joyce, Bangor. 
Nov, lGen. Mead, Patterson, Boston : Senator, 1 Condon, Carver’s Harbor. 
SAILED. 
Nov. 8. soli Medora,Crockitt, I>lx Island. 
V\ itch of tin- Wave Pendleton, Provincetown ; 
Brig Abb, Ellen, l oss, Washington, D. C.; Schs 
M.i/.urka, Kimbdl,Boston; Canton, Gray, Steuben 
C If liver Poloy Windsor, N. S. 
in. Henry. Carter, Bangor; Harmona, Burgess, .lo a linon Bird, new Drink water, Rockland;. 
11. Eveline, Bagley, Orltniri. 
Ringleader .Moore,Bangor; G W Reed. Joyce 
Swan’s Island. ] 
1',r Brig D M Codran, Boyd. Windsor, N.S.; Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Swan- Island; P M 
Bonm y, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor. 
s. 1: Xi.roux, ''apt. Pinkham, from Cherrytield 
Me., with -5,'iou (V et lumber, tor Boston, struck on Fawn Bar at 1 o’clock Wednesday evening. She 
came off with loss of rudder and leaking badly, and 
was towed up to Boston oy sell Fannie Nye. •Sell Nora nl Millbridgt .Me., from Klizabethport, with 225 tons coal toi .1. C. Holmes id Fast Boston, struck on Harding's l,edg« .about 10o’clock Wednes- 
day, it being thick weather at the time. The vessel 
tilled with water in about 2 hours and sunk. The 
crew saved themselves in their boats, and were 
picked up b\ a fishing schooner and brought to Bos- 
ton. The Nora was 133 tons register, owned in 
Millbridge by Messrs. Sawyer, Maustield and others. 
She was about ten years old. 
Soli Potomac, < apt. Cochran, arrived at Ports- 
mouth, N. 11., n ports speaking sch B. U. Darling, 
Capt. Hatch, which had rescued captain and crew of 
seh I- rank and Nellie of Rockland, which foundered 
ou the 5th inst., at P. M. three miles east of Pol 
lock Rip Light House. 
On Monday 28th ult,, a small trading vessel of 30 
tons burthen, Capt. Jusiah Beach, Rockland, aud ly- 
ing at Green’s Landing, Deer isle, wa- shattered by 
the explosion ol Id lbs. of powder. So great was 
the concussion that the vessel was split from stem 
to stern, (’apt. Beach was severely if not fatally in- 
jured, and two others on board at the time, Robert 
Merchant and a voting man by the name of Childs, 
were also stunned and bruised. A tew minutes be- 
lore the explosion, a party of women and children 
had fortunately gone mi shore. 
The barque Commodore Dupont of Searsport.Capt. NiCiols, hmn Leghorn lor Boston, arrived at N ine 
yard Havi n mi the bth inst., and reported hat she 
came the Southern passage, having variable weather 
until the 27th ult., when off Cape Cod she encounter- I 
ed a heavy gale which lasted four dr.ys. There was 
then eight hours moderate weather after wnicli a 
heavy gale set in and continued two days, nuring which the cargo shitted and the vessel was badly strained. She lost her top-sails, split the foresail, 
spanker and jib and liud all her fresh water salted. 
The barque Clara K. Bong, of Stockton, Capt. 
Park, was seventy-five days from Cadiz lor Glouces- 
ter; her provisions fell short but the captain and 
crew were all well. 
I lie schooners Erie and Ann Elizabeth in coming through the Bucksport narrows, co.lided, and the 
former lost, her jib boom and cat head, and one of 
her crew had his arm broken, and a shoulder dislo- 
cated. 
New Yoke. Nov. «. Schooner Cygnus, of Bos- 
ton, arrived to-day frmn Are *ibo. (. apt. Avery was 
lost overboard during the gale on the 29th ult. The 
Capt. belonged in East Machias, Maine. 
Bangor, Nov.ti. The sell Greenland (ot Sedgwick,) 
Capt Parker, lay at the depot wharf night of 4th, 
partially loaded with lumber (there being on board 
25,000 to 30,000 feet), and grounded at low water, so that when the tide came in she tilled through the stern ports. She was towed out into tne stream and 
dritted down to Drummond’s dock where she now 
lies on her beamends, full of water. 
Quick Trip. The new barque Nina Sheldon, Capt. Sheldon, from Waldoboro, has just made a 
very rapid passage, leaving the mouth of the Waldo- 
boro River on Monday, 28th ult., at noon, and ar- 
riving at the Capes of the Delaware at 7 A. M., on 
Wednesday, being only 43 hours from land to land 
and having run a distance of 550 miles in that time. 
At Bulb 5th inst., by Hatliorn & Hitchcock, a 
three-masted schooner of 025 tons named the Bush- 
rod W. Hill. She is owned by B. W. Hill Capt. M. 
Cobb and others, of Boston, and the builders, and 
will be comanded by Capt. Hill. She ts chartered 
to load paving blocks at Blue Hill for New Orleans. 
Launched. At Bucksport, 0th inst., by S. B. 
Swasey & Co., a schr of 120 tons, to be commanded 
by Capt. B. Robinson. 
Launched. At Waldoboro 7th inst, by Reed, Welt & Co, a three-masted schr of 280 tons, named 
Clara G Loud, and rated A1 10 years. She is owned 
by the builders and parties in Boston and is to be 
commanded by Cupt O W Welt of Waldoboro. 
Barque Caro, ul Bucksport, is at railway wharf, 
Cape Elizabeth, makiug ueccssary repairs. The 
detective timbers have been taken out and she is be- 




The managers havi^j^jFeasure to announce 
REV. DI^raijLLYER 
will open the coujsnthis city, onpSlDAY EYE, 
NOV 15th, at HajTord Hall, at 8 o’clocrT 
The lecture will be a new one, the subject ot which 
will be announced in hand bills. 
No course tickets will be sold. The admission to 
each lecture will be 35 cents. Iwl9 
l£N respectfully announces nis DancUngchool, a term Instructioingiven in the 
irtaut stvle^pf Modern 
ITTEN. 






FALL & WINTER 
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC 
Dr7 Goods! 
LARGEST ST<)CK LN THE <1TV 
AND THE 
LOWEST PRICES! 
We now offer a full assortment of 
new seasonable goods, selected in 
ourselves and bought for cash, since 
the 
GREAT DECLINE! 
and are now m store to cash custom- 
ers ar prices that are far below any- 
thing ever known for many kinds of 
goods. 
Bank of England, Grand Duchecs 
and Raven, brands ot ALPACAS, 
MOHAIRS andBKILLIANTiNEs. 
for 25, 3U, 35, 42, 50, 02, 75, 80. 05 
and $1.00, the best goods imported. 
All wool LONG SHAWLS, best 
quality and full size, for only $.500. 
ENGLISH PRINTS 31 inches 
wide for 14 cent". 
All iinen, large size TOWELS for 
10 cents. 
Ladies MERINO RIBBED IIOSE 
for 12 cents. 
ALL WOOL PLAID DRESS 
GOODS for 42 and 50 cents per 
yard. Never So Low Before. 
Please remember to look at our 
goods and compare the quality and 
price with any you may find in this 
or any other city, if you would con- 
sult your own interest. 
Mt, & Mrs, A, 0, Chase, 
Belfast, Nov. 1872. 
CALL ^ ND GET IT. 
I.adien who haveWeft Hair at my 
ness, are requested to aLli and get tin 
about to leave the Stat*\w 
HAIR FOR I wo] 
giy,t> 
IE 
to the Ladies that I have 
which will be sold exceed’ 
away, to those who call at o 
to get good bargains. 
EIITI HEN FOll 
a quantity of furniture, fixti 
sold at great bargains. 
There will also he suLJk largest Hair Dyes, Oils and ChaKons of up 
greatly reduced prices, aJft all warrant? 
isfaction. ^Professor A. 1 
Kelfast, Nov. 11, \j£T.~dwld 
say further 
rair on hand, 
almost given 
a rare ehtiuce 
Also I have 
which will he 
of Capa la na, 
jvn make *.t 





H.H. JOHNSON & CO 
Are. now opening a choice Stock ot (innds 
for FALL TRADE. * 
A FULL LINK OF 
DRESS GOODS! 
Black Silks, Lyon’s Poplins of allColors, 
Ottomans, Cretons, Colored Alpacca, 
Black Alpacca and Brillianlines 
ot the best make, Tycoon 
Reps, Plaid and Stripe 
DRESS GOODS. 
India, Cashmere, Fancy Stripe, Plaided 
Long and Square Woolen, and Misses 
SHAWLS. 
REPELLANTS 
Ol' all qualities, will be sold at LOW 
RATES. 
A FULL LINE OF 




of all gl 
M 
and Brijftvn Bleached 
TurkeRed Dama^jt 
Domestic Ouiljs 
les, &c., &c. / 
Have a choice selection Fall and 
Winter BONNETS, flATS, VEL- 
VETS, RIBBONS *(nd R^>W- 
RES, which on/ milliner^ 
pleased to sl^ow to all ^ 
CALL & EXAMINE OUR STt^K. 
0 % 
DRESS & CUOAK MAKING 
Mrs. HUSSEY h ^ charge ol this depart- 
ment, and hasVfull line of fall styles 1 
which she iflhappy to show her 
ipstomei customers. tfl5 
WANTED--DOMESTIC YARN AND HOSE. 







G.W. BurkettS. Co 
The best assortment of DRESS GOODS m 
Belfast, consisting <>t 
All Wool Cashmeres, 




Grace de Venice. 
Bombazines, Tamise, 
AND MAW OI'HKK DESIRADI. h DRESS 
GOODS. 
Having been successful in presenting the f»r*<t 
Mohairs in use, \v»- have added a still 
larger stock of those celebrated 
5 IKA11E HAWK PAT• l). 
M O HAIRS! 
ALSO nil-: \\ Kl.l. KNOWN 
Semper Idem Mohairs, 
and Sable Brilliantines. 
H have MTiui il tin* VjfiMicv lor 1 lit- rlrlautol 
Will: EE Kit A WILSON 
Sewing Machine! 
I < r Hilt* an K i"N terms. 
li i< will Known la'*1 lli:it the -<• good* have 
declined m prices t<>r tIn* Iasi nionlli. 
and from our KRKSII SUIM'LY 
\\ < arc iMiahied to sell our 
( ’A.I/E. I OR OUH 
WOOLEN HOSE! 
Only 25 Cents Per Pair. 
Call For a Splendid Two 
BUTTON KID! 
Only 75 Cents Per Pair. 
A new >u|)ply «•! PKOKIIA.M’S best 
yarn just received. 
Constantly on hand at LOW PRICKS. 
WATERPROOFS 
Bui one ni our nice Waterproofs and love 
il OUT FREE OF CHARGE. 
Bleached Cottons! 
Now is tilt* time to buy these goods 
as there has been a great decline 









3 Cents Per Spool. 
’ail and see our slock and we will use 
our bt >t etlorts to save vour money on your 
purchases. 
GEO. W. BURKETT & CO, 
Hay fori Block, Ctiorcti Street, 
\ 
H E L I' 4 N T 
O 
MISS SAWYERS SALVE. 
A L¥|, 
ERE you have a salvo combining soothing and 
healing properties, with no dangerous ingred- 
ient. A remedy at hand for the many pains and 
aelies, wounds and bruises to which fl. -li is heir. 
Is more easily applied than many other remedies, 
never producing a bad < tiV or. but always relieving 
pain, however severe. 
It is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who lias used it 
in her own extensive treatment of the sick, for 
nearly twenty years, with great success. 
The principal diseases for which this salve is re 
otmnended are. Chilblains. Rheumatism, PI s. 
Scro/ulu, (ifil Chets, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Bn- 
Pivt Sores, r>! at Pimples. Erysipelas, So/ 
Eyes, Barber's lb h, Deafness, Boils Piny tr,>> 
Cor us. Bites of Inserts, Cuncrts, Toothaeht Pi- 
ado Sore Xipplcs, Baldness, Snoib n Bn ads, 
Itih, Scald II- id. Teething, Chapped i/un-.C. 
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, ('roup, Cnoktil Id.-s, and 
Sores >>n Children 
It never falls to cure Kin umatisni if properly 
applied. Rill) it ou well with tic hand three tine s 
a day. In several cases it has cured palsied limbs. 
For pi/i s it has been discovered to be a Mire rem- 
edy. Persons that have been afflicted for years 
have been relieved by a few applications. For Pin 
sipclus it works wonders, allaying the mllaninintion 
and quieting the pati -nt. For ( happed Hands 
produces a cure iimm diutely. Let those with >' /,'* 
Rheum «>btaiu this Halve, and apply it freely, and 
they will find it invaluable. It is good in cases of 
Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers have b**on cured 
with it The best Salve ever invented f Swollen 
Breast and Son XippTes. No wav injurious. but 
bUfe to afford relief. Sore or llj nl. Pyt .•— Rub it 
on the lids gently, 01 •. twice a day Cures deaf 
nessb, putting in the ears on a puce of cotton. 
For prions '.his is superior t ■ anything known. 
F.> Pimples this acts like charm. For Breus 
aval Scalds, apply the Salvo at once and it gives 
-.nmedian- r*• li• t For Old Sorts, apply once u 
da\. 
Not among the least of tlie invaluable properties of Miss Sawvf.R’s S VI.VF are its beneficial effects 
ou tlie liau Rubbl'd ou the scalp, m live or six 
different parts, .1 promotes tin growth oi the iian 
prevents ii turning gray, and on bald spots < pro- duces a new growth of* hair. No lady should 
without tliis iiivaluanle article as an indispen-a'. 
cosmetic f>i tie- toilet. It eradicate.-. dandruff an I 
disease from the lead, and ldofcl, s and punpi 
from tin face. 
from Mr, ELIZAHE Til COO Am.'s, Bruv 
IJruf; \\ if k \j>ril i; 1 
Miss Sawyki; I :• ■. iw.| y.»ur I. ti. -i iastmen- 
mg, rtii-.l was wry ni.i I n-ndu-l. 1 to let in,- 
take yur Saivi- 1 think i c m do \ii il with ft, an 
it will i,.- ■ 11111.* m icc,mm .nation t my husband 
n* he einw>t jet nlimj irithu.-i* ■ Hi- has tried 
v. rytiling is* an.I n< found nnythinir fl at 
healed his mg as that S;m- ■ ,ur-. ami w. h ,\ 
both found it to lx- ill (//■» t‘i-iit 
•ecomm> nil it A/ < W bav, bad it in tin fain. 
live or six ycai', ai.d liav it f,w e\<rythitm. 
am] cart truly •...*// t/v /me tom,<> d 
I use it foi a Weak back, ii,i ,|. |ii. r.a 
Mr. Coombs has had a r, 
thirty y>urs, and </ ,/>ii,f 
had not found <i r<mtdy m > It k. 
il healed, and take- .ail nMaiinnatiori. ju- ;. i Mesh and swelling, and do. !'.,»• h.m all that ! -a: 
ask. 1 can recommend it !<•,■ ..I manv thinirs 
that you have mu. for I u-. it fa ,-v, rvtimur I 
consider it invaluable m afaimlv It >,,i ,-an jmt this testimony tugethc!. aiei it ot at,\ sei 
vice to you. you are welcome 
Your., n ELIZABETH COOMBS. 
TO TFIF A FFf./' /■/:/>. 
If your Dnuniisi i- -ui of tin- Salv- an.' n.-ul- i. 
;<■ kl •'!> supplied, ■ v,-,,ty-fivi1 .in T. I b< l"W and receive a box by r* t a mail. 
I‘ul "i> in La rite Boxes at 50 Cent A a. I, 
"early tlu- *• linn .o larue a- llie bo\ I' t.r, -ent.-d 
a! .\. Prepared b\ M I >S » S A \\ | i; 
I'**. Ui> by L M ROBBINS. \Vhok^al.« 
and Retail Druggist. Rockland. Me 
A 1 rial Ho\ ,-ent In b\ mail .>n reeeint I >, nt > 
1U cents, by I. M K<'CHINS. I.. ul ,:,d Me.’ 
’iirs vat.cable sat e is soli* by 
U.i. DEa.J i.C> i.\ M Id'll i si-.-. 
■ U 
iPRINIING 




,’u'- J Kr. s 
400.000 
Just irrived trom Baimo/; anfc torSale l.u\V K«»L 
(’ASH on Im.aril Srlir. I'. -.Iij.-. .^yng Fred- i. 
wharf, Belfast, Mr. ApplyT^L 
lwJ‘J .1,0. KOBRINS, oil^Lrd the v«-•>. 
BATCHELORS* HAIR DYE. 
rhis splendid Hair l>v 
The only True ami lVrte 
and Instantaneous; nodi 
lous tints or unpleasant oiC 
feets ol bad dvrs and 
v n i.v a superb Bi.a* 
leaves the hair • i> 
I'he genuine signe 
Druggists. 
lylhsp HA STB A I 
t iti ih>‘ <rorl<l. 
ui!rs-, Krliahh 
fluent no ridi.u 
Vmedie-* III*- ill .1 
1’roducr- him in 
\ i. Iliaiw n, 
Jielor. Sold 11\ all 
/*»•“/». S > 
Produce Wanted ! 
1 will pay the higln 
I’ AK.M I’KOIKTl„ r, 
Buins, iSte., No. d< U/t 
this city. 
Belfast, Novti I" 
V 
Irkrt priir tur .d 1 kind ■ •! 
1 *r« rd II a;. A| pie 
I.A M W M lilt Ill 
t\. ( AhDKKWtmp, 
^ O T I C E T 
Ouinr into may enclo-mr. on. i. di. r, >nr ..r w 
years old, eolor light brindl* will ■ -;ar in r t• r- 
I lead, tin owner is re* pit Med to | r. i-'i.n ges -.ml ti‘ 
the same away. \\ 11 1.1 A M !• I V .• Bt 1.0 
Franklort, S'ov. I:.*, I>7' -1 \\ 1 * 
NEW FALL & Vv INTER 
MILLINERY! 
Now opening ill tii.• Late-t m v i. .1 
HATS. RIBBONS, 
FEATHERS AND FLOWERS. 
Ami everything now that p *i tain* t>- ... and u ml. 
Millinery. Al>o now Slipper Pali. n- and .* »m 
plete assortment of (.KliM AN Wolfs I I 1' « \ S 
\ AS, WORKING FLOSS, \. K.c. 
Miss Bowen, our lortner millnu ail! take char., 
of tlio trimming department. 
Having bought the Store and <toek -d Miilin.rv .■ 
Miss A. Wells,I shall continue t hr F;mc\ Good- an 
Millinery business in all its branches a- h.-retoton 
Please Give Me a Call. One ami All' 
Yours Trulv 
No. 1 ~i Main Street. 
Wharf and Storehouse to Let, 
The extensive wharf in this city known us simp 
son’s Wharf, with warehouses, &e., thereon. I In- 
water at the head admits ships ot tin* largest class, 
fhe buildings are suitable lor storing hay, salt, mo 
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce or 
merchandise. It is one of the best business sit* m 
the city. The Portland steamers make daily land 
ings at this wharf. 
Also, a lot of land between said wharf and < art. 
A Co’s shipyard, suitable for a yard tor building ves- 
sels, for which it has been used. 
The above premises will bo let, either together or 
separately, on a long lease, to parties desiring th. in. 
Apply to W. H. SIMPSON. 




F. A. FOL LETT’S 
No. 80 Main Street. 
Where you can get a good Double >r Single (iun, 
also a new style Breech Loading Shot Gun. Smith 
Sl Wesson’s Revolvers, Pistol Cartridges, Powder 
Flasks, Shot Poucht Game Bag- Best Sporting Powder and Shot, Fishing Rods, .,11 kinds ot Hook- 
and Liues, Baskets, Reels, Bail Boxes &c. OiuPJ 
Now is the lime to Buy Cheap ! 
REMOVAL! 
As my store is now undergoing repair-, l have re- 
moved my business across tno street to the F.\pn -s 
rooms, where I shall be happy to wait upon ni> Cu 
turners,as usual. tflf» C. HKRVKY 
Every Day. 
BY ELIZABETH AKERS ALLEN. 
Mi. trifling tasks >o often done. 
A of ever to lie done anew ! 
Me cares which come with every sun, Mon, after morn.'lie long years through! '}' shrink beneath ilieir paltry sway,— I hf irksome calls of every day. 
! 1 : <‘M loss sense of wasted power, Hif tiresome round of little tilings, A v« ha d to bear, as hour bv hour" Ds tedious iteration brings; M ho shall evade or who delay The small demands of every day? 
1 !)•* boulder in the torrent’s course 
By tide and tempest lashed in vain, 
'Mx vv the wave-whirled pebble’s force, 
And yields its substance grain by grain; 
s-> crumble strongest lives away 
Beneath the wear of every day. 
Who rind* the lion in his lair. 
Who tracks the tiger for his life. 
May wound them ere they are aware, 
< *r conquer them in desperate strife, 
A "t powerless he to scathe or slay 
1 li<* vexing gnats of every day. 
Tlie Meudv strain that never stops 
N mightier than the fiercest shock: 
Hie *-<m*tant fall of water drops 
W ill groove the adamantine rock: 
W < leel our noblest powers decay, 
In feeble wars with every day. 
We rise to meet a heavy blow— 
• Mir souls a sudden bravery tills— But we endure not always so. 
The drop-by-drop of little ills; W- Mill deplore and still obey 
I n* hard behests of every day. 
Tli. heart which boldly faces death 
rpon the battle-field, and dares 
< onion and bayonet, faints beneath 
riic needle points of frets and cares; 
I *, stoutest, spirits they dismay— The tinv stings of every day. 
\nd even saint* of holy fame, 
M hose souls by faith have overcome. 
Who wore amid the cruel flame 
Hie molten crown of martyrdom. 
B-re not without complaint alway 
‘‘if petty pains of every day. 
\' more than martyr’s aureole. 
And more than hero’s heart of tire, 
M n. fd the humble strength of soul 
W bich daily toils and ills require;— 
v f-• ft patience! grant us if you may, 
\ hd added grace for every day! 
[Scribner’s for November. 
Drowned. 
F-mnd drowned in the river! I stop with :i 
shiver, 
Dh. horror uni dread ! 
'it. v daughter. drawn up from the water, 
dead. 
'"'t restless fever, not longsince did leave 
her. 
Her sins at the best, 
irinmihers them not, gives them never a 
thought, 
M m. !et them rest. 
■ uh thousands to hlame her, and none to re- 
elaim her. 
What wonder despair 
I in ; down to tin* river? The kindiv Prayer- 
giver 
II »s answered her prayer. 
mi salv< who ho re her, drop the warm 
mantle oYr lier 
• »f pity and love— 
'■* mg creature. so fair too in feature— 
'slorm-hcaten dove. 
• f In r duskv eves splendor, so dreamy and 
tender, 
I ‘*i ■? If*, curtain is drawn ; 
" one to )%i>- her—who is there to miss her 
\ ow she is gone? 
tlower on her bosom, a poor withered 
blossom. 
Like her now at rest. 
> 'i le white brow is Hiillv, no ruse bring or 
lily— 
vpre-is jv best. 
■ *’" 1 ,)fhii‘s dark cover, her fair form lay over, II idimr within 
'■ 1 Lcit N human, the while of tlie woman— 
Poor Magdalen. 
'*•1 ak and '<> sinning, lier deep shame be- 
ginning. 
Far back in the years— 
l|,,'|-,h ye know not, nor love her, drop kindly above her 
The lribiit.^of tears. 
! ‘ns f..r sinner, though too late to win her 
From death, or from shame— 
lay m the casket, for the Lamb’s sake I 
ask it. 
^ 
With her all the blame. 
I OI the dear sake ot JeMls, the Saviour, who 
sees us 
r > error so prone. 
weak and so human. Oh! blame not the 
woman, 
The woman alone. 
* :t dwas that lured her, her fond heart as- 
sured her, 
i le spoke only truth: 
V ■ >sc hand stole the blossom of ponce from 
her bosom 
Far back in her youth. 
tv the grave’s grassy cover so kindly above 
leak 
I h r life story read— 
somebody’s daughter,drawn up from the water. 
Pallid and dead. 
SHELBY’S EXPEDITION^TO MEXICO. 
An Unwritten Lea/(^f X)ur Civil War. 
Immediately attorjP^ collapse of the ■S' Mithern Confederacy ori'e of the promi- 
■ ■nt < 'onfederate Gmerals on duty in the 
1 rans-Mis-dssippi department — General 
ioM'ph Shelby—went to Mexico with 
diont if .S' > armed followers mostly Mis- 
oiirians, with the avowd intention of 
-1‘ttling with them lWlialcountrj’. That 
’.<• enterprise prove^^fi fortunate, and that the men cngagcdkn it met with 
many perilous adventJn^kond personal 
uishaps are facts wJj kn^Mun general but not as to deBrls. 0^®of these 
oilmvers o( ShelbjVis now publishing 
a the Kansas City^Mo.) Times a series f letters about wllat happencgrlo them 
n the “other side ofMhe llioifrande” of 
real interest, bringing tonight much 
at was not public!v knojfn before, and 
worn one of the comn/tnications the 
following account ot m^attac^Tb.y Mexi 
■an bandits some day^pif'ter the nifcn had 
left Monterey for San Luis de Potosi is 
taken : 
The column had reached to within two 
days’ journey to Lampasas. Some spurs 
o! the mountain ran down to the road, 
and some clusters ol palm trees grouped 
In usclves at intervals by the wayside, 
l'be palm is a pensive tree, having a voice 
la the wind that is sadder than the pine 
a sober, solemn voice, a voice like the 
sound of muffled cerements when the 
eorpse is given to the coffin. Even in the 
-untight they are dark; even in the tropics 
no vine dings to them, no blossom is born 
to them, no bird is housed by them, and 
no flutter ol wings make music for them, 
strange and shapely and coldly chaste, 
they seem like human and desolate beings, 
standing all alone in the midst of luxuri- 
ous nature, unblessed of the soil, and un- 
loved of the dew and the sunshine. In a 
grove of these the column halted for the 
night. Beyond them was a pass guarded 
by cro ses. In that treacherous land these 
if' a growth indigenous to the soil. They 
tloiirbh nowhere else in such abundance. 
Wherever a deed of violence is done a 
cross is planted; wherever a traveller is 
left upon his faee in a (tool of blood, a 
cross is reared ; wherever a grave is made 
wherein lies the murdered one, there is 
seen a cross. No matter who does the 
deed—whether Indian^ or dog, or com- 
mandante, a cross must mark the spot, 
and as the pious wayfarer journeys by he 
lays all reverentially a stone at the feet ol 
the sacred symbols, breathing a pious 
prayer and telling a bead or two for the 
soul’s salvation. On the left a wooded 
bluff ran down abruptly to a stream. Be- 
yond the stream and near the palms a 
grassy bottom spread itself out, soft and 
grateful. Here the blankets were spread, 
and here the horses grazed their fill. A 
young moon, clear and white, hung low 
in the west, not sullen nor red, but a 
tender moon, full ot the beams that lovers 
seek, and full of the voiceless imagery 
which gives passion to the songs of the 
night, and pathos to the deserted and de- 
jected swain. As the moon set the horses 
were gathered together ami tethered in 
amid the palms. Then a deep silence fell 
upon the camp, for the sentinels were be- 
yond its confines, and all withinside slept 
the sleep of the tired and healthy. It may 
have been midnight; it certainly was cold 
and dark. The fires had gone out, and 
theVc was a white mist like a shroud 
creeping up the stream and settling upon 
the faces of the sleepers. On the far right 
a single pistol shot arose, clear and reson- 
ant. Shelby, who slumbered like a night 
bird, lifted himself up from his blankets 
and spoke in an undertone to Thrankill: 
"Who has the post at the mouth of the 
pass?” “Joe Macey.” "Then something 
is stirring; Macey never fired at a shadow 
in his life.” The two men listened. One 
a grim guerrilla himself, with the phys- 
ique of a Cossack, and the hearing of a 
Comanche; the other having in his hands 
the lives of all the silent and inert sleep- 
ers lying still and grotesque under the 
white shroud of the mountain mist. Noth 
ing was heard for an hour. The two men 
went to sleep again, but not to dream. Of 
a sudden and unseen the mist was lifted, 
and in its place a sheet of flame so near 
to the faces of the men that it might have 
scorched them. Two hundred Mexicans 
had crept down the mountain and to the 
edge of the stream, and had fired point blank into the camp. It seemed a mira- 
cle, but not a man was touched. Lying flat upon the ground and wrapped up in 
their blankets the whole volley, meant to 
be murderous, had swept over them. 
Shelby was the first upon his feet. His 
voice rang out clear and faultless and 
without a tremor: “Give them the revol- 
ver—charge?” Men awakened from deep 
sleep grapples with spectres slowly. The 
Mexicans were spectres. Beyond the 
stream and in amid the sombre shadows 
of the palms they were invisible. Only the powder-pall was on the water where 
the mist had been. Unclad, barefooted, 
heavy with sleep, the men went straight 
for the mountain, a revolver in each hand, 
Shelby leading. From spectres the Mexi- 
cans hail become to be bandits. No 
quarter was given or asked. The rush 
lasted until the game was finished; the 
pursuit until the top of the mountain was 
gained. Over ragged rocks and cactus 
and dagger trees the hurricane poured. 
The roar of the revolvers was deafening. 
Men died and made no moan, and the 
wounded were recognized only by their 
voices. When it was over the Americans 
had lost in killed eleven and in wounded 
seventeen, most of Uie latter slightly, thanks to the darkness and the impetuosity 
of the attack. In crawling upon the camp the Mexicans had tethered their horses 
upon the further side of the mountain. 
File most of these fell into Shelby's hands, 
together with the bodies of the two lead- 
ers, Juan Anselmo, a renegade priest.and 
Antonio Flores, a young Cuban, who had 
sold his sister to a wealthy haeiendaro and 
turned robber, and sixty-nine of their fol- 
lowers. It was noon the next day before 
the march was resumed—noon, with the 
sun shining upon the fresh graves of 
eleven dauntless Americans sleeping their 
last sleep amid the palms and the crosses 
until the resurrection dav. 
Bells of St. Michael's 
Very dear to the people of Charleston, 
South Carolina, is St. Michael’s Church 
in that city, which is said to have been 
built after a model furnished by Sir Cl ris- 
topher Wren, and copied from St.-Mar- 
tin’s-in-the-Fields, London. The likeness 
to St. Martin’s Is so strong that no Charles- 
tonian on coming to London needs have 
that church pointed out. The spire of St. 
Michael’s, however, is much the more 
beautiful. Every one who had seen it 
| would remember the church, with its old- fashioned mahogany pulpit, and great 
brass chandeliers, and high, black mahog- 
any pews, where the devout might pray, 
and the careless sleep unseen. But chief- 
ly were the people proud ol their bells. 
There was no such chime in the colony 
when they were hung, and after they had 
changed their tune of God save the King 
for Yankee Doodle, there never were any bells in New York or Boston that came 
up to them in their Fourth of July per- 
formances. Of all the works of man’s 
hands, there is none which seems to have 
such a life of its own as bells. IIow they 
sympathize with the people, giving voice 
to their .joys and their sorrows: IIow, 
with prophets’ voices, they speak to each 
man in his own tongue ! And how some- 
times, like mocking spirits, they urge the 
mail fury ol the mob with peals of venge- 
ance and triumph, which in the ears’ll! 
the wiser few are a knoll of despair ! 
When the British took Charleston in 
1780, they staled their horses in the 
church, and, unhanging the bells, sent 
them off to London, where they were 
dumped on the Tower wharf and "left un- 
noticed for many years. At last the Vestry 
of St. Michael’s received a letter bidding them expect their bells by a certain ship 
sailing from London. The people went 
in procession to bring up from the ship 
their beloved bells, which they had never 
lioped to listen to again, and with prayers 
and thanksgivings they were replaced in 
the church tower. The pious benefactor 
never made himself known, but he was 
supposed to have been some British oflicer 
who bail been at the taking of Charleston. 
I'or seventy years did those bells regulate 
the social life of the city. For, not only 
did they call to worship, and celebrate all 
occasions of public joy and sorrow, but 
nightly they rang a'curfew which ruled 
everybody’s movements. It was intended 
to warn the negroes homo at nine o’clock 
in winter, ten in summer; after that hour 
they might not go into the streets without 
a written pass. The nimble negro often 
eluded the statute, giving legbail to the 
“guardman,” but the whites put them- 
selves under the rule, of their own accord. 
All visitors were expected ty take leave 
at bell-ring, and they punctually departed 
at the same moment that Cuft'y was brush- 
ing along to gain his gate before the tap 
of the drum should make him amenable 
to the law against strollers “after hours,” 
as it was called. 
It would not suit this sketch to recall 
the memories of the day when the United 
S.tates flag, lowered from Fort Sumter, 
was brought up to the city ; amid a hush so 
general,one might have thought the people 
repented them ol their rash act, till some 
one ordered the bells to ring a mad clan- 
gor, and with shouts of exultation they drowned the voice that still warned them 
to forbear. 
Time went on, and Charleston behind 
her defences of sand resisted all the ellorts 
to carry her. During the live hundred 
(5-W) days oi bombardment all the lower 
part ot the town had to be abandoned. 
Houses and churches were shattered, the 
cannon balls tore up the very graveyards, 
and the bones of the dead were scattered! 
Yet the spire of St. Michael’s was un- 
touched. Perhaps the cannoneers tried to 
spare it—perhaps good angels guarded it. 
But, what neither the malice of the enemy 
nor the spite of fortune did, the people 
themselves effected, for the bells were 
taken down and sent to Columbia, to be 
cast into cannon, (leneral Beauregard, 
perhaps shocked at the desecration, pro- 
nounced them unlit for the purpose ; and 
the fate, which heaped up at Columbia for 
safe-keeping every thing of value in the 
State, there detained the bells also. Then 
Sherman’s army passed through, leaving its track as of lightning. A party ot halL 
drunken soldiers, out for a lark and for 
plunder, were accosted by a negro who 
offered to show them the bells which had 
rung in secession. “-Never,” said the 
men, “shall they play that tune again !” ami they smashed them into a hundred 
pieces. 
Sad was the return to the desolated 
homes, and the meeting in the dumb 
church, to which no miracle might now 
restore the voice of the chimes they loved. 
But they were men of pluck still, and, as 
soon as they had shaken themselves up and provided for the first pressing needs, 
they resolved to tax themselves to the 
utmost to get a new chime. 
Scarcely had the rector bread, and the 
vestry and congregation were all very 
poor, but they wrote to C R. Prioleau, of 
London, to inquire the cost of a new set. 
This gentleman had lived so long in Eng- land as to have become almost an Eng- 
lishman, with a fair English wife ami 
bluff, handsome English children, but his 
heart stirred at thej recollection of the 
dear old voices that had called him in 
childhood, and he undertook the task with 
a loving zeal that brought about the 
most surprising results. There was no 
record at Charleston of wnere the bells 
came from. But Mr. Prioleau searched 
the directory for the oldest lounders of 
the city, and went from one to the other, 
until at Meares & Co., White Chapel. 
London, a firm which has been in existence 
three hundred years, he found by patient 
examination, the record of bells east for 
St. Michael’s Church, Charleston, S. C., 
in 1759. The proportions of the metal,’ 
and sizes of the bells, were all entered in 
the books; and the present Meares en- 
gaged to turn out a new set which, when 
hung, should make the Charlestonians 
themselves think they heard their verit- 
able old bells. 
But Mr. Prioleau was not content with 
this; he wrote back to have all the frag- 
ments that could be found sent out—and 
this was done. Meanwhile Meares found 
still in their service an old man of seventy- 
six, who had been apprenticed under the 
very foreman who, more' than a hundred 
years before, had east those bells; and he. 
stimulated by Prioleau’s generosity, never 
rested till he brought to light the very origi- 
nal moulds for the eastings. Into them the 
new metal was limited with careful distri- 
bution of the broken fragments, so as to 
make the illusion a reality. All that was 
wanting to make up the cast Mr. Prioleau 
added, and the reward of his perseverance 
and generosity was sent to the vestry 
these new bolls which are the very old 
ones still. Again did the congregation 
with tears and thanksgiving receive the 
bells from this their fifth voyage across 
the Atlantic, and hung them up in St. 
Michael’s steeple. May they never again 
bo removed by the rough hand of war, or 
ever sound aught but peace on earth and 
good-will toward men! 
A Voyage to the Shetland Islands. 
From the Philadelphia Ledger. 
Curious and interesting facts and notes 
reach the world, when some obsure or 
lorgotten corner is" made to furnish its 
share of the public information and amuse- 
ment. To “Rob Roy Macgregor,” as he is 
familiarly called, that portion of the read- 
ing public who appreciate travel and ad- 
venture, is indebted f«r several charming 
journals of voyages, made alone in a boat, 
which he calls a canoe. In some of those 
excursions his craft, though carrying him- 
self alone arises almost to the dignity of a 
yacht. In others, the voyager has had a 
mere canoe; but be the vessel of what 
description it may, its name is always the 
same— 
“tiie non nor.” 
And Rob Roy is Mr. MacGregor’s signa- 
ture when lie writes for the London Times, 
as all Britons of any pretensions are 
bound to do, once or ottener in their lives. 
His title page designation, when he makes 
a book, is J. Macgregor, M. A. Having in previous years “done” the coasts and 
rivers ot Central Europe, the Baltic Sea, 
anil coasts ot Sweden and Norway, the 
English Channel, the Jordan, Nile, Red 
Sea, and Sea of Galilee, Rob Roy has ex- 
plored this season the Shetland and Ork- 
ney Isles. The canoe in which the Shet- 
lauds were circumnavigated, and their 
inlets and lakes visited, is the seventh of 
the name “Rob Roy.” and least of them 
all, being twelve feet in length and sixty 
pounds in weight. Mr. Macgregor “took 
steam” 
FROM IONDON TO THE SHETLANDS, 
not in his canoe, but in a regular packet, 
and launched his canoe amid the delight 
ol the islanders, who had never seen so 
neat a craft and so well appointed. The 
boats of the islanders are of the Norwegian 
build, and are precisely the same in size, 
in rig, and in the gear of their oars as the 
three lonely boats which Mr. Macgregor 
saw on the Sea of Galilee. Mr. M. 
found also in the Shetland water mills of 
the simplest pattern, like those still used 
in Syria. These coincidences are curious, 
and the traveller who can observe and 
remember is often struck with points of 
resemblance least expected between the 
customes of different and distant people. 'I'he ladies, the world over, are interest- 
ed in Shetland wool, and admire the 
brilliant knitted fabrics which come from 
l he far-off isles, one of which was the 
Ultima Thule of the Romans. 
A CURIOUS HISTORICAL LEGAND 
is connected with the Shetland wool. 
Three hundred years ago a man-of-war 
belonging to the Spanish Armanda was 
wrecked on one of the islands. The 
sailors who escaped taught the natives to 
make brilliant dyes from roots which they 
found, resembling those used for the pur- 
poses in Spain. Those persons who now 
wear bright Shetland knit “comforters,” 
are unconsciously wearing mementoes of 
the failure of the “invincible” fleet which 
sailed forth to awe, if not conquer Queen 
Bess, but met with a disastrous defeat 
from the elements. Mr. Macgregor saw 
a more positive memorial in a cannon 
irom the same ship, which does duty as a 
hitching post. Its calibre will receive a 
ball three inches in diameter. This would 
make a small show beside one of the 
modern missiles. The knitters of the 
Shetland wool, by the way, have no need 
ol the exercise of the gymnasium, or of 
the lessons in “calisthenics” which vary the “fancy work” of American and English 
misses. They cut peat and carry it home 
from the bog in a basket on the shoulder, 
and when they return with the empty 
basket they knit as they walk. 
The S|>anishm;quaintance vpiicli began 
so many yearsilgo is still kapt up. 
THE STAl'I.I^AP.TICI.E^p EXPORT 
from the Shetland is erffed codfish, and 
ot this Spain takeskU^ larger portion. 
Captain Macgregor a little Spanish 
schooner, scarce,as hjfltought, seaworthy, 
which had made J^el^kannual trips to the Shetlauds fmpits fisifccargo. Other fish are taken, J^Tt the coirfere the main reliance. Ttagr are caughtxfcom boats, 
the “lishinJF banks” being ^ hear the islands, thenurthest only about inty miles 
distant. These fishing boats are 18 feet 
long by (j Icet beam, and pulled by six 
oars. In the summer nights, when you 
can read fine print at midnight, the fisher- 
men hie away to the banks. They fasten 
fishing lines to the ends of the oars, and if 
a big fish gets hold toss the oar over for 
him to play with until he gets tired. If 
not as scientific, this is a more leisurely 
sport than playing with a trout. Other 
exports are knit shawls, chrome yellow, 
and some cattle. 
SHETLAND TONIES 
once to be bought tor §15 a head, are now 
quoted at §50. These little hardy creatures 
have been introduced into coal mines. 
They are employed to drag the coal 
through the low galleries,in which chtdren 
on all-fours were once employed. 
As Dutch,as well as Spanish,vessels fre- 
quent this out-of-the-way region, it may 
readily be guessed that schnapps and 
tobacco and other like commodities evade 
the Queen’s revenue. In many things 
the Shetlanders are a law unto themselves. 
A medical officer who was sent to vacci- 
nate the inhabitants of one of the islands 
was driven off by the women. He pre- sumed to exact a fee, but the enraged dames said that “the Queen had promised 
that their bairns should be scratched for 
nailhin.” So they expelled him ignomini- 
ously. 
THE SHETLAND ISLES, 
about thirty in number, contain a popula- tion of about 30,000. In morals and in- 
telligence, primitive as are their customs, 
they rank very high. Communication 
with tho larger world is, however, making them discontented, and emigration is be- 
ginning to reduce their numbers. They 
may be welcomed anywhere if Mr. Mac- 
gregor’s summary of their character is 
correct: “Verily, these Zetlanders, a 
cross between the canny Scot and the 
hardy Norseman, whose feet are cased in 
leather sandals, corded with twine, have 
plenty of heart and plenty of brains.” 
|Uto Irbbtrliscmtnts. 
Agent** Wanted for Cobbln’f J 
CHILD’S COMHEKTiTim 
ON THE\BIBLE, for the home circle. l, 200 p:iges\250 Engravings. The best et^Oprise of the year tqf agents. Every tamily twThave it. Nothing likAit now published. Foi circMarsaddress 
H. S. GoodsYkkd & Co., 37 Park RoJfNew York. 
m. JHBIL y£\ 1873. 
\ OF THE^F 
NEW Y(JM/OBSERVER 
The Best Religious anSecuiar Family Newspaper. 
$3 a Year with th^IMULEK YEAR BOOK. 
NIDfEY / KfDRSE Sc CO., 
37 ParAlow,Vew York. 
MEND FOV A. SAMPLE COPY. 
AJkT A lUTIMN MKN TO CBTAIN SUBSCRIlt- YY il.il 1 MU a Kits and make collections. Ad- 
dress UOSTCflr CULTIVATORlBoston, Mass. 
KOBSE-POWERS, 
Thralling & SawingMachines 
I Manufactured and Sold iR 
a.Ay. gray & |oas, / Middletown, Vermont 
Parties that wish to purchase will do well to send 
for circulars and descriptive list which will he for- 
warded, upon application, fred. 
ACHSlf'lw WAITED.-Wc guarantee em- ployment lor all, either sex, at $5 a day, or 
$2,000 or mole a year. New works by Mrs. 11. li. 
Stowe and otters. Superb premiums given away. Money made rapidly and easily at work for us. 
Write and see.\Particulars lree. Wouthington, Dustin & Co., Hertford, Ct. 
OUR NDARLING. 9* 
A First-Class Ch\)mo, is give] 
jiber to 
OODEY’S LAD 
whether a Single Subserf 
a Club of Six for 
Address 
N. E. cor. Sixth and 
See Advertisement i 
€o every sub- 
i»;3, 
Three Dollars, or in 
rteen Dollars. 
L. A. GODEY, 
lUt Sts. Philadelphia, 
lady’slyook for other Clubs. 
W. H. Bi 
17 Commj 
ITLETT & CO., 
rcial St.\ Boston. 
ECEIVERS Of 
Apples, Unions/, Beans, 
Potatoes,, 
SEND FOR ICE JRRENT. 
Sewing Machine 
Needles, 
For all machines, sentry 
paeked, for 60 cenGKper 
ranted, and exchanged ij 
dress NATIOIfcAL NEE 
Boston. Mass, 
jail, post-paid, carefully [dozen. Needles war* 
not satisfactory. Ad- 
iE CO., 94 Tremont St., 
speedy cl 
Eighth SI 
him ll DPHU'SAS'S ______ lieves the most vio- 
paroxysras in l&e minutes, and effects a 
Address S.lC. CPU AM, 25 South 
Philadelphia, PakSoId by all druggists. 
If you wish lobtfteured of the habit, address T. K. 
CLARKE, M\0., ,1ft, Vernon, Ohio, 
$5 fo $20 per day : Agents wanted! All classes of working people, of either sex, young or old, make more money at work 
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than 
at anything else. Particulars free. Address G. 
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine. 
CHROMOS 
Equal to the Finest in the Market. 
ROYAL DESSERT! 
After C. P. REAM. The best Chroino of 
fruit ever published. 
Retail Price, $12. Size 22x27 
YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL. 
Alter 1$. CHAMPNKY. 
Size 15x24. Retail Price, $9. 
NEW ENGLAND WINTER! 
BY SAM ft Aim ST 
Size 15x24. Retail Price, $9. 
LITTLE RIVER,STO WE,VT. 
After GRIGGS. 
Size 15x24. Retail Price, $9. 
Morning on ihe Clyde, VI. 
BY SAM ft ARTIST. 
Size 15x24. Retail Price, $9. 
P^OUR 
American Landscapes! 
Alter It. CHAMPNKY. Size S 1.2x13 1-4 
On tlio Saco River, N. II. 
Lake Chocorua and Mountain,White Mountains. 
Autumn on the lvennebec, Maine. 
Wheat Harvest, Delaware River. 
The above are some ol Chainpney's best sketches, 
and are brilliant in coloring and true to Nature, 
ftxecuted in the best manner. 
Retail Price, each mounted, $1.50. 
SIX H E A D S! 
Size of each, 8x10. 
Ol the following subjects, from oil-painting.*., and 






Madonna and Child—Murillo. 
Retail Price of each, $1.50. 
A liberal discount to the trade. Sold by all 
PICTUBE DEA L\. US. 
Dodge, Collier (fc Perkins, 
115 Washington St., Boston. 
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“FAST ASLEEP.” 
llijanl ,’73 
CIIICKERING & SONS’ 
CELEBRATED 
PIANO FORTES ! 
ITEPUEX OROVEK, Agent. 
Mr. Stephen Grover is an authorized agent in 
Waldo County, tor the sale of Piano Fortes manu- 
factured by ua; and all instruments of our manufac- 
ture purchased of him are subject to the same guar- 
antee as if purchased directly of us. 
CHICKERING & SONS. 
Agencies for the sale of the Chick eking Piano 
will be found in nearly all the large cities and towns, 
and it is of course desirable that retail purchases 
should be made through them, thereby saving ex- 
pense and trouble. 
The prices printed in our Circular may bo relied 
upon as our real and fixed prices, from which no discount can be made, whatever. 
CHICKERING & SONS. 
11 East 14th St., New York. 
354 Washington St., Boston. 
The subscriber is now offering superior advantages to any one who may contemplate purchasing one of 
these valuable instruments. As a maker adtl witli 
the knowledge he has of their manufajdffre he is enabled to make more choi® selectiona^TTan is pos- sible for those who have neger iuadJfpiano Forte making a science, and are^jthoB^iny practical 
knowledge of their manufactuLB* 
To those who may favor h^Byith an order, he will insure everything as sbJPlHiove, and deliver 
the instruments to their hoflls iiPKrson; relieving them from all anxiety AmBTsponsicKiy, 
Orders can be leltBRii Mrs. hBLcARTER, music teacher, No. tyPligh Street, Bereft. Communications*)^ mail to my adiBte, in care 
of Chickering & Sons, 354 Washington St., Boston, 
Mass., will receive immediate attention. 
‘f>7 STEPHEN GROVER. 
CHINES 
Will kindle all kin- 
Coke and Blacksmith's 
shavings or any kind of kiL 
it far safer titan any other kill 
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WM. FB 4KLIN SEASey, 
ATTORNEY. 
and Solicitor of 




MRS. E. R. JOHNSON' 
natrons, and the public generally that she has just bought a new stock of FALL MILLINERY, which she has carefully selected in all the new and varied 
shades; and which she will exhibit on Tuesday next, together with a new line of FANCY GOODS. 
Booms in llayford Block just around the corner. 
MISS JACKSON’S friends will find her at the same 
Place, and those wishing to see the latest styles in DRESS MAKING will please call. She has given special attention to the selection of dress trimming, such as fringes, gimps &c.—tf49 
Farm for Sale. 
J On account of ill health the sub- 
scriber now offers his farm for sale, 
situated in Thorndike, containing one hundred and 
lifry acres of good land under a good state of cultiva- tion. Said farm has a good orchard, raised two hun- dred and fifty bushels of grafted fruit the present 
season, plenty of wood and water. The buildings are very good and convenient. Said farm will be 
sold very low if applied for soon. Also for sale, one 
yoke oxeir, girth (i feet 10 inches, two good cows and two yearling heifers. 
TIMOTHY IIANSON. 
®wl' I*. O. address E. Thorndike. 
City of Belfast. 
ATOT1CE is hereby given,that in accordance with 
an order of the City Coucil, passed Nov. 4, 1872. “No vessel shall be allowed to moor at the 
lower Bridge or piles, until a permit be first obtain- 
if °v * City Clerk, and a place assigned by the Harbor Master, for which permit and Harbor Mas- ter’s lee, there shall be paid into the City Treasury the sum of $f>.0C for vessels under 100 tons register, and of $8.oo for those over 100 tons; and that the fee ol Hi.- Harbor Master be lixod at $1.00 for each vessel, to be paid from the City Treasury. 
Attest. JOHN H. QUIMBY City Clerk. Belfast, Nov. 4, 1872.—2wla 
Now Market Tor Produce. 
* The undersigned gives notice that he 
.is running the sell I*. M BONNEY 
between Belfast and Carver’s Harbor, carrying freight and passengers. The 
■ ■ schooner,when in port, may be found at Haraden’s wharf. 
Capt. Burgess will ho at the store of WOODS, MAI HEWS & BAKER, where those having any kind of Country Produce may find him ready to take it at fair prices. THOMAS BURGESS. 
Belfast, Oct. 4, 1872, tfl4 
i\i L.! 1 iS tilii. 
VEGKTINE is made exclusively from the juices 
of carefully selected Inirku, root** and li«*rl»«, 
and so strongly concentrated that it will effectually 
eradicate from the system every taint ot Scrofula, 
Ncrofiilouw Humor, Tumor*, Cancer, 
Caiiceroii* Humor, Krr*ipela*, Mult 
Rheum, Mvplki title ISiNeuueo, Canker, 
Taintnen* at the Stomach, and all diseases 
that arise from impute blood. Mciutic. Entlum- 
matory and Chronic Rheum (.tinm, .leu- 
ralffia. Wont and Mpinul Complaint*, can 
only be effectually cured through the blood. 
For Ulcer* and Kruptive iliicaae* of the 
nkin. Pu<*tu e*,PimpleN, Blotchen, Hoi 1m, Tetter. Mcaltlheatl and llin^Horm, VKGE- 
TIN K lias never failed to effect a permanent cure. 
For Rain* in the Buck. Hindey Com- 
plaint*. Ilropny, t'emule VPeakueMi, 
Leucorrhira. arising from internal ulceration, and uterine diseases and Cieneritfl Debility, 
VKGET1NK acts directly upon the causes of these 
complaints. It. invigorates and strengthens the 
whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates the 
bowels. 
For Catarrh. By*pep«ia. Haititual Com- 
live new*. Palpitation of the Heart, 
Headache. Pile*. .UervoumiefiM and Gen- 
eral prostration ot the IVervon* Mymtem. no 
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction as 
the VEGKTINE. 11 purities the blood, c*anscs all 
of the organs, and possesses a controlling power 
over the Nervous system. 
The remarkable cures effected by VEGKTINE 
have induced many physicians and apothecaries 
whom we know to prescribe and use it in their own 
families. 
In fact, VEGKTINE is the best remedy yet dis- 
covered for the above diseases, and is the only reli- 
able BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before 
the public. 
Prepared by H. R. MXE V E!¥M, Poston, Mass. 
Price Ml.•£.». Sold by all Druggists. 3m31eow 
AM Here AN AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
R. H. EDDY, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
For Inventions, Trade Marks, or Designs, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
AFTER an extensive practice oi upwards of thir- ty years, continues to secure Patents in the 
United States; also in Great Britain, France, and 
Other loreign countries. Caveats, ^Specification*. 
Assignments, and all papers fur Patents, executed 
on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches 
made to determine the validity and utility of Patents 
of Inventions, and legal and other advice rendered 
in all matters touching the same. Copies of the 
claims of any patent furnished by remitting one dol- 
lar. Assignments recorded in Washington. 
No Agency in the United States possesses superior 
facility for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the 
patent ability of inventions. 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro- 
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are 
here savedinventors. 
TEHTi JlOX 1.4 LM. 
I regar.1 Mr. Eddy ns one of the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had olli- 
cial intercourse. ClIAKLES MASON, Commis- 
sioner of Patents.” 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a man more competent and 
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their ap- 
plications in a form to secure from them an early 
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE. 
Late Commissioner of Patents.” 
“Mr. R. II. Eddy hasmadefor me over THIRTY 
applications for Patents, having been successful in 
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great 
talent and ability on bis part, leads me to recommend 
AM- inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith- 
ful Attention bestowed on their cases, and at very 
reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART.” 




M. K. DODUK informs his old friends and 
customers that he has leased and fitted up the estab- 
lishment next door below T. \V. Pitcher’s store 
where he will be glad to see them. 
OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE! 
Private Suppers 
CIOT IIP A. X 
Short Notice! 
The best ol everything usually furnished in his line will always be kept on hand. 
A large and choice supply ot FRUIT may always be found on hand. 
Belfast, Sept. 3 1872.—tf'J 
JUST RECEIVED 
SOOO HHDS. 
New Turk’s Island Salt ! 
at wholesale or retail by 
PITCHER & GORHAM, 
Oflicc foot ol Main Street, in the Store lounerly occupied by E. C. Fierce. 
Warehouse, Lewis Wharf, 
lOwll HEIPIK. 
DRUMMERS! 
A.T T ENT I O 1ST. 
lly culling lit tbe well-known Music Store mention- 
ed below, you may inspect your favorite instrument, in plenty and variety, and procure 
D B V II 1 
now in request, to lead Political and other proces- sions, Also for sale, one ot the largest and finest 
assortment of 
HIUSN UVSTRUMEirrS, 
by the best makers, also the best Violins, Guitars, Flutes, Fifes, Concertinas;—in fact all instruments 
in common use, with STRINGS, and all other things needed to renew and repair instruments, and a full 
stock of MUSICAL MEUCHANIDSE. 
JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 
33 COURT STREET, (opposito the Court House,) 
’yfTI BOSTON. 
WTK’E • 
I hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast, that l will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday afternoons, from 2 until 5 P. M., for the purpose of 
receiving taxes. 
DANIKL Is. PITCHKK. Cot.t.kctok. 






Extracts ot Hoots and Herbs which almost invari- 
ably cure the following complaints 
Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and Loss ol Appetite cured by taking a few bottles. 
Low Spirits ami sinking Sensation cured at once. 
Eruption*!. Pimples, Blotches, and all impuri- ties of the blood, bursting through the skin or 
otherwise, cured readily by following the directions 
on the bottle. 
Kiilney, Bladder and Urinary Derangements in- 
variably cured. One bottle will convince the most 
skeptical. 
Worm* expelhd from the system without the least difficulty. Patients suffering from this preva- lent disease will see a marked change lor the better 
in their condition after taking one bottle. Worm difficulties are more prevalent than is generally sup 
posed in the young, and they will find the Quaker 
Bitters a sure remedy, 
lervout Difficultie«, Neuralgia, &e., speed- 
ily relieved. 
Illiieuiiaatiftin. Swelled .Joints and all Scrofula 
Afllictions removed or greatly relieved by this in- 
valuable medicine. 
Iloncliiti*.Catarrh,Convulsions,and Hysterics 
cured or much relieved. 
Difficult Dr catliiug-. Pain in the Lungs,Side 
at 1 Chest almost invariably cured by taking a lew 
bo tics of the Quaker Bitters. 
Ill Difficult Female Derangements, (almost 
ii ariably caused by a violation of the organic laws,) 
si prevalent to the American ladies, yield readily to 
tl sinvaluable medicine—the Quaker Bitters. 
«ll Impurities of the Blood and diseases 
in ident to the same always cured by the Quaker 
Bitters, it taken according to the directions. 
The Aiind in the Quaker Bitters just the 
article they staud in need of in their declining years. Jt quickens the blood and cheers the ininu, ami 
paves the passage down the plane inclined. 
Sold by all Druwgists and Dealers in Medicine. 
Dr. H. S. FLINT & CO., Proprietors, 
Providence, R. I. 
A^Sold at wholesale and retail by S. A. IlOWES 
& CO., Belfast.— 
^^THE GREAT CAUSE 
Human Misery. 
Just Published in a Seated Envelope. Price Six 
Cents, 
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and Radical 
Cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, in- 
duced by Sell Abuse, Involuntary Emissions, impo- 
tency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to 
Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and 
Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, etc.—By 
ROBERT J. CULVEKWELL, M. D., Author of 
the “Green Book, etc. 
The world-renowned author, in this admirable 
Lecture, clearly proves lrom his own experience 
that the awful consequences of Sell-Abuse may be 
effectually removed without medicines, and without 
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments, 
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at 
once certain and eilectualby which every sufferer, 
no matter what his condition may be, may cure 
himself cheaply, privately, and radically. THIS 
LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON TO THOU- 
SANDS AND THOUSANDS. 
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad- 
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage 
stamps, by addressing the publishers. 
Aiso 1)R. CULVEKWELL'S “Marriage Guide,” 
price 50 cents. 
Address the publishers, 
( HAN. J. C. HUIE A CO.. 
127 Bowery, New York. Post-Office Box 4,5aC, 
1 y r-i 1 
Y ER’S 
Cherry Pectoral! 
For of the k lii oat and 
JLungK, Mali a.4 Cougliit. Cold*. 
Whooiiing Pour'll, Itron- 
cliiti*. A.4tl>naa ami 
('onMiiiiiptiou. I 
I he lew compositions, 
which have won the eonli* 
science ol mankind and be- 
ffcoinc household words 
j? among not only one but ^many nations, must have 
^extraordinary virtues. 
BPerhaps no one ever sc* 
cured so wide a reputation 
or maintained it so long 
as Aykk’s ChKUKY 1*KC- 
toraL. It has been known 
to the public about forty 
years,by a long continued 
senes or marvellous cures, wnicn nave won ror ic a 
confidence in its virtues, never equalled by any 
other medicine. It still makes tin* most effectual 
cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can bo 
made by medical skill. Indeed the Cherrv l'R« 
to UAL has really robbed these dangerous diseases 
of their terrors, to a great extent, and given a feel- 
ing of immunity from their fatal effects, which is 
well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. 
Every family should have it in their closet for the 
ready and prompt relief of its members. Sickness, 
suffering, and even life is saved by this timely pro- 
tection. The prudent should not neglect it, and the 
wise will not. Keep it by you for the protection it 
affords in sudden attacks.and by its tlmeiy use. 
PREPARED BY 
IDr. X. C. AYER (O. Lowell, Mu**.. 
Practical and Analytical Chemist, 
nd sold by Druggists all round the world. 
Iye3w38 
A_ WORD TO 
FARMERS ! 
THE UNDERSIGNED, hay dealers of this city recommend to farmers who propose to market 
pressed hay hereafter, that they press it in bales 
fastened with hoops instead of withes, >ur reasons 
for this advise are as follows 
1st. Bales put up with hoops look better and 
are more closely stowed. 
2d. The hoops are comparatively cheap and the 
bundles are easily handled. 
3d. The hay put up with hoops will sell readily 
and command a higher price in all markets. 
We call your special attention to the following 
sections of the laws of our State in relation to 
pressed hay,and advise that it he strictly carried out 
as a compliance with its requirements and may save 
not a little expense end trouble. 
Chapter 38, Section 52, R. S. All hay pressed 
and put up in bundles for sale in this State, shall be 
branded on the boards or bands enclosing it, with 
the firt-t letter of the Christian and the whole of the 
surname of the person putting up the same, and 
with the name of the State and of the place where 
such persons live; and all pressed hay offered lor 
sale or shipping, not thus branded shall be forfeited, 
one half to the use of the town where the olfence is 
committed, and the other Half to the person libeling 
the same. 
Section 53. Every bale of screwed or pressed 
hay may have U ur pieces of seasoned boards not 
more than four inches wide or one inch thick to 
keep the hay in place, on one of which or cn one of 
the boards shall be marked the weight and tare of the 
bale and sueh tare exceeding twelve pounds shall be 
deducted when the hay is sold in bundles. * * * 
Wm. Pitcher &. Son, 
Woods, Mathknvs & Baker. 
Samuel Oris & Co. 
D. Lane. 
W. B, Swan & Co. 
A. Gammon us & Co. 
3m8 Robert Patterson. 
AYER’S 
Cathartic Pills 
For ail (lie Purpose* of a Family 
PlajMic, 
Costivencss, Jaun- 
dice, Dyspepsia, lu- 
ll igestion, Dysentery, 
Foul Stomach, Erysi- 
pelas,Headache, Piles 
■‘Rheumatism, Erup- 
tions, and Skin Dis- 
cascs, Biliousness, 
Liver Complaint, 
^Dropsy, Tetter, Tu- 
mors ana ^uu Ktieum, worms, uoui, 
Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, anti 
Purifying the Blood. 
are the most, congenial purgative yet perfected. Their 
effects abundantly show how much they excel all 
other Pills. They are sale and pleasant to take, but 
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors 
ot the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or dis- 
ordered organ into action, and they impart health 
and tone to the whole being. They cure not only 
the very day complaints of every body, but formid- 
able and dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergy- 
men, most skilful physicians, and our best citizens 
send certificates of cures performe 1 and of great 
bem fits they have derived from these Pills. They 
are the safest and best physic tor children, because 
mild as well as effectual, Being sugar-coated, they 
are easy to take; and being purely vegetable, they 
are entirely harmless. 
PREPARED BY 
I»r. JT. CJ. AVER A, CO.. Lowell, .Rum*. 
Practical and Analytical Chemists. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE. 
Iyre3w40 
^llNHKRMEM! 
TWINES & NETTING, 
Manufactured by 
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS, 
49"Sendfor Price-List. Baltimore, Md, 
(»mos52 
i 
FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY ly 14 
M p. W O O l> c Ot!K. 
SAMUEL WARD & CO., Propr’s, Boston. 
Mi*s. Jas. GrouldL 
HAtiXETlC A A it 
CLAIRVOYANT fill! 
at 103 Centre St., BANGOR. 
4^” Examines from a distance by a lock of hair, 
FEE—ONE DOLLAR EACH. t!3 
Easy! Safe! Certain T 
BARLETT’S 
PILE SUPPOSITORY! 
A certain Cure lor tlie Piles, prepared only by the Barlett Manufacturing Company, South Orange, N. .J. Non*' genuine without our Written Signa- ture on the outside Wrapper of each Box. This remedy is confidently offered as entirely new in its composition and method of application, and 
one that has thus far cured every case to which it has been applied. It has just been introduced with 
great success in this vicinity. Physicians are pre- scribing it. 
Sold by S. A. HOWES A CO., and at no other 
place in this vicinity,—OmH 
G. E. J o H N S O N, 
Attorney at Law! 
No. 10 flam St.,(srnrfeht.or) Belfast, M44 
Scientific and Popular Medical Works 
ON 
Manhood, Womanhood, & j Nervous Diseases, 
PUBLISHED BY THE 
Aft .-- 
No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, 
(Opposite Revere House.) Medical Knowledge for Everybody. Two Million 
Copies Sold. 
A Hook for Every Man, 
TIIE SCIENCE OF LIFE OK SELF-PRESERVATION. 
A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of Exhausted 
Vitality, Spermatorrhcea, Seminal Weakness, Impo- 
tency, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical 
Debility, Hypochondria, and all othor diseases arising from the Errors op Youth, or the Indiscretions or Ex- 
cesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every 
man. 190th edition, much enlarged, illustrated; bound in beautiful French cloth. Price only $1.00. 
A IBook for Every Woman, 
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND HEH DISEASES; or. Woman treated op Physiologically 
and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy 
to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engravings. 360 
pages, bound in beautiful French cloth. Price $2.00. 
A IBook for JEvoryliody. 
The Institute has just published a new book, treating 
exclusively of NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES. 
150 pp. cloth. Price $1.00, or all three books sent on 
receipt of $3, postage paid. 
Th^’o are, beyond all comparison, the most extraor- 
dinary works on Physiology ever published. There is 
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of Either 
Sex, can either require or wish to know, but what is fully 
explained, and many matters of the most important and 
interesting charac ter are introduced to which no allusion 
even can be found in any other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, 
uro given in full, especially those relating to Spermatorr- 
hoea, Impotency, Sterility or Barrenness. No person should be without these valuable books The prose* 
throughout the countrj", the clergy, and the medical faculty 
generally highly extol these extraordinary aud useful works. 
The most fastidious may read them. 
O’ Either book sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 
N. B. The author of the above-named medical works is 
the Chief Consulting Physician of the PEABODY MEDICAL 
INSTITUTE, in high standing in the Medical Faculty of 
this country, who has successfully treated thousands of tha 
human family alHicted with the maladies treated ppou in these books, and gives his whole attention to his patients 
and to those who may call upon him for advice. The grand 
secret of his success is his vast knowledge of the causes of 
these ailments and his speedily removing them from the 
constitution. ^ 
Dr. W. II. PARKER, Member of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, London, late Medical Inspector General, U. S. A., 
Honorary Member of the American Medical Faculty, and 
Assistant Physician of the Institute, may also be consulted 
on all diseases requiring skill and experience, to whom all 
correspondence should lie addressed, or to the PEABODY 
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulilnch St., Boston, Mass. 
Inviolable secrecy and certain relief. 
Gr E O liGrES HOTEL 
main St., Tliom u* ton, 
This old well known and favorite Hotel 
has been leased by the undersigned, and been reno- 
vated, remodeled and furnished, is now opened for 
permanent and transient boarders. It will be amply supplied with all that is necessary lor the comfort 
and convenience of its patrons. 
Also connected with the Hotel are Naiii|»l«< 
Room*, situated in Union Mock, chamber.' over 
W. M. Cook’s store, commodious and central, for 
the accommodation of Commercial Auknth. 
The undersigned’s old acquaintances and friends at 
the Lynde House, where he has officiated as Clerk 
since its opening, will please take notice of his New 
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them. 
Si^Ooaches to take passengers to and from the 
cars. A good Livery Stable connected with the 
House. WM. K. BICKFOKD. 
Thomaston,Nov. 1.1871. ttliT 
A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most re 
liable Physicians, and its astonishing curative pow 
ers attested by thousands who have used it. 
It is a sure, quick remedy tor all diseases of the 
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irrita- 
tion or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder,Gravel, 
Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy 
Urine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from 
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence of Urine, 
Chrouic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Mala- 
dies of the Urino-Genital Organs. 
For sale byall Diuggistsand Deaiersin Medicine 
everywhere. Iyl9 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT 
“A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned." 
DEPOSITS made on or before the 1st of any month, will be placed upon interest every 
month, (except May and November) and interest 
computed upon the same in June and December. 
Deposits received daily at the Bankiug Room, 
from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M Saturdays from 
9 to 12 A.M. 
JOHN U.QUIMBY, Treas. ASA FAUNCK, Prest 
Belfast, July 13. 1870. 
For Sale. 
A GOOD 1 1-2 STORY HOUSK 
on Union St. Terms easy, 
tm Apply to \VM. H. KOGLEK Uellast. 
Gall and See 
as good an assortment of WOOLKN|GOODS of all 
grades, usually found in a 
First-Class Tailoring Establishment. 
Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being 
inanulactured to order by first-class wouxmen at as 
low prices as the times will afford. 
CUTTING attended to m all its branches by my- 
self. I have also a tine assortment of 
FURNISHING GOODS 
of all kinds. PAPKR COLLARS, 10cents a box, 
or 3 boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and ail the other 
better grades of Collars. tMl 11. L. LORO. 
REMOVAL I 
ELM Lit SMALL, M, D., Physician and Surgeon, Belfast, Me., Residence corner Miller and Con- 
fress Sis. Office over Caldwell’s Bookstore, Main treet. (Formerly in Mitchell’s Block.) Prompt 
attendance given to night calls, 3wl*tf4 
American Lloyd’s Notice. 
Capt. K. II. HAKKIMAN of Belfast, 
being appointed surveyor for the Ameri- 
can Lloyd’s Register, for the district 
from Rockland to Machias. Parties 
wishing their vessels classed in Ameri- 
can Lloyd’s Register and supplements will please 
apply to him for inspection of their vesoels. 
By Order HARTSHORN & KING. 
Per II. Harkiman, Surveyor General for Maine. 
June 5,1872.—t!3tt 
A. S. LUCE. 
Counsellor set Law ! 
HAWRII BLOCK. BELFAST, MB. 
Special attention given to collecting. All 
monies collected promptly paid. Iy33 
SANF OHfj’S 
INDEPENDENT LINE. 
Boston & Lowell. 
ARMNGEMENTS FORiTHE.SEASON 1872 
TWO IIEAMKRS O.T THE HOI TE, 
FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK. 
CAMBRIDGE K ATAHD IN 
Capt. J. P. Johnson. Capt. W. It. Koix. 
Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, Wed- nesday, lhursday und Saturday, at -i o’clock P. JM. Return ino—Will leave Boston every Monday, Tuesday, lhursday and Friday, at 5 I\ M. 
Fare to Boston, ----- $2.50. 
Lowell,.3.65. 
All freight must be accompanied by bills of lading in duplicate. All freight bills must be ..aid on 
delivery of goods. 
«■«. ©. WKIilA, Airem 
Belfast, May 17, 1872. 
INSIDE LINE 
-TO- 
MI, DESERT & MACHIAS, 
Fall and Winter Arrangement-Commenc- 
ing Friday, October llth. 
ONE THU' PER WEEK, 
’’ The Favorite Steamer 
tm LEWISTON! 
('apt. Uh.KRISl, 
Wilt leave until further notice) Railroad I ortland, every FHI1.AY K\ KN IN(, „ riday, the 11th I nst., at lu o’clock, or on urnva. >• t 
Express Train from Boston, for Rockland r.i-tii 
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor Mt.'l>r-er! 
Millbridge. Jonesport and Machiasport. Returning will leave Machiasport every Tuesd. 
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above nurn- 
landings. 
For further particulars inquire ol Ross fit Mm 
divant, 179 Commercial St. 
CYRUS STURDH AM. Hen. Ay. nf 
Portland, Oct. 7, 1872. 
IN S I 1) E L I N E 
-T O- 
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK. 
THK FAVOK.TK STKAMFK 
CITY OF RICHMOND! 
i M IliHl 
Will leave Railroad Wharl, Portland, very Monda Wednesday and Friday Evening at 1 > o’< lock, menciugMaiid&v, 22d Inst.,) l«.r Bangor,touching » Kookluud, Camden, Llucoluville, B.-ltaM, Sear>i <-r- Sandy 1 oint, Bucksport, Winter! rt and Ham. n 
Returning will leave Bangor ev. rv Monda\ \\ 
nesday uud Friday mornings at o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in p,»i:i-,nd at ou clock, P. M. For further {.articular* in ot Ross & Sturdivant, 17'M'oinmercia. Str. t 
C'YRCS STL’RLH VANT, (ion. Agent. C\ KV8 PA1TKRSON, Agent for M. Ita-t 
Portland, April 17, 1872. 
Nickel Plating 
<«8T8 LE8N THAU 
Silver Platln* 
UP 18 
M O ft K DU.UAHLK! 
All articles to which Nickel I'humi- 
plated in tin* best luaniit r, under 
UNITKif NlCkhl. Co.MPA.V m NhW 
^^Manufacturers art- requested t > 
selves ot the facilities we otter. 
applicable 
liei n>»- from 
avail them 
AUBUHN FOUNDRY S MF’G i;0, 
'Intel il'Hl uv .„.. 
ML c TZ TZ 
W I N T ill R AEEANQKMKNT 
1 •* I 1-7 i 
ON AND AFTKIt NOYFMBFK Kith. P* senger Trains will leave Belfast lor |'„r!laml 
ainJ all places intermediate on this road it 8 v M 
M|x<d 1 rain at :i 1*. M.,connectingut Huruham with Mixed Irainfor YVaterville, andPa-,*enger Ir.th. Bangor ami all Stations Kast. 
Trains will be due in Belfast Irom Boston, Tort 
land, and all Stations intermediate at ? •:a» P. >1. 
Mixed Train from Burnham connecting with tram from Bangor at 11 :.r>a A. M 
The New Line between Danville and Cumberland 
will then be open giving passengers lor Portland an 
opportunity to go either w.v, without chaun. ,1- Sot. », 1871. J. M, 1,1'NT, Sup't. 
Special Notice! 
Maine Central 
KAl LHO A 1 > 
On and after May HO, ls7~, and until further uotfee 
REFRIGERATOR CARS 
For the transportation of Meat be(we> Ihisiox 
BANUOK, SKUWIIKiiAN, Fv l:M I S ■. I ., and inter 
mediate points, will be run as follows, vi/ 4v 
Bangor lor Boston, via Lewiston, at l.-'so A. M 
Leave Skowbegan for Boston, via \ugu?ta, at ■. 
A. M.; Leave Farmington f*>r Boston,v ia Bruns 
at (i.30 A, M. ; every Momiav ami Thursday uiornin 
arriving in Boston at ;».:w A. M the following morning. Keturning, Leave Boston for the i,.,ints 
mentioned shove, at Luu P. M. 
These Refrigerator Cars ar lilted up in a first class manner, and will be fully appreciated by t♦>. shippers alter trial. Tit \ I'M KM ! 
J. M. LUNl.Men’l Sup’t. 
A, IIKKSKV, i.rii’l Freight Ag\ 
Augusta, May gif, l»rg. Ml 
PLail PLoad. House I 
BURNHAM STATION. 
I he above Mouse is now opened tor the 
accommodation ol the travelling public. 
The subscriber hopes by strict attention 
to the wants of his guests to receive a full shun of 
their patronage. 
J. I*. HIUMt I, l'ni|trieior. 
Nov. 6, 1871. 1s 
Special ISTotice. 
To Mhippen of Freight by Mnuford « 
liulepeiMlent Line Nieauiem. 
All persons shipping Freight by this Fine are re 
quested to have Steamer’s receipts in duplicate 
name of Consignee in full on the margin. 
Shippers that are using old Boxes, Barrels and 
Bags, are requested to erase all old marks. Au> 
Boxes, Barrels or BMgs that have more than one 
mark thereon, will not be received or shipped. 
All Freight must be properly marked only to the 
Consignee. Positively no freight receiv'd uuh-s 
conformable to rules as above. 
tlKO. CL VV FI.LS, Agent. 




Awarded First Premium at Maine Stair Fair,!S7d. 
EMILE BARBIER, Proprietor. 
This well known establishment, with it" i-imirable 
facilities, Is conducted by h first-class FRENCH 
DYER. Dying and Cleansing dom* in muuncr t.» 
give PERFECT SATISFA* I ION. 
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Ribbons, &c., 
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or takiug off trimmings. Lace Curtains Cleansed ami 
done equal to new Carpets Cleansed and Color 
Restored. 
DYED OR CLEANSED! 
Gent’s (iarments, Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed 
or Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue, ami pressed ready for wear. Gent’s Garments Re- 
pairing done at short notice. 
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every day. Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished In 
the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICES. 
Goods sent every MONDAY. Agency at 
WEIilii' Millimry and Fancy Goods 
Store, No. 17 Main Street, Belfast. Me.—Iyl2* 
PURE 
Cider Vinegar! 
Wholesale and Retail at 
F. A. FOLLETT’S. 
^***«» * 
IMMEDIATELY! 
CUSTOM COAT, VKST ANI) PANT MAKKKS 
HERSEY & WOODWARD, 
94 Mm* Nt.Belfast, ■* 
May IS 187*. 
